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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The subject matter and purpose of this thesis is aptly illustrated by an opening scene of 
George A. Romero’s Diary of the Dead (2007), the fifth instalment in his Living Dead series. A 
group of film students is working on what appears to be a cliché-ridden mummy movie. The 
scene they are shooting involves the mummy chasing a girl who is wearing a long abdomen 
crushing dress and high heels, both of which purposely slow her down and render her prone 
to stumble. When she does fall, however, the mummy is not supposed to catch her, because 
‘this is the beginning of the fucking movie. You catch her now; it’s all over.’ The director goes 
on to suggest that the mummy should only grab the actress by her dress, immediately 
provoking a reaction from the female victim, who aptly distinguishes the desired effect: ‘so 
my tits fall out? Ain’t gonna happen! You know, can somebody please explain to me why 
girls in scary movies always have to, like, fall down and lose their shoes and shit? It’s totally 
lame! And why do we always have to get our dresses torn off?’. When it is clear that the 
male participants do not seem to care for her polemic, she remarks that she should have 
stayed with her auto repair job.1  
 This dialogue captures and criticises the essence of the way in which gender is 
commonly represented in the horror film, including all of its different subgenres. The female 
character is often portrayed as a passive victim, in need of male protection and treated as an 
erotic spectacle. While the horror film could be regarded as a misogyny perpetuating genre 
for such reasons, and because its primary focus is sexual difference and sexual identity2, it 
should, however, not be dismissed because of this. The focus and clichés of this genre are 
particularly what make it an interesting research subject, because they could be used as an 
analytical background to study films that deviate from genre (and gender) conventions. This 
is particularly true for the apocalyptic zombie film subgenre, in which alternative visions of 
gender relations can be created.3 It is predominantly the transformation from a functioning 
society into a post-apocalyptic zombie-ridden one that facilitates this idea, because 
                                                     
1
 George A. Romero, Diary of the Dead, (2007), 5:00-6.10 
2
 See for an overview of this conceptualization: Carol J. Clover, Men, Women, and Chainsaws, (Princeton 1992). 
Clover suggests that horror films have the tendency to victimise sexual active female characters while 
celebrating pure/virginal female characters, who are often the only ones to survive. 
3
 N. Patterson, ‘Cannibalizing Gender and Genre: A Feminist Re-Vision of George Romero’s Zombie Films’, in: S. 
McIntosh and M. Leverette (eds.), Zombie Culture: Autopsies of the Living Dead, (New York 2008), 103-118: 
108-109 
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organisations and institutions, as well as ideological constructions, are diminished or have 
ceased to exist altogether, thus leaving room for rethought relations.4 
 Despite this ‘hopeful’ premise, the space for alternative gender constructions often 
seems to not be as large and facilitating as thought. According to Tammy Garland, who 
researched how violence is used as a means of curbing female characters’ gender role 
transgressions in the Walking Dead comics, a societal collapse in this material meant a 
return to a more “natural” or “primitive” society in which patriarchy is reinforced as the 
dominant social structure and gender roles neatly fit into – and are violently made to fit into 
– an essentialist binary.5 Moreover, Barbara Gurr, who edited a collection of essays on race, 
gender and sexuality in (general) post-apocalyptic fiction, suggests that alternative gender 
representations are rarely found in such material.6 The goal of this thesis then is to analyse 
the representation of gender in (post-)apocalyptic zombie films from Romero’s Night of the 
Living Dead (1968) until Marc Foster’s World War Z (2013) from a sociohistorical perspective, 
in order to find out if such statements and conclusions as formulated by Garland and Gurr 
can also be applied to this particular material, over an extended period of time. Based on my 
personal experience and prior knowledge of this genre, I formulate the hypothesis that the 
representation of gender does change over the span of the period 1968-2013. Comparing 
Romero’s squeamish Barbara in Night of the Living Dead (1968) to Paul W.S. Anderson’s 
jump-kicking Alice from the Resident Evil franchise (2002-2016), who came to be roughly 
three decades later, can definitely be taken as an indication. The question I subsequently 
pose – and where the sociohistorical context in which these movies were made comes into 
play – is why the representation of gender has changed.  
  
                                                     
4
 J. Murray, ‘A Zombie Apocalypse: Opening Representational Spaces for Alternative Constructions of Gender 
and Sexuality’, Journal of Literary Studies, 29:4, (2013), 1-19: 1-3; T. S. Garland, ‘Gender Politics and The 
Walking Dead: Gendered Violence and the Reestablishment of Patriarchy’, Feminist Criminology, March 11, 1-
28 (2016), 1-7 
5
 T. S. Garland, ‘Gender Politics’, 21-23 
6
 Barbara Gurr, ‘Introduction: After the World Ends, Again’, in: Barbara Gurr (ed.), Race, Gender, and Sexuality 
in Post-Apocalyptic TV and Film, (New York 2015), 1-14: 1. 
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Theory 
Cultural expressions of zombies resonate with large groups of consumers. These cultural 
forms (including for example films, video games and Halloween costumes) contribute an 
estimated 5 billion dollars to the world economy per year.7 Besides that, they are the result 
of a complex interplay between receivers or audience, producers and the social world they 
are respectively consumed and created in. As such they can be considered to be significant 
culture objects.8 For this reason this thesis employs a ritual approach to understand the 
selected zombie films and the societies they are created in. In ritual approaches as 
developed by Will Wright9 and Thomas Schatz10 cultural objects are viewed as collective 
expressions that are formed by, and can simultaneously be used for, the exploration of 
societal ideals, values and ideologies. The merits of this approach lie in its focus on genre. As 
Rick Altman puts it:  
The film industry’s desire to please and its need to attract consumers were viewed as 
the mechanism whereby spectators were actually able to designate the kind of films 
they wanted to see. By choosing the films it would patronize, the audience revealed 
its preferences and its beliefs, thus inducing Hollywood studios to produce films 
reflecting its desires. Participation in the genre film experience thus reinforces 
spectator expectations and desires. Far from being limited to mere entertainment, 
filmgoing offers a satisfaction more akin to that associated with established 
religion.11 
This thus suggests that films can be thought of to play an active role in representing societal 
ideologies. Moreover, while films have been thought of as mirrors of society, as argued in 
ritualist approach studies, more recently they have been analysed as cultural products that 
even enforce or constitute visions of society, as well as its history.12 An example of this is the 
film Mississippi Burning (1988), which is about the Civil Rights Movement and the FBI 
investigation into three murdered activists. In this case the film posits the historical enemy 
                                                     
7
 Jon C. Ogg, ‘Zombies Worth over $5 Billion to Economy’, 24/7 Wall Street, (25-10-2011). From: 
http://247wallst.com/investing/2011/10/25/zombies-worth-over-5-billion-to-economy. Retrieved on: 1-6-
2017. 
8
 Todd K. Platts, ‘Locating Zombies in the Sociology of Popular Culture’, Sociology Compass, 3, (2013), 547-560: 
548.  
9
 Will Wright, Sixguns and Society: A Structural Study of the Western, (Berkeley 1977). 
10
 Thomas Schatz, Hollywood Genres: Formulas, Filmmaking, and the Studio System, (Philadelphia 1981). 
11
 Rick Altman, ‘A Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre’, Cinema Journal, 23:3, (1984), 6-18: 9. 
12
 Scott Spector, ‘Was the Third Reich Movie-Made? Interdisciplinarity and the Reframing of “Ideology”’. The 
American Historical Review, 106:2, (2001), 460-484: 460.  
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of the movement, the FBI, as the film’s heroes, while it simultaneously turns the historical 
heroes, the African-Americans who marched and of whom many met terrible fates, into 
passive victims, waiting for white rescue. As suggested by Ella Shohat and Robert Stam such 
white washings or other misrepresentations can lead unaware audiences who are not as 
acquainted with American history to fundamental misreadings of this history.13  
 Of course this is a historical example, and zombie films do not belong to historical 
realism genres as they are fictional narratives, but that does not mean they do not promote 
or even enforce envisionings of societies. It could be said that (post)-apocalyptic narratives 
do so pre-eminently. As Barbara Gurr puts it, ‘post-apocalyptic narratives ask us to consider 
what it means to be truly human, particularly in the context of survival horror, by testing not 
only our physical survival skills, but also our values, our morals, and our beliefs.’14 This is 
particularly true because these narratives set in the (near) future deal with societal 
expectations on different levels.  
For one, a narrative that shows how we all die is of course significantly less satisfying 
than a story about how most of us died, but some endured, as argued by Gurr. Societal 
values and expectations can then be found in questions such as: ‘who survived? Why them 
and not others?’.15 In the context of this thesis, these and more questions will be answered 
in relation to the characters’ adherence to and transgression of gender roles. The reason 
behind this is that because films can be thought to display societal expectations, I expect 
that characters will be rewarded (survival) or punished (death) narratively for their 
adherence or transgression of gender roles. This idea has often been discussed in relation to 
the horror genre.16  
Secondly, as previous research on post-apocalyptic (zombie) films has shown17, these 
films are mostly unable to imagine new constructions of race, gender and sexuality and 
might even enforce more conservative viewpoints on those subjects. Different explanations 
as to why this might be the case have arisen. One is that survival simply provides enough 
challenge and takes up all imaginative energy (of both the characters as well as the film 
                                                     
13
 Ella Shohat and Robert Stam, Unthinking Eurocentrism: Multiculturalism and the Media, (New York 1994), 
178-180. 
14
 Barbara Gurr, ‘After the World Ends, Again’, 1. 
15
 Barbara Gurr, ‘After the World Ends, Again’, 1. 
16
 See for example: Clover, Men, Women and Chain Saws. In her work, Clover suggests that the pure and 
virginal girl, dubbed the Final Girl, survives the narrative of the slasher film, whereas sexually active girls are 
killed brutally. 
17
 Barbara Gurr, ‘After the World Ends, Again’, 1-3. 
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makers), leaving little room for the creation of new social mores. These narratives might also 
suggest that the human survivors survive because of the more conservative ideologies. 
Hence, heteropatriarchal gender and race hierarchies continue to exist then, because they 
are seen as our greatest strength. Finally, the perpetuation or easy reinstatement of these 
ideologies in post-apocalyptic narratives can imply that they are considered “natural”, 
meaning that the survivors will start to match the primitive state of the new world and 
‘return to who we are meant to be’, in a biological essentialist sense.18 Studying these films 
will then provide insight into both historical and more recent enforced notions of gender.  
While analysing the representation of gender in film is commonly approached from a 
psychoanalytic perspective, borrowing concepts from Freud and Lacan, as pioneered by 
Laura Mulvey19, this thesis is based on a transmission view of communication to enable a 
more systematic rather than a seemingly anecdotal analysis of the material. This theory 
conceptualises the media (in this case the zombie films) as agents of social control, passing 
on (transmitting) society’s heritage.20 In doing so they present ideologies such as the 
patriarchal order as “normal”, ‘concealing its ideological nature and translating it into 
common sense’.21 While this theory has been criticised for simplifying the operational 
processes of media down to a model of sender-message-receiver22, it may prove to be 
fruitful in relation to this specific genre in which, as discussed, values and beliefs exist on the 
foreground, often functioning as decisive elements in life or death situations.  
Moreover, some sociologists criticise this theory for assuming that audience 
members – who, of course, have agency themselves and can give personal (deviating or 
oppositional) meaning to narratives and images based on their intersectional identity – will 
be defined by sexist media content.23 Yet, this conceptualisation should not be completely 
neglected, since, according to research on cultivation theory and social learning theory, 
repeated exposure to media content can lead viewers to begin to accept media portrayals as 
                                                     
18
 Barbara Gurr, ‘After the World Ends, Again’, 1-3. 
19
 Laura Mulvey, ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’, in: Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen (eds.), Film Theory 
and Criticism: Introductory Readings, (New York 1999, originally published in 1975), 833-844. 
20
 James W. Carey, Communication as Culture: Essays on Media and Society, (London 1989), 12-13. 
21
 Angela McRobbie, ‘Jackie: An Ideology of Adolescent Femininity’, in: Bernard Waites, Tony Bennett and 
Graham Martin (eds.), Popular Culture: Past and Present, (London 1989), 263-283: 263-266. 
22
 Natalie Fenton, ‘Women, Communication and Theory: A Glimpse of Feminist Approaches to Media and 
Communication Studies’, Feminism & Psychology, 5:3, (1995), 426-431: 427. 
23
 Natalie Fenton, ‘Women, Communication and Theory’, 429-430. 
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representations of reality.24 This goes for a whole variety of subjects, including the 
acceptance and internalisation of gender stereotypes25 and ideas about sexuality26. 
However, in this case I am more interested in the representation of gender from a historical 
perspective and see it as something that aids the understanding of societies in the past, 
rather than from a sociological perspective, in which case the societal effects of such 
representations may be of bigger importance. This is also partly because horror – and in 
particular zombie film – audience and their responses remain understudied, for all we know 
‘viewers may enjoy the gore effects and little else’.27 
Literature Review 
Just as zombies can be found in a lot of modes of cultural expression, they are also found in 
a growing number of academic studies. While this object of study only began to appeal to 
scholars in the 1980s, zombie studies has rapidly grown – and continues to do so – to 
become a full-fledged area of academic research. However, according to Todd K. Platts, 
research on the reception and consumption of zombie culture is one of the few areas in 
which it is lacking.28 So what do zombie studies encompass in the broadest sense? The 
zombie occurs symbolically in research in the fields of economics and political science, 
where it is used to describe valueless institutes or ideologies that are lingering on (and are 
kept lingering on), which can ultimately have negative effects on society, such as “zombie 
banks” – malfunctioning banks that are “fed” by government bail outs – or according to 
other research, capitalism in general.29 Similarly the zombie is occasionally used to explore 
mathematical concepts such as modelling or calculus.30 The zombie and its related concepts 
                                                     
24
 For an overview of research on these theories see: Michael Morgan, James Shanahan and Nancy Signorielli, 
‘Growing Up with Television: Cultivation Processes’, in: Jennings Bryant and Mary Beth Oliver (eds.), Media 
Effects: Advances in Theory and Research, (London 2009), 34-49: 43-44. 
25
 See for example: Sandra L. Calvert, Tracy A. Kondla, Karen A. Ertel and Douglas S. Meisel, ‘Young Adults’ 
Perceptions and Memories of a Televised Woman Hero’, Sex Roles, 45:1/2, (2001), 31-52. 
26
 See for example: Jane D. Brown, ‘Mass Media Influences on Sexuality’, The Journal of Sex Research, 39:1, 
(2002), 42-45. 
27
 Todd K. Platts, ‘Locating Zombies’, 556. 
28
 Todd K. Platts, ‘Locating Zombies’, 555. 
29
 Yalman Onaran, Zombie Banks: How Broken Banks and Debtor Nations are Crippling the Global Economy, 
(New Jersey 2012); Chris Harman, Zombie Capitalism: Global Crisis and the Relevance of Marx, (Chicago 2010); 
Henry A. Giroux, Zombie Politics and Culture in the Age of Casino Capitalism, (Bern 2010); Daniel Drezner, 
Theories of International Politics and Zombies, (Princeton 2011). 
30
 Robert Smith and Andrew Cartmel, Mathematical Modelling of Zombies, (Ottawa (2014); Colin Conrad 
Adams, Zombies & Calculus, (Princeton 2014). 
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such as “contagion”, “slave”, “undead”, have also been used to interpret education policies 
as well as their potential outcome; zombie citizens.31 
 Thus, it is clear that the zombie can function as an illustrative and interpretational 
tool. Moreover, this idea has also been turned around; researchers with different 
backgrounds have interpreted the zombie itself. Mathias Clasen views the concept of the 
zombie from an evolutionary perspective, dealing with the bio-psychological ways in which 
zombies engender terror; namely through infectious contagion, loss of autonomy and, of 
course, death.32 The zombie is also explored through various medical and philosophical 
perspectives. Timothy Verstynen and Bradley Voytek give a neuroscientific view of the 
zombie brain, while Robert Kirk examines what consciousness entails in this context.33 In a 
broader sense the relation between humanity and zombiedom, as often explored by 
Romero, was studied in a collection of essays edited by Christopher M. Moreman and Cory 
James Rushton.34  
 Since its surge in popularity there has been written a lot on the place of zombies in 
popular culture and what their appeal and “function” might be.35 While these works 
normally do shed light on the origins of the zombie as a transnational myth, some scholars 
specifically devote their time to study the zombie’s beginnings and travels. Sarah Juliet 
Lauro36, and Moreman and Rushton37 have written very detailed accounts of the zombie’s 
                                                     
31
 Victoria Carrington, Jennifer Rowsell, Esther Priyadharshini and Rebecca Westrup (eds.), Generation Z: 
Zombies, Popular Culture and Educating Youth, (New York 2016). 
32
 Mathias Clasen, ‘The Anatomy of the Zombie: A Bio-Psychological Look at the Undead Other’, Otherness: 
Essays and Studies, 1:1, (2010), 1-23. 
33
 Timothy Verstynen and Bradley Voytek, Do Zombies Dream of Undead Sheep?: A Neuroscientific View of the 
Zombie Brain, (Princeton 2014); Robert Kirk, Zombies and Consciousness, (Oxford 2008). 
34
 Christopher M. Moreman and Cory James Rushton (eds.), Zombies Are Us: Essays on the Humanity of the 
Walking Dead, (Jefferson 2011). 
35
 Some examples include: Peter Dendle, ‘The Zombie as Barometer of Cultural Anxiety’, in: Niall Scott (ed.), 
Monsters and the Monstrous: Myths and Metaphors of Enduring Evil, (New York 2001); David Flint, Zombie 
Holocaust: How the Living Dead Devoured Pop Culture, (London 2009); Rikk Mulligan, ‘Zombie Apocalypse: 
Plague and the End of the World in Popular Culture’, in: Karolyn Kinane and Michael A. Ryan (eds.), End of Days: 
Essays on the Apocalypse from Antiquity to Modernity, (Jefferson 2009), 239-258; Nick Muntean and Matthew 
Thomas Payne, ‘Attack of the Livid Dead: Recalibrating Terror in the Post-September 11 Zombie Film’, in: 
Andrew Schopp and Matthew B. Hill (eds.), The War on Terror in American Popular Culture: September 11 and 
Beyond, (Madison 2009); Annalee Newitz, ‘War and Social Upheaval Cause Spikes in Zombie Movie Production’, 
Annals of Improbable Research 15:1, (2009), 16-19; Laura Hubner, Marcus Leaning and Paul Manning (eds.), 
The Zombie Renaissance in Popular Culture, (London 2015). 
36
 Sarah J. Lauro, The Transatlantic Zombie: Slavery, Rebellion, and Living Death, (London 2015). 
37
 Christopher M. Moreman and Cory J. Rushton (eds.), Race, Oppression and the Zombie: Essays on Cross-
Cultural Appropriations of the Caribbean Tradition, (London 2011). 
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history.38 Moreover, as any legitimate field of study requires, zombie studies has recently 
been supplied with multiple works that provide an overview of this field.39 Others have gone 
and tried to, almost obsessively, map the zombie film genre and take inventory of all zombie 
films ever created.40 In summary, it is clear that academic zombie studies has expanded 
greatly and have grown to not only focus on directly related material, such as zombie films 
or the history of the Haitian religious phenomenon, but also use the concept of the zombie 
metaphorically. However, the aim of this thesis is not only to be relevant in relation to 
zombie studies, but also to the history of gender representation. 
 The study of gender representation in different media has been an active field of 
interest since the publication of The Feminine Mystique41 (1963) by Betty Friedan, whose 
work has been regarded as an important impetus for the second wave of feminism.42 Friedan 
analysed the representation (and enforcement) of feminine ideals in (predominantly) 
women’s magazines, observing that during the 1930s the modern woman was thought of as 
having a professional life, as well as being determined and independent. This view changed 
drastically in the post-World War II period, when the housewife ideal was enforced and put 
on a pedestal.43 As mentioned earlier, the analysis of gender representation in film took off 
after Laura Mulvey’s 1975 article on the (interplay between) gendered concepts of 
identification, scopophilia (pleasure of looking) and narrative in films from Hollywood’s 
classical period. She deconstructed these concepts and their patriarchal symbolism by 
appropriating psychoanalytic theory as a ‘political weapon’.44 Recently such perspectives and 
                                                     
38
 Other examples include: Hans-W. Ackerman and Jeanine Gauthier, ‘The Ways and Nature of Zombi’, Journal 
of American Folklore, 104, (1991), 466-494; Edna Aizenberg, ‘”I Walked with A Zombie”: The Pleasures and 
Perils of Postcolonial Hybridity, World Literature Today, 73:3, (1999), 461-466; Kyle Bishop, ‘Raising the Dead: 
Unearthing the Non-Literary Origins of Zombie Cinema’, Journal of Popular Film and Television, 33:4, (2006), 
196-205; Kyle Bishop, ‘The Sub-Subaltern Monster: Imperialist Hegemony and the Cinematic Voodoo Zombie’, 
Journal of American Culture, 31:2, (2008), 141-152; Elizabeth McAlister, ‘Slaves, Cannibals, and Infected Hyper-
Whites: The Race and Religion of Zombies’, Anthropological Quarterly, 85:2, (2012), 457-486. 
39
 Most relevant examples include: Marc Leverette and Shawn McIntosh (eds.), Zombie Culture: Autopsies of 
the Living Dead, (Lanham 2008); Kyle William Bishop, American Zombie Gothic: The Rise and Fall (and Rise) of 
the Walking Dead in Popular Culture, (Jefferson 2010); Stephanie Boluk and Wylie Lenz, Generation Zombie: 
Essays on the Living Dead in Modern Culture, (Jefferson 2011); Todd K. Platts, ‘Locating Zombies in the 
Sociology of Popular Culture’, Sociology Compass, 7, (2013), 547-560. 
40
 Peter Dendle, The Zombie Movie Encyclopedia, (Jefferson 2001); Jamie Russell, Book of the Dead: The 
Complete History of Zombie Cinema (Surrey 2006); Glenn Kay, Zombie Movies: The Ultimate Guide, (Chicago 
2008); Peter Dendle, The Zombie Movie Encyclopedia Volume 2: 2000-2010, (Jefferson 2012). 
41
 Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique, (New York 1963). 
42
 Margalit Fox, ‘Betty Friedan, Who Ignited Cause in ‘Feminine Mystique’, Dies at 85’, The New York Times, (6-
2-2006).  
43
 Betty Friedan, Mystique, 19-61, 185-211. 
44
 Laura Mulvey, ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’, Screen 16:3, (1975), 6-18: 6. 
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ideas have been applied to the analysis of gender in zombie films, focussing on concepts 
such as “normality” and the persistence or destruction of patriarchy in these narratives.45 
The methodological framework of this literature is often based on a oppositional reading of 
the films, enabling both feminist critiques and options to explore possible feminist viewing 
pleasures in these narratives. Both Natasha Patterson and Andrea Harris give feminist 
readings of, respectively George A. Romero and Resident Evil films. Patterson delves into 
Romero’s treatment of female characters who, except for Barbara in Night of the Living 
Dead (1968), are typically the most reasonable and resilient of the whole cast. According to 
Patterson it is remarkable that Dawn of the Dead (1978) features an independent woman, 
who battles essentialist ideas of femininity, since one of the important “prototypes” of this 
concept, namely Ellen Ripley of the Alien franchise, came to be years later.46 Andrea Harris is 
in her research mainly concerned with both the concept of the female action hero and how 
Alice, the protagonist of the series, relates to it – suggesting that her being infected with a 
virus used for biochemical warfare which gives her incredible powers renders Alice the next 
step in evolution –, as well as how gender role adherence and transgression are portrayed as 
causes of death.47 The notion of gender role adherence and transgression and potential 
rewards or punishments in zombie films is also explored by Tammy Garland, Nickie Phillips 
and Scott Vollum48, Chris Gavaler49 and John Greene and Michaela D. E. Meyer50. However, 
                                                     
45
 Some notable examples include: Robin Wood, ‘Normality and Monsters: The Films of Larry Cohen and 
George Romero’, in: Robin Wood, Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan and Beyond, (New York 2003), 85-119; 
Natasha Patterson, ‘Cannibalizing Gender and Genre: A Feminist Re-Vision of George Romero’s Zombie Films’, 
in: Marc Leverette and Shawn McIntosh (eds.), Zombie Culture: Autopsies of the Living Dead, (Lanham 2008), 
103-118; Jessica Murray, ‘A Zombie Apocalypse: Opening Representational Spaces for Alternative Constructions 
of Gender and Sexuality’, Journal of Literary Studies 29:4, (2013), 1-19; Kinitra D. Brooks, ‘The Importance of 
Neglected Intersections: Race and Gender in Contemporary Zombie Texts and Theories’, African-American 
Review, 47:4, (2014), 461-475; John Greene and Michaela D. E. Meyer, ‘The Walking (Gendered) Dead: A 
Feminist Rhetorical Critique of Zombie Apocalypse Television Narrative’, Ohio Communication Journal, 52, 
(2014), 64-74; Chris Gavaler, ‘Zombies vs. Superheroes: The Walking Dead Resurrection of Fantastic Four 
Gender Formulas’, Image TexT: Interdisciplinary Comic Studies 7:4, (2014); Andrea Harris, ‘Woman as Evolution: 
The Feminist Promise of the Resident Evil Film Series’, in: Barbara Gurr (ed.), Race, Gender, And Sexuality in 
Post-Apocalyptic TV and Film, (London 2015), 99-111; Tammy S. Garland, Nickie Phillips and Scott Vollum, 
‘Gender Politics and The Walking Dead: Gendered Violence and the Reestablishment of Patriarchy’, Feminist 
Criminology, (2016), 1-28. 
46
 Natasha Patterson, ‘Cannibalizing Gender and Genre: A Feminist Re-Vision of George Romero’s Zombie 
Films’, in: Marc Leverette and Shawn McIntosh (eds.), Zombie Culture: Autopsies of the Living Dead, (Lanham 
2008), 103-118: 108-112. 
47
 Andrea Harris, ‘Woman as Evolution: The Feminist Promise of the Resident Evil Film Series’, in: Barbara Gurr 
(ed.), Race, Gender, And Sexuality in Post-Apocalyptic TV and Film, (London 2015), 99-111. 
48
 Tammy S. Garland, Nickie Phillips and Scott Vollum, ‘Gender Politics and The Walking Dead: Gendered 
Violence and the Reestablishment of Patriarchy’, Feminist Criminology, (2016), 1-28. 
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they mostly focus on the TV series and the comic series of The Walking Dead. Their results 
are remarkable though, as they show that (particularly in the comic series) female characters 
are often reminded of, and shown in, their traditional gender roles, or are violently punished 
for transgressing them. Kinita D. Brooks explores in her research the intersectional identity 
of the black woman in the contemporary zombie genre as well as how she is often ‘violently 
erased’.51 
 In summary, there is not a short supply of literature on the history of the zombie, as 
well as its place in popular culture. Moreover, research on the representation of gender 
tailored to the specifics of the zombie genre has become fairly popular recently. 
Nonetheless, I have not encountered studies in which the change in representation of 
gender in the genre is studied over an extended period of time, let alone research which 
employs a quantitative method to systematically deconstruct the images and ideas that are 
transmitted in this material through time. Besides, in analyses the material is usually treated 
outside of their sociohistorical context. Therefore I seek to add to this research, to ultimately 
fill this niche.  
Material 
The material I have selected to analyse the representation of gender in the genre of the 
apocalyptic zombie film had to adhere to four criteria. Firstly – and most obviously – the 
films have to include zombies. As will be discussed in chapter 2 the zombie has been 
considered to be a creature in which societal fears and criticisms can be manifested. From its 
inception as a metaphor for slavery until its portrayals in blockbusters, the zombie has 
represented different cultural anxieties. Secondly, as required to study alternative gender 
constructions, the coming of these zombies must result in an apocalyptic society which, 
during its collapse, can create space for reimaginings of gender roles. While the zombie film 
can be considered to be a subgenre of the apocalypse film, it is at the same time a subgenre 
of horror, with survival, death and the potential loss of humanity as its core themes. That is 
how the zombie film differs primarily from environmental apocalypse films for example. 
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Moreover, in horror such themes are pre-eminently gendered, meaning that gender role 
transgressing characters are often the first to die, as discussed at length by Carol J. Clover.52 
Thirdly, to promote consistency in the material, I have only selected films made in the 
United States by American directors. It must be noted however that the zombie became an 
international phenomenon quickly after Night of the Living Dead. In the 1970s and 1980s 
Spanish and Italian directors made many zombie films such as Lucio Fulci’s Zombi 2 (1979), 
an unofficial sequel to Romero’s greatly successful Dawn of the Dead (1978), which grossed 
55 million dollar worldwide.53 In Asia a figure similar to the American zombie, named jiang 
shi* had been cast in horror films. This ‘hopping zombie/vampire’, who wears traditional 
clothes and is often possessed through a spell written on its forehead, appeared in different 
low budget comedy horror films from the 1980s onwards. Romero’s zombie was first utilised 
in the Japanese Resident Evil videogame series of which the first was released in 1996. 
During the turn of the century this zombie was featured in bigger budget films in which the 
traditional roots were often omitted. However, the main producer of such films was still 
Japan.54 In South-Korea the zombie film only recently took off with the critically acclaimed 
Train to Busan (2016), directed by Yeon Sang-ho.55 
 The fourth criterion I employed in selecting material to analyse is box office success. 
While it is true that the first modern zombie film, Night of the Living Dead, is an independent 
low budget film which developed a cult following during its circulation in midnight screening 
circuits56, I am mainly interested in the way (relatively) successful zombie films represent 
gender over time. This interest is based on the premise that box-office success signifies 
popularity, and thus exposes the audience a film resonates with to conceptions concerning 
the portrayal of gender. The films in this thesis are selected from the website of Box Office 
Mojo, which keeps track of revenue in the film industry.57 To reflect on any perceivable 
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changes in the representation of gender the chosen material is spread across the period 
from 1968 until 2013. One inconvenience is that in the 1990s the zombie genre lost its 
popularity (in film), from which it only recovered in the early twenty-first century, a period 
referred to as the ‘zombie renaissance’.58 The films I have chosen on basis of the 
aforementioned criteria are Night of the Living Dead (1968), Dawn of the Dead (1978), Night 
of the Comet (1984), Return of the Living Dead (1985), Night of the Living Dead (1990), 
Resident Evil (2002), Dawn of the Dead (2004), Planet Terror (2007), World War Z (2013).59 
The reason to work with the remakes of Night of the Living Dead and Dawn of the Dead is 
that it creates an opportunity to compare the films and the context in which they were made 
with the originals.  
Method 
To analyse the representation of gender in the aforementioned selection of films, I have 
made use of both a quantitative and a qualitative method. The quantitative segment is 
based on a content analysis of all films, which allows a systematic measuring of all surface 
components of the film, such as (countable) character behaviours and appearances. The goal 
of a content analysis is to generate a numerically based summary of a chosen message set, in 
this case the “texts” of the films. To achieve this, one first has to decide what variables to 
measure and add them to a collection of variables known as the codebook*, which will guide 
the coder through the process of collecting data.60 To make this decision I first watched a 
film closely related to the material that is analysed in this thesis, namely George A. Romero’s 
Diary of the Dead (2007). This enabled me to discern what is to be expected from this type of 
material. Following this viewing I began constructing the codebook.  
 The codebook I employed is divided into five thematic sections relevant to the 
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analysis of gender representation. The first section delves into the demographic information, 
such as sex, age and ethnicity, of the characters to establish a basic understanding of their 
identity and function within the film and is based on a sample codebook discussed by 
Kimberly Neuendorf.61 The second part revolves around the characters’ physical appearance 
as well as their clothing and accessories. This allows for example to determine whether 
female characters are typically portrayed as having thin bodies, blond hair and wearing 
revealing clothing (characteristics associated with sexualisation)62 and whether they wear 
clothing that allows them to move freely without falling; a known (gendered) cliché in the 
genre of horror films.  
 The third and fourth segment of the codebook deal with gender stereotypes, 
character traits and sexuality. To ensure not to use my own conceptualisation of stereotypes 
I based the list of traits on the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI), which was created by Sandra 
L. Bem in 1974 to measure the societal desirability of personality traits based on gender. This 
was done by having undergraduates rate a list of traits, not according to their personal 
judgement, but according to what they considered society deemed desirable for men and 
women.63 The BSRI has since actively been used in psychological research regarding 
prescriptive gender stereotypes.64 The advantage of the use of these traits is the fact that in 
every instance the study participants were American undergrads, so these lists show 
“American” gender stereotypes and they are rated by members of a societal group that can 
be considered to be a target audience for horror films. While horror audiences are 
understudied it is reasonable to believe they mostly consist of groups of adolescent males as 
well as couples of adolescent males and females, as pointed out by Carol J. Clover who 
researched gender in modern horror films.65 
 In the fifth section the role of violence and the characters’ behaviour during a zombie 
apocalypse is measured. The goal here is to discern whether male or female characters use 
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the most violence and what types of violence (in terms of weaponry or cause) that may be. 
This part of the codebook also measures which characters die and by whose hands which, 
combined with the data of the other segments, can tell something about the traits that 
enable a character to survive the narrative, or make them deserving of survival. 
 After assembling the codebook, score sheet were used to collect data, by filling in 
numbers which correspond to the different answers for each question. To improve efficiency 
all characters were coded per film on one sheet, which were then entered into Excel 
(appendix 2). Every film was coded during one viewing and all films were viewed in 
chronological order. 
 Yet, a film contains much more information than can be captured in simple polar or 
multiple choice questions. For this reason the narratives of the films were also analysed 
qualitatively to identify themes related to the depiction of gender. This means that while the 
content analysis focuses on manifest elements that are ‘physically present and countable’, 
the qualitative analysis focuses on the latent content, or the underlying symbolism, which 
cannot be dealt with numerically.66 This allows for more depth to be added to the 
quantitative analysis and can be particularly helpful in examining social issues such as gender 
representation.67 Furthermore, to ensure working in a systematic way as much as possible 
and be able to discuss the films in relation to one another promoting comparability, the 
qualitative analysis is done thematically, as will be explained in detail in chapter 5, which is 
about the qualitative analysis.  
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Chapter 2: A history of the zombie and its cultural significance 
This chapter predominantly serves to show the cultural relevance of the zombie genre, 
which, in cinema, goes back almost as far as the first full length motion pictures. Today the 
zombie is one of the best known popular culture phenomena, and can be found in all 
manner of cultural expressions, such as films, multiple TV-series (of which The Walking Dead 
is the most popular, with its last season opening being watched by 17 million people68), 
video games, (graphic) novels, comics, board games, zombie walks, computer lingo (hacked 
computers performing tasks commanded by the hacker) and philosophical treatises on the 
nature of consciousness.69 Moreover, the zombie film genre is not only abundant in its 
output, but also in its interpretations, as will be further shown in this chapter. The 
prevalence of such a cultural product or phenomenon many people have been – and are 
being – confronted with, and are familiar with, definitely testifies to the relevance of studies 
on this material. 
Race and gender representations in early zombie films 
Unlike other prolific (early) cinema creatures such as vampires and Frankenstein’s monster, 
the zombie did not spawn from European gothic literature. The myth of the zombie can be 
traced back as far as seventeenth-century West Central Africa, where it was used to explain 
events which could not be made sense of – in this case the disappearing of fellow tribe 
members who were captured by neighbouring tribes and sold off to European slavers. The 
myth attributed this cruelty to sorcerers who were believed to be able to steal souls.70  
 The zombie was then featured as a central part of the syncretistic religion known as 
Vodou, formed in Haiti as a common ground on which African slaves affiliated with different 
tribes and backgrounds could retain a sense of their African identity and culture.71 In this 
process of creolisation the zombie as spiritless reanimated body emerged, partially due to 
Christian concepts such as resurrection the slaves were confronted with. Thus, in Haiti the 
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zombie became a dualistic concept. The zombi astral, or disembodied spirit, which could be 
put into an object by a priest called a bokor to create a charm, is typically associated with the 
religious traditions of Western Central Africa, as indicated by the West African words for 
“fetish” and “spirit” being respectively zumbi and nzambi. The spiritless corpse that 
eventually stumbled onto the silver screen is particularly attached to the Haitian tradition, 
representing a metaphor for the horrors of slavery.72 As argued by Sarah L. Lauro, ‘the 
zombie translated the experience of the African slave into a folkloric creature – biologically 
alive but socially dead’.73  
 While the spirit zombie was found in several short stories published in the United 
States, such as The Unknown Painter (1838), the walking corpse eventually became more 
common to the American public.74 Haitian culture and religions were discussed in pseudo-
anthropological travel accounts and, perhaps more importantly, in works written by 
American soldiers stationed in Haiti during the military occupation from 1915 until 1934. 
However, the zombie did not completely enter American popular culture until occultist and 
explorer William Seabrook published The Magic Island (1929)75. Seabrook’s account of 
Haitian folklore became a bestseller and his description of ‘dead men working in the cane 
fields’ decisively united the concept of the zombie with a walking corpse.76 The scenes 
Seabrook described formed the foundation of early twentieth-century American cultural 
products which featured zombies, such as the Broadway play Zombie (1932) and the early 
zombie films, of which White Zombie (1932) was the first.77 
 Filmmakers took the zombie out of its religious and cultural context by appropriating 
it for mainstream entertainment. The Haitian zombie was then used to express American 
fears and hopes.78 According to Ann Kordas the docile black zombie may have been an 
appealing sight to white Americans who feared revolts of ex-slaves and their descendants.79 
This is idea is not completely unwarranted since the social and economic position of this 
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group had not improved significantly since the abolition of slavery. This early cinematic 
zombie has also been interpreted as signifying the despair felt by the American working-class 
struggling through the Great Depression, working deadening factory jobs.80 
However, the real scares were predominantly delivered by the zombie master, in 
virtually all early zombie films portrayed by African-American or white non-Anglo-Saxon 
actors, such as the Hungarian immigrant Bela Lugosi in White Zombie (1932). The zombie 
master could reduce white people to zombies. Their bodies would then be colonised and 
they would find themselves in a servile condition, similar to that of the black slaves. Zombie 
voodoo masters of African descent have been interpreted as reflecting a societal fear of 
African-American religious leaders. In 1831 Nat Turner, an African slave who claimed to 
possess spiritual insight and have a gift for prophecy, had built up credibility in the slave 
community and led the deadliest slave revolt in the history of the United States. Following 
his defeat southern states passed laws which made preaching illegal for African-American 
religious leaders, as well as for African-Americans to attend religious services without the 
presence of white people.81  
The non-Anglo-Saxon zombie master represented different fears, especially for the 
white Americans in the industrialised north. Before the Civil War most immigrants to the 
United States came from the British Isles and northern Europe. Since they were 
predominantly Protestant they assimilated without great difficulty. However, after the Civil 
War the ethnic and national composition of the immigrants changed. From the 1870s 
onwards with peaks in the 1910s immigrants mainly came from southern and eastern 
European countries such as, respectively Italy and Greece, and Russia and Austria-Hungary. 
They adhered to different religions, most notably Roman Catholicism, Orthodox Judaism and 
various orthodox forms of Christianity. Besides that, many of them were uneducated and the 
majority were quite poor. The white native-born American population feared that the 
uncontrolled influx of these groups would bring an end to the Protestant hegemony.82 They 
were also widely expected to tend to keep following commands of the Pope or the Russian 
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Czar, rather than American political leaders.83 Primarily this last aspect of these new 
immigrants had been interpreted to contribute to the fear of non-Anglo-Saxon zombie 
masters, or religious leaders.84 
As mentioned earlier the idea of white zombies, or colonised white bodies, was one 
of the greatest fears associated with early zombie films, but a specific focus was set on white 
women being turned into zombies. This representation reminded the public of the white 
slavery scare of the beginning of the twentieth century, made these films horrific and is 
unsurprisingly what all the narratives revolve around. In that sense these films dealt with 
fears based on an interplay between ideologies of race and ethnicity, and ultimately, 
possession, of power and the white woman. Moreover, these films frequently posed 
zombification as a punishment for (sexual) transgressions committed by white women who 
adhered to the New Woman ideal, which was a late nineteenth century feminist ideal that 
continued to influence women well into the twentieth century. The New Women engaged in 
activities and behaviours previously reserved for men, and were ultimately more 
independent than women of previous generations.85 Thus, these early zombie films suggest 
that the woman’s control over her own life and acting on her own is what makes her prone 
to make the wrong decisions, which lead her to be turned into a zombie, something that can 
only be corrected by the white American male who, by defeating the ethnic “other” and 
saving the white woman, reinstates the white protestant hegemony.86 It is clear then that 
the zombie and the films they appear in can represent and comment on varying social 
problems and political issues. 
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The sci-fi zombie and Romero’s ghoulish zombie 
The voodoo zombie as discussed above, remained popular throughout the 1930s and 
1940s.87 The 1950s and 1960s on the other hand were a strange and remarkable time for the 
zombie. According to Peter Dendle this era presented a ‘transitional time for the screen 
zombie, as though the concept were ready to move beyond its stagnant, two-decade-old 
[voodoo] paradigm, but experienced some confusion in exactly which direction to go.’88 This 
confusion however was not perceivable concerning the comic and pulp fiction zombie, which 
enjoyed increased production runs 
after superhero comics became less 
popular. Moreover, in works such as 
Entertaining Comics’ Vault of Horror 
(1950-1955), Crypt of Terror (1950), 
Haunt of Fear (1950-1954), and Tales 
from the Crypt (1950-1955) the zombie 
began to look like a decaying corpse 
rather than a mindless body (FIGURE 1).89 
These comics were quickly censored 
and boycotted however since the 
foundation of the Comics Code Authority in 1954 which stated that, among other things, 
‘scenes dealing with, or instruments associated with walking dead, torture, vampires and 
vampirism, ghouls, cannibalism, and werewolfism are prohibited.’90 The confusion in film as 
to what a zombie is and what it should look like, which can also arguably be seen as its 
malleable property that allows for different symbolism and representation, gave rise to a 
multitude of films with peculiar titles in which the zombie was featured differently almost 
each time.91 The main themes that can be distilled from such movies however are “atomic” 
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creatures (caused to exist by nuclear experiments for example) and (alien) invasions. The 
possession narrative still persisted in this time. For these reasons these films have been 
suggested to allegorically deal with fears of communist infiltration and invasion leading to 
dehumanisation and loss of individuality as well as privacy, anxieties associated with nuclear 
radiation and, of course, the possibility of the Cold War heating up and leading to nuclear 
annihilation and an apocalyptic future.92 
The modern decaying, infectious, cannibalistic zombie was invented by George A. 
Romero and first featured in Night of the Living Dead (1968).* In this film the possession 
narrative, which is based on the zombie’s function, namely its performance of tasks for a 
master, was completely abandoned, and substituted by the zombie’s drive; an insatiable 
hunger for human flesh.93 Remarkable is that Romero did not name his creatures “zombies” 
in his first film but rather “ghouls”, drawing from the aforementioned 1950s comics such as 
Tales from the Crypt.94 Moreover, in terms of tone and themes the film was very much 
inspired by The Last Man on Earth (1964) and The Omega Man (1974), both based on the 
novel I Am Legend (1954) by Richard Matheson, in which a man seeks to survive a 
apocalypse filled with vampiric creatures.95 It is apparent that Romero also did not reference 
the Haitian zombie, as the supposed cause of the apocalypse in this film is a radioactive 
contaminated space probe that returned from Venus, which was dismantled via a controlled 
explosion in the Earth’s atmosphere (or perhaps it was a military experiment that caused it, 
as the film seems to hint at on various occasions). Thus, this aspect of the plot corresponds 
rather with the sci-fi themed films of the 1950s and early 1960s. Regarding the survival 
horror aspect, Kyle Bishop mentioned in a TED Talk on the spread of the idea of the zombie 
that it is likely Romero was interested in exploring the concept of a group of survivors 
barricading themselves inside a house to survive waves of assailants because he was inspired 
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by Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds (1963).96 On the other hand the low budget of 114,000 
dollars97 may have prompted Romero to think of ways in which to cut on set and location 
costs, rendering it a pragmatic choice to shoot nearly the entire film in an abandoned 
farmhouse. 
As opposed to the many reconcilable interpretations of 1950s and early 1960s 
zombie films, Night of the Living Dead (1968) has been read in many ways, which, however, 
can all be united under the common denominator “hippie Gothic”, as argued by Joseph 
Maddrey.98 Amongst the themes that have been analysed in Night of the Living Dead (1968) 
are domestic racism99 the fall of the nuclear family100, a nihilistic turn in countercultural 
ideology101, and protest against the Vietnam war, by ‘graphically confronting audiences with 
the horrors of death and dismemberment’, as had never been seen in film before, and ‘by 
openly criticising those who use violence to solve their problems’, while simultaneously 
showing (para)military search and destroy operations of zombies.102 One might ask how 
Romero was “allowed” to create a film which features such gore and carnage, as well as how 
it came to be so well-received. The answer to this question can partly be found in the decline 
and abandonment of the Motion Picture Production Code, which was a set of moral 
guidelines that reigned the film industry from 1930 (being applied strictly from 1934 
onwards) to 1968, set up by the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. The 
Code had already been in decline since the 1950s when films were not boycotted anymore 
but rather cut. Interestingly enough the Code was extended in 1951 prohibiting even more 
subjects. While many directors adhered to the Code, some started to produce without the 
Code’s seal of approval, seeking to consciously undermine its authority, especially since a 
boycott by the National Legion of Decency did not equal commercial failure anymore as a 
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result of a changing cultural climate. This is evidenced for example by the reception of Billy 
Wilder’s Some Like it Hot (1959) featuring Marilyn Monroe, which was an unapproved film 
that grossed 40 million dollars and received multiple accolades. The Code was abandoned 
completely in 1968 when it had been obvious for years that the Code had become 
impossible to enforce, making room for an enormous flood of exploitation films, a genre 
best known for placing lurid content or previously cinematic taboos on the foreground, often 
in favour of a qualitative narrative.103 Thus, the immense success* of Night of the Living Dead 
can partially be understood through this context. According to Shawn McIntosh it was also 
the theme of apocalypse caused by ‘some ill-defined source or government shenanigans’ 
that resonated well with the countercultural generation that ‘[grew] up under the threat of 
nuclear annihilation and that was coming of age and questioning their government’s policies, 
as well as their own identities, in the turbulent 1960s’.104 
After Night of the Living Dead, the modern zombie genre quickly took off. Over the 
next few years over sixty films that feature cannibalistic zombies were made, across many 
different continents.105 This first peak in zombie film production (1970-1976) is dubbed the 
‘developmental peak’ by Bishop.106 While the zombie film became popular worldwide, the 
zombies themselves were still imagined slightly different per film (hence, being developed): 
La Nuit des Étoiles Filantes (1971) features dream zombies, while the Blind Dead series 
(1971-1975) by Amando de Ossorio has skeletal Templar knights. In the blaxploitation* 
horror Sugar Hill (1974) zombies are the preserved bodies of Guinean slaves, and, finally, in 
Shanks (1974), the undead are represented as a dead family being remotely controlled by a 
puppeteer.107 The zombie’s popularity waned off in the late 1970s however, only to be given 
a new impetus by Romero’s follow-up, Dawn of the Dead (1978), a film about a group of 
survivors barricaded in a zombie-infested shopping mall, who find that the days of enjoying 
such capitalist pastime manifestations are long gone, and who comment on the present 
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zombies still pushing shopping carts around (a ‘memory of what they used to do. This was an 
important place in their lives’, suggesting later on that ‘they just remember that they wanna 
be here. […] They’re us.’).108 As such this film has often been interpreted as offering a clear 
indictment to consumer culture.109 Dawn of the Dead also pioneered in inserting the 
philosophical perspective that zombies are, ultimately, us – an important foundation in 
many scholarly analyses on this genre – and cemented the narrative device of the end of 
civilisation and, possibly, humanity.110 
The loss and return of social anxiety in the zombie genre 
The renewed interest in the genre had risen incredibly fast. According to the encyclopedia of 
Dendle the decade that followed Dawn (1979-1989) ‘boasted an average of [one zombie film 
per eight weeks]’.111 However, Italy, which had previously been a periphery in the 
international production of zombie films, had now become its centre, producing influential 
films like an unofficial sequel to Dawn of the Dead (1978), simply titled Zombi 2 (1979). 
America’s features were few and, according to Dendle, unimpressive in this time.112 In the 
United States the infectious, cannibalistic zombie had played itself out and entered a 
parodic, or spoof, cycle, appearing in campy (romantic) comedies, demanded by the 
audiences in the ‘carefree, consumer-friendly 1980s [who] apparently did not feel the need 
for a serious examination of personal and societal values’.113 Bishop and McIntosh 
understandably argue that Michael Jackson’s Thriller (1983) video had been the final nail in 
the coffin that would prove to stay shut for a long time.114 It is clear that the producers tried 
to make this short film frightening, but ‘once the walking dead start to dance and jive with 
the King of Pop, [they] become little more than a joke’, as argued by Bishop.115 Even Romero 
tried to revive “his” genre in 1985 with Day of the Dead but failed miserably (in terms of 
financial and contemporary popular success).116 It became clear that the cinematic American 
zombies as cultural products began to lose their ability to correspond with their social 
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setting, rendering them irrelevant and their producers unlikely to receive the support that 
allows them to continue their work.117 This status-quo persisted well throughout the 1990s, 
when ‘the Cold War was over, the Berlin Wall had fallen, Ronald Reagan’s Star Wars defence 
system had been proven unnecessary, and […] [the] Gulf War had seemingly been revolved’. 
It was a time when sexual impropriety took the headlines and Romero could not find a 
studio interested in backing his fourth film.118 The zombie had practically completely been 
traded in for the (comedic) slasher, a genre constituted by the likes of Friday the 13th, 
Nightmare on Elm Street and Scream, and their innumerable amount of sequels.119 
However, the zombie and the fear it engenders were revived in video games, such as 
the first person arcade rail shooter series The House of the Dead (1996-2009), the first 
person Nazi zombie shooters of Wolfenstein (1992-2017)120, and the highly popular survival 
horror series Resident Evil (1996-2017)*. The video game arguably made the creature scary 
again because of its interactive nature.121 Possibly because of the vigour the video games 
had infused the zombie with, it came back to the silver screen in the British 2002 film 28 
Days Later, which is simultaneously the first film to feature incredibly fast zombies122 (a 
feature many genre purists have yet to get over) who are infected with a virus* and are thus 
zombified very quickly (in some cases even without dying first), significantly upping the pace 
of the narratives of this updated genre. According to Todd K. Platts these more recent films 
are more (politically) ambivalent, whereas Romero (and also Romero-influenced) zombie 
texts are often read in a leftist or progressive manner, ‘insofar as the problems presented 
therein cannot fold back into the dominant ideology’.123 An example of this rises when 28 
Days Later (2002) is compared with Dawn of the Dead (2004)*. The former posits animal 
activists as the cause of the zombie epidemic (members of the Animal Liberation Front 
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ignore scientists’ warnings as they “rescue” infected chimpanzees), while the latter offers a 
mystery and rumours of the government being involved. Moreover, 28 Days exhibits 
reactionary conservative ideology by showing the hetero-normative nuclear family as the 
natural and essential core of civilisation, which must thusly be protected by ‘oppressive state 
apparatuses such as the military’.124 On the other hand Dawn of the Dead shows a world in 
which such persisting social structures are the face of the problem; the survivors can only 
thrive by organising themselves in a non-hierarchical communal systems wherein decisions 
are made collectively, as argued by Platts.125 Thus, this illustrates how these text differ in 
their portrayal of social issues in relation to the dominant ideology. 
Finally, as zombies have been interpreted to function as barometers of social and 
cultural anxiety throughout their history, so have the twentieth first century zombies. 
Because of the prevalent images of burning cities and suburbs, the chaotic terror brought on 
by fast and aggressive zombies, as well as fast and, sometimes seemingly disjointed film 
editing, emphasizing action and disorientation, these films have often been interpreted as 
consciously referring to and evoking traumas of 9-11, which is said to have been the impetus 
for this most recent surge of the zombie film’s popularity, dubbed the “zombie renaissance” 
by Bishop.126 While this idea might seem attractive, films are in reality often made over a 
timespan of multiple years, rendering such historically teleological ideas not quite as 
useful.127 However, that there has in fact been a great increase of zombie films recently, and 
suggestions, such as made in FIGURE 2 – although some are obviously pretty far-fetched – 
might point us in the way of understanding why audiences have again become so receptive 
of this genre.  
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Chapter 3: (Post)feminism in American politics and films 
Presented in this chapter is a compacted history of feminism in American politics and its 
influence on films, which predominantly focusses on the second wave of feminism in the 
1960s and 1970s, as well as the backlash that feminism endured politically and culturally in 
the 1980s. This information will be used and referred to in – predominantly – the qualitative 
analysis and the conclusion of this thesis to contextualise the representation of gender in 
zombie films, and offer possible explanations as to how and why this representation has 
changed. In order to effectively introduce the second wave of feminism, the historical 
developments prior to this movement are first discussed briefly in this chapter. 
Protofeminism 
In 1848 the first women’s rights convention ever was held in Seneca Falls, New York. The 
convention was meant to discuss the social, civil, and religious conditions and rights of 
women. Here the attendees signed the Declaration of Rights and Sentiments, principally 
authored by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, sparking most notably a 70 year struggle for equal 
voting rights, which were granted nationally in 1920.128 In this transitional period 
womanhood was also reinvented resulting in the birth of the New Woman ideal, which was a 
feminist ideal that continued to influence women well into the twentieth century. The term 
was coined by Sarah Grand in her article The New Aspect of the Woman Question (1894).129 
The New Women engaged in activities and behaviours previously reserved for men. 
They were often college educated, employed and engaged in discussing political and social 
issues. Furthermore, the New Women drank – despite Prohibition – and smoked cigarettes, 
and were known for wearing more provocative clothing, such as short skirts and flapper 
dresses, commonly associated with the Roaring Twenties. It then almost goes without saying 
that they were often found in dance halls and night clubs, as well as movie theatres. In terms 
of romance and sexuality they sought partners that would treat them equally, and had sex 
before marriage (usually with their fiancé), significantly more often than women of earlier 
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generations did.130 Besides, they could often do so worriless as contraception had become 
less of a social taboo due to the work of organisations such as the National Birth Control 
League (1915), which sought to promote education on the subject, and, ironically, the many 
American military men who were diagnosed with ‘venereal diseases’ during the First World 
War, prompting the government to step in on the matter resulting in an anti-venereal 
diseases campaign and, thus, a public discussion in which sexual intercourse and 
contraception were posited as issues of public health. The shift from moral to health 
connotations of contraception eventually also meant that women had more space to seek 
employment, as they could now plan their lives. However, during the Great Depression the 
federal government sought to reserve the little occupational space for men. In 1935 the 
Social Security Act incorporated gender stereotypes into federal policy in the form of 
national retirement benefits and unemployment compensation, primarily for white male 
industrial workers. The amendments from 1939 went even further in enforcing gender roles 
by rewarding non-employed wives; a married woman who paid into the Social Security fund 
got as much in return as a married woman who had never held a non-domestic job.131 
 The mobilisation during the Second World War drastically changed the sexual division 
of labour. An estimated 3 million women entered the labour force, taking over positions of 
which some had been exclusively for men, following the example of the cultural icon of 
Rosie the Riveter and other propaganda leaflets urging women to participate in the war 
effort, despite also having to look after their families. The wartime gain in female 
employment was the greatest in the manufacturing industry (in the fields of ammunition, 
aircrafts and shipping), which had suffered the greatest losses of employees. Moreover, the 
war industries fell into the high-wage, unionised, durable goods sector of the labour market, 
of which women made up 45.3 percent of all employees in 1943. Of all women of working 
age 37 percent was employed by 1945.132 When the men returned however women were 
asked to do their part by leaving, or they simply got fired, so the veterans could be re-
employed.  
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Family reunions after the war, along with recovery from the Depression and the 
flourishing consumer economy arguably enabled the subsequent baby boom. However, this 
synchronicity of many births is also partly explained by the fact that family making had been 
delayed due to the Depression and the war, evidenced by the fact that women had their 
three or four children in rapid succession after these events, which could be attributed to 
the knowledge of the strategic timing of work and family responsibilities, as they had 
learned from their modern mothers.133 This abruptly growing population soon found housing 
in the mass produced suburbs – of which floor plans were centred around the space called a 
“family room” – dubbed the architectural form of domesticity by Mary P. Ryan. Consumer 
spending went up 60 percent from 1947 until 1960 as families now had discretionary 
income. Culturally, women were encouraged to look after their families’ wellbeing. Media 
aimed at women enforced the ideal of the housewife.134 Articles in ladies’ magazines quite 
literally told them to ‘[Not] Be Afraid to Marry Young’ and ‘[…] Have Another Baby. […] Live 
that Divine Experience Again.’135 Housework, due to more intensive child care, higher 
standards of housekeeping and an increase in the time spent shopping, meant in some cases 
hundred hours of work a week.136 Women were also less often attending colleges and 
universities during this period as two thirds of the seats had been reserved for veterans. This 
sometimes meant that women took on responsibilities of providing for the family, but only 
for a short term.137  
Despite the cultural and governmental attempts to enforce the housewife ideal, 
women continued to participate more in the labour market.138 In that light Betty Friedan’s 
account of gender culture in the 1950s has recently be concluded to be hyperbolic and 
selective. However, it did spark an interest and debate on gender roles, as, predominantly 
young higher educated, women recognised in her work the crossed signals of gender 
ideology and their personal academic and professional values.139 This was exemplified by, 
amongst others, Anne Parsons, who was one of the first to write a lengthy letter in reply to 
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Friedan’s work, and who, as a result of the aforementioned internal conflicts, had committed 
herself to a mental institution before ultimately committing suicide in 1964. Anne’s situation 
was particularly tough as she was the daughter of famous Harvard sociologist Talcott 
Parsons, who asserted the importance of traditional gender roles in the family in his work. 
She resisted her father’s parental and social message and became an anthropologist. 
However, she felt marginalised by her colleagues who regarded her as aggressive, 
competitive and rejecting of femininity in general. She who wrote in her diary, directed at 
herself: ‘it was you that could not come to terms with your basic feminine instincts and want 
to run that electric waxer around all day.’140 Thus, in that regard Friedan’s “feminine 
mystique” would not become a description of how women lived, but a call for social 
change.141 
The emergence of mainstream feminism 
While in the 1950s gender roles were gradually and silently challenged by the working 
housewives, it seemed that feminism as it had existed in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century had vanished, except for organisations such as the National Woman’s 
Party, which, since the 1920s, yearly placed the Equal Rights Amendment before Congress. 
There were in fact still many women’s organisations that fought for gender equity and did 
feminist proposals such as the implementation of child care. However, they seldom critiqued 
the conventional divide between the sexes because they pursued various humanitarian goals 
without crossing gender boundaries. This is exemplified by the group Women Strike for 
Peace, who played a major role in working towards a ban on nuclear testing in 1961. They 
used feminine stereotypes such as dressing up like model housewives, to promote their 
cause, which was protecting their children from nuclear fallout.142  
 This began to change in the early 1960s as the John F. Kennedy administration had 
failed to appoint a single woman to the cabinet. As an apology they established the 
Commission on the Status of Women, staffed with veteran reformers, such as Eleanor 
Roosevelt. This commission did not disband after they issued their report in 1963, creating 
an extensive network of politically knowledgeable women dedicated to examining the social 
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status of their sex.143 This group subsequently fought for an amendment to the Civil Rights 
Act to include the outlaw of discrimination on the basis of sex, although reluctantly and 
apologetic in tone. Following the bill’s passage the Equal Economic Opportunity Commission 
was established, which received more than two thousand complaints from women workers 
in its first months.144 When it became clear that this commission was not about to enforce 
the sex clause, a small group of women (politicians), including Betty Friedan, established the 
National Organisation for Women (NOW) through which they sought to ‘take action needed 
to bring women into the mainstream of American society with full equality of women in 
equal partnership with men.’145 Their writing dismissed the asymmetry between sexes 
stating that ‘we reject the current assumption that a man must carry the sole burden of 
supporting himself, his wife and family . . . or that marriage, home and family are primarily 
woman’s world and responsibility. However radical NOW’s goals seemed, its reform 
priorities were mostly legalistic. Thus, the younger generation initially dismissed the 
organisation as a bourgeois reform.146 
Women’s Liberation 
Based on their marginalisation as white women within the civil rights struggle, Mary King 
and Casey Hayden wrote about the ‘Sex-Caste System’, in which they had translated what 
Friedan had called ‘a problem with no name’ (the dissatisfaction experienced by housewives) 
into a social and political theory, which anticipated both the signature slogan of the new 
wave of feminism (‘the personal is political’) and its core concept of gender.147 The text then 
circulated in the student movement and in New Left groups and journals and gave rise to 
numerous ‘consciousness-raising groups’.148 Moreover, the first publications associated with 
Women’s Liberation were published only weeks apart from the foundation of NOW.149 As 
such feminism was rekindled in many places.  
 King and Hayden’s efforts and drawing on Simone de Beauvoir’s assertion that 
woman is not born but made also instigated the exploration of terminology that was used in 
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interrogating the process that created woman in the first place. Shulamith Firestone based 
her work on Marx and Freud and spoke of the ‘dialectic of sex’. It was not until 1975 
however that the word “gender” came into wide usage, originally coined by Gayle Rubin in 
an article on the trafficking of women and the role of the political economy of sex.150 The 
other important conceptualisation of the personal as the political is attributed to Carol 
Hanish.151 In her essay Hanish asserted that personal issues ranging from sexuality (orgasms, 
lesbianism, monogamy), human emotions, reproductive biology (contraception and 
abortion) and everyday domestic matters (such as housework and childcare) are political. 
The critical discussion of “personal” problems revealed their collective effects among 
women and identified these issues as requiring a political remedy. Moreover, this slogan 
contended that the differences in power between the sexes were ‘lodged in the most 
intimate relations between men and women’.152 This idea was named “sexual politics” by 
Kate Millett in her work of the same title.153  
Meanwhile, by 1970 there were tens of consciousness-raising groups in cities of 
varying sizes. However, NOW’s membership was still 5,800 in 1971 and women’s liberation 
events only drew crowds of a few thousand people.154 Yet, by 1975 the majority of all 
Americans had heard the call of the new feminism and almost two-thirds of them endorsed 
its general principles.155 It seems probable that this was due to their strategic PR 
manoeuvres, such as protesting the Miss America pageant on which many newspapers 
reported. Some media-savvy women published feminism in more conventional ways. In 
1972, 80 women working for the New York Times presented a petition to the management, 
along with an exhibit of the paper’s discriminatory practices in hiring, promoting and paying 
women. They filed a class action suit on behalf of 550 employees when their complaints 
were ignored.156  
 One of the most crucial political achievements was the passing of the Equal Rights 
Amendment in 1972. This amendment to the constitution was designed to guarantee equal 
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rights for all citizens regardless of gender through ending the legal distinctions between men 
and women in terms of employment, property and divorce, among other matters, making 
discrimination a federal offence. Women simultaneously began to break through the 
barriers to public office. They occupied a third of the positions on school boards and 
constituted 13 percent of state legislatures. Moreover, some had become mayor in large 
cities. Simultaneously feminism welled up in more established women’s caucuses that had 
initially been more conservative, such as the American Association of University Women, 
which was an important impetus behind the acceptance of feminist legislature. By the end of 
the 1970s feminism had become a political force to be reckoned with.157 As with all 
movements that suddenly find themselves in the political mainstream, feminism began to be 
met with public scrutiny and opposition. This became clear during the Nation Women’s 
Conference in Houston in 1977, in which a National Plan of Action, encompassing the whole 
range of the women’s liberation agenda, was established, while right-wing protestors 
organised themselves outside the Houston convention hall.  
Backlash and postfeminism 
Culturally and politically the American landscape changed from the late 1970s onwards. In 
1982, one year after Ronald Reagan’s election, the right had formed a political block of 
fiscally conservative Republicans and New Right Christians that was effective enough to stop 
the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment.158 The gradual disillusionment with the 
democratic liberalism of the 1960s and 1970s and the cultural backlash against the social 
movements of the sixties stimulated what William Berman called ‘America’s Right Turn’.159 
The New Right politics manifested itself in social and economic policy through think thanks 
like the Heritage Foundation (1973), and established itself in pro-life, religious and family 
oriented organisations like Feminists for the Life of America (1972) and Focus of the Family 
(1977). These forces rejuvenated the Republican party as well as ensured the election and 
re-election of Reagan.160 Moreover, Reagan’s election and re-election relied on a core of 
white male support. In 1980 59 percent of white males voted for him. This number rose to 
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67 percent in 1984.161 As argued by Graham Thompson, straight white men perceived 
themselves to be under threat in the increasingly multicultural society from discourses that 
attacked the prevalence of the White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, as well as the Dead White 
(European) Male.* The relevance of this canon of culture was increasingly questioned by 
African-American public intellectuals such as bell hooks, which left the straight white male 
‘scrambling for cultural space.’162 This led to certain cultural representations of masculinity 
as we will see, as well as the emergence of the antifeminist men’s rights movement and the 
more feminism-neutral mythopoetic men’s groups, who were mainly concerned with 
explorations of primeval masculinity.163 
The moral vision of Reagan’s America was based on myths about family values, 
individuality, national strength and the importance of technological progress. These themes 
were subsequently conjoined into a political and cultural rhetoric that answered back to a 
sense of malaise and decline following Vietnam, Watergate and economic prowess. 
Essentially the narrative of the United States passing from the 1960s into the 1980s was 
rewritten, positing the 1960s as a cultural crisis of confidence that Reagan referred to as the 
‘Vietnam syndrome’ in his First Inaugural Address. As such, there was nostalgia for a time 
before the 1960s, a decade filled with events that had signified a wrong turn in American 
history.164 This reactionary nostalgia for the 1950s and positioning family values as a 
cornerstone idea (while curtailing programmes and policies aimed at women and children) 
might seem benign but it attempted to define a “true” family in that sense, a family wherein 
a patriarchal father has ultimate authority over a submissive wife and children.165  
Moreover, this nostalgia was accompanied by what Susan Faludi called the backlash, 
a cultural climate in which women were the subject of two conflicting narratives. The first 
told them they had won the equal rights battle and were now successful (one of the many 
perspectives which can be labelled as “postfeminist”). The other told them that their success 
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ultimately would lead to a multiple forms of unhappiness such as ‘burn-outs’, ‘infertility 
epidemics’ and a ‘man shortage’. Such claims were even made in sociological and 
psychological studies in the early 1980s, as Faludi shows. Essentially the women’s movement 
was thought to have proved women’s own worst enemy.166 Even noted second wave 
feminists such as Betty Friedan turned into revisionists. Friedan followed up The Feminine 
Mystique (1963) with The Second Stage (1981), which called for a less political and more 
maternal, feminine attitude for women.167 Eventually feminist theorists sought to dismantle 
feminism itself to practice self-critique.168 Meanwhile, judicial appointments of women fell 
after 1980, the number of women appointed to the White House staff dropped from 123 in 
1980 to 62 in 1981 and both the Coalition on Women’s Appointments and the Working 
Group on Women were scrapped after Reagan’s re-election.169 Furthermore, as part of 
campaigns to return to traditional family values many ideas and ideals of feminism were 
mocked by (television) evangelists and conservative commentators. Jerry Falwell, the 
founder of the Moral Majority (one of the New Right Christian group Reagan had forged an 
alliance with), referred to NOW as the National Organisation of Witches, quite literally 
demonising the goals of feminism as satanic. Influential conservative political commentator 
Rush Limbaugh went a few large steps further and popularised the term “feminazi” in the 
second half of the 1980s, establishing links between feminism and Nazism, manically 
suggesting that feminists want to ‘perpetuate a modern-day holocaust’ by aborting as many 
babies a possible.170 
Restoring the antiquated barricade of the sex divide was nonetheless impossible. The 
inflation in the 1970s and the recessions in the 1980s and 1990s had rendered two-worker 
households routine and a necessity. During Jimmy Carter’s administration in the late 1970s a 
conference on the “family” was cancelled because the organisers could not agree on a 
definition of this changing institution. While at the end of the glorified 1950s approximately 
two out of three women over the age of eighteen were married and living with their 
husbands, in 1980 this figure had dropped down to 43 percent. Moreover, for a growing 
number of women marriage was not a necessary social context for motherhood. As such the 
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rate of unwed births rose from 10 percent in 1970 to 32.2 percent in 1995. Divorce also took 
off; throughout the last quarter of the twentieth century half of the marriages were 
eventually terminated. The nostalgic idea of the stay-at-home wife, male breadwinner and 
their two children was only found in one out of ten families by 2000 and at any given 
moment in the new millennium adult women and men would be living outside of wedlock. 
However, this does not mean that women and men had rejected marriage; a great majority 
would ultimately still wed. It means that marriage had become de-institutionalised and was 
viewed more as a voluntary choice rather than a social or cultural necessity. Furthermore, in 
1980 – for the first time ever – the majority of all adult women were in the formal labour 
force. By 1996 nearly half of families with children had two workers and women constituted 
over 46 percent of the labour force.171 
Moreover, in the last quarter of the twentieth century the concept of gender was 
further developed and the division of gender was further critiqued. While the famous 
formulation of Simone de Beauvoir that ‘one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman’ was 
written in 1949, Judith Butler saw De Beauvoir’s work as providing a critical understanding of 
gender.172 Based on her work Butler wrote about gender as a social construct, while adding 
the notion that gender can best be interpreted as an ongoing ‘stylised repetition of acts’. In 
other words, gender is performative and by no means a stable identity. There is in that sense 
no “absolute masculinity” for example, only an ongoing (collective) imagination of this 
concept which people (both consciously and unconsciously) adhere to or deviate from, 
rendering such a concept heterogeneous. Moreover, this means that ideas about gender are 
always cultural, and thus, historical givens.173 This conceptualisation was finally 
“scientifically” acknowledged in 1994 when the American Psychiatric Association added 
“gender identity disorder” to the DSM-IV, defined as ‘a strong and persistent cross-gender 
identification’. By employing the term “gender” the editors seemed to acknowledge that the 
difference between male and female was not a simple biological assignment of sex, which 
troubled the traditional sex and gender divide even further.174 
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The influence of feminism on gender in film 
As we have seen in the quantitative analysis of the films discussed in this thesis most films 
(still) centre on men and tend to objectify the image of women as sexualised spectacles. 
While many assumptions and expectations about gender roles have been challenged in 
recent decades as discussed above, the relation between gender and media culture has 
stayed relatively constant according to Harry M. Benshoff and Sean Griffin.175 In that sense 
they lag behind the changing reality. During the early 1960s there was very little incentive in 
Hollywood to produce films that might be understood as forthrightly feminist, or films that 
acknowledged social change in any way. There were a few musical comedies in which issues 
of female independence were gently explored, such as Mary Poppins (1964). However, 
almost of all of these films were safely set in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century, dealing with first wave feminist issues rather than those of the second wave. 
Moreover, in other cases the new Hollywood woman of the 1960s was a more overtly 
sexualised version of the 1950s “bombshell”. Just like Hollywood emphasized the sexuality of 
the New Woman in the early twentieth century; studio films in the 1960s featured women’s 
liberation as sexual liberation. However, with the moral guidelines of the Production Code 
still in place, Hollywood films could not wholly deliver on their sexual promises.176 This 
impasse eventually led to the development of independent (s)exploitation films, constituted 
by genres like the infamous women in prison (WIP) genre, and the “grindhouses” (rundown 
urban theatres) which featured them. Their popularity contributed to the weakening of local 
and state censorship laws. Those developments along with the fall of the Production code 
led to the establishment of the MPAA Ratings System in 1968. The new ratings system 
allowed for incorporation of sexploitation tactics and appeal in mainstream film, as well as 
more frequent and more graphical depictions of violence.177 It was in these genres and films 
that the modern aggressive and tough female (action) heroes entered popular cinema.  
The most noteworthy example in this case is the African-American actress Pam Grier, today 
probably best known for her leading role in Quentin Tarantino’s referential Jackie Brown 
(1997), who initially performed in independent WIP films such as The Big Doll House (1971) 
and Women in Cages (1971), before becoming famous as the ‘Queen of Blaxploitation’ 
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through her action roles in Coffy (1973) and Foxy Brown (1974). In those later films she was 
known for dishing out violence in extreme forms: ‘shooting, killing and castrating men; 
stabbing them with broken bottles, hair pins and metal hangers; hiding razor blades and 
guns in her high afro and serving lines like, ‘have I bruised your masculinity?’’178 Yet, in 
female (action) heroes like Pam Grier (and arguably the ones that came after) the 
(post)feminist dilemmas are manifested. On the one hand her aggressiveness and 
assertiveness enables feminist readings, while on the other hand her body is continuously 
exploited for male viewing pleasure. Moreover, the female hero was and still is conceived by 
(primarily) male imagination. An important question here is: how could low-budget 
exploitation genres put forth these alternative constructions of gender? According to V. Vale 
and Andrea Juno the value of these low-budget films is that ‘they can be transcendent 
expressions of a single person's individual vision and quirky originality’, whereas in the case 
Hollywood films that rely on huge investments each step is regulated. The low-budget 
exploitation films are ‘eccentric presentations by individuals […] and often present 
unpopular – even radical – views addressing social, political, racial or sexual inequities, 
hypocrisy in religion or government; or […] they assault taboos related to the presentation of 
sexuality, violence, and other mores.’179 
While feminism was largely ignored in 1960s American cinema, mainstream films 
produced in the later 1970s, such as Mahogany (1975) and An Unmarried Woman (1978), 
did begin to deal with contemporary issues facing women. However, such films are best 
interpreted as updated melodramas that tentatively celebrate women’s independence while 
simultaneously offering narratives wherein women are forced to choose between careers 
and families.180 Moreover, in the late 1960s and 1970s traditional masculinity began to be 
challenged in film. In the then popular revived male buddy genre films – originally a joyous 
World War II genre – such as Easy Rider (1969) and The Sting (1973), earlier eras where ‘men 
were real men’ were created and/or it was pessimistically suggested that American 
masculinity was in decline, suggested by the fact that most of these films end with the death 
of their male heroes.181 The late 1970s offered narratives of the Vietnam War, such as The 
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Deer Hunter (1978) and Apocalypse Now (1979), wherein US soldiers are posited as 
victims.182 This sensitive masculinity was further explored in films like The Champ (1978) and 
Kramer vs. Kramer (1979) which revolve around men getting in touch with their feelings as 
well as male parenting. However, these films usually celebrate this new man while 
demonising the new woman simultaneously, as she is often portrayed as the one 
“abandoning” her family. Moreover, this short period of the cinematic sensitive men was 
soon parodied in comedy-dramas involving men acting and/or dressing as women. These 
films, of which Tootsie (1982) and Mr. Mom (1983) are notable examples, reinforced 
traditional gender roles by asking audiences to laugh at the idea of men “acting” like women, 
while also asserting that these men surpassed women as parents.183 
Cinematic backlash and hypermasculinity 
The feminist threat to masculinity not only resulted in the revival of the buddy film, but also 
in increased images of aggression and violence against women, as the new ratings system 
now allowed. In this age when it was regular Hollywood practice to show weapons shooting 
and ripping through flesh, some films featured disturbing visualisations of sexual violence, 
including rape. Notable examples of this are Alfred Hitchcock’s Frenzy (1972) and Stanley 
Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange (1971), in which the rapist’s acts are seemingly ignored as he 
is turned into a victim of the state.  
In general the second half of the 1970s featured a lot of “updated” old genres and 
formulas revolving around tough male action heroes and princesses and/or passive female 
love interests, aptly named the ‘nostalgic Hollywood blockbusters’. In this era action-
adventure movies like Star Wars (1977) and Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) were the most 
popular. The anxieties and uncertainties surrounding (predominantly the male) gender in the 
1980s most prominently manifested itself in the action genre, which featured 
hypermasculine and extremely muscled action heroes such as Arnold Schwarzenegger and 
Sylvester Stallone, or slightly less muscled action heroes that still adhered to traditional 
notions of masculinity such as Bruce Willis in Die Hard (1988).184  
 Another popular genre, that was more about punishing gender role transgressing 
women, was the film noir revival, which started with, ironically, a colour remake of the 
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Hollywood classic The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981). Film noir has been interpreted as 
a genre that revolves mostly around psycho-sexual tensions between women and men and 
was particularly popular among men who returned home from the Second World War II only 
to find that their women had grown more independent. As such it is not strange that the 
revival of this genre featured some of the most misogynist films of the 1980s. The 
culmination of this trend is the hugely financially successful Fatal Attraction (1987), in which 
a man and his family are stalked, threatened and attacked by the woman he had an affair 
with. The woman is portrayed as a single, childless, early-thirties businesswoman, whose 
ticking body clock transforms her in a cunning, neurotic and violent person that eventually 
even boils the family’s pet bunny.185 
 The late 1970s and 1980s also saw the rise of the aforementioned slasher and rape-
revenge genre as written about extensively by Carol Clover and Barbara Creed. Slasher films 
mostly involve a psychopath with a knife slaughtering a group of teens (most notably 
sexually active women), who ultimately is outsmarted and killed by the “virginal” Final Girl, 
who temporarily takes on masculine traits to do so. Clover argued that the Final Girl serves 
as a gender-neutral platform where the male viewer can experience a masochistic position, 
suggesting that she merely functions as a stand-in, allowing men to identify with their 
femininity (read: vulnerability and fragility) and can hardly be interpreted as a feminist 
hero.186 Creed tied the concept of the Final Girl to the “monstrous feminine” arguing that 
the rape avengers in films like I Spit on Your Grave (1973) were not identity positions for 
males but reflections of men’s fear of femme castratrice, or formulated in everyday 
language, the feminist figure; rendering the feminine monstrous.187 
Female action hero 
As we have seen, in the 1970s women entered “male” film and television genres. The world 
of action and violence was no longer a man’s world, starting with Pam Grier, who turned the 
tables.188 From the later 1990s onwards female (action) heroes appearing in blockbusters, 
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such as Angelina Jolie in Lara Croft: Tomb Raider (2001) and Uma Thurman in Kill Bill (2003, 
2004) were top billed and top paid. This shows that the female action hero had become a 
mainstay in mainstream cinema.189 As discussed, the female (action) hero enables feminist 
readings because she breaks society’s gender expectations with her heroic capabilities, yet 
she also confirms them through her sexualised appearance, and, ultimately, by being an 
anomaly, as she often is exceptional within the universe of the film she appears in.190 What 
further complicates feminist readings is the fact that she is practically always invented and 
marketed as a product by film production companies, which could be argued to capitalise on 
these feminist fantasies. For such reasons it can arguably be considered to be short-sighted 
to suggest that the female (action) hero, as she is presented in such films, is truly a feminist 
symbol. However, it is important to think of viewer identifications as possible scenarios 
which are based on multiple perspectives, rather than as narrow fixations as argued by 
Sharon Willis.191 Thus it is possible to ‘take pleasure from Linda Hamilton’s muscles in 
Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991), while at the same time objecting to her portrayal as 
near-psychotic mother’.192 This brings us to the issue of postfeminism, which differs from 
feminism in the sense that it does not have a political and social aim, but which is more of an 
attitude towards culture and gender. Postfeminism, a concept conceived by American media 
in the 1980s, which was finally applied in film theory in the 1990s, can be divided into 
multiple categories as argued by Sarah Projansky. The most important conceptualisations in 
film are linear postfeminism, which suggests that feminism is outdated and no longer 
needed, and equality and choice postfeminism in which everything becomes a choice by a 
free individual. This discourse poses that the system cannot be changed and should 
therefore be accepted and participated in, in whatever way the individual sees fit.193 This 
perspective can be exemplified by the idea of thinking of strippers as being empowered, 
showing their body to be able provide for themselves – if they, of course, have the agency to 
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freely choose this line of work – and free individualistic and mosaic interpretations of 
(popular) culture products, such as in the example of Terminator 2, as mentioned above. 
Discussion 
Having sketched the development of feminism in relation to politics and film, it is possible to 
formulate some expectations on what we will find in the zombie films. As such, here follows 
an chronological overview in which the films are placed in their historical context. Romero’s 
first film, Night of the Living Dead, came out in 1968. The end of the 1960s saw the rise of 
the second wave of feminism, but – understandably – still little of its influence in film. 
However, because of the declining Production Code, there had already been some 
sexploitation films with heavily sexualised female characters that challenged traditional 
feminine roles, such as the Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! (1965). While the independent 
exploitation film, Night, clearly does not feature sexualised characters, it will be interesting 
to see whether it features female characters who challenge their prescriptive gender roles.
 From the late 1970s onwards feminism had become known throughout the United 
States and even inspired some films that presented career women who dealt with issues 
facing women at the time. However, they were still often shown to have to choose between 
their professional life and their family life. Moreover, during this decade the female action 
hero made her way onto the screen. Thus, if we adhere to this contextual point of view we 
might expect from Dawn of the Dead (1978) that female characters challenge their position 
more explicitly, as feminist principles and thought were more widespread, and had been 
around for more than a decade by this time. Moreover, the political and cultural backlash 
against feminism of the later 1970s and 1980s, that was prominently featured in cinema, 
that followed this period, could aid us in understanding the representation of gender in 
Night of the Comet (1984) and Return of the Living Dead (1985). If films in general do indeed 
tend to reflect ideological orders as argued by Spector194, we might find that both of these 
films offer more traditional representations of gender roles.  
 Regarding the zombie films that came out in the last decades it is more difficult to 
discuss what might be expected of them in terms of the representation of gender. Of course, 
in this period the female action hero was developed further and began to be featured in 
blockbusters, suggesting that she had (permanently) conquered her space within 
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mainstream popular culture. Moreover, the female action hero became more sexualised and 
violent over this time, as argued by Alicia Summers and Monica Miller.195 However, as 
discussed in chapter 2, the recent zombie films – pre-eminently those of the new millennium 
– have found to be diffuse in their ideological and political messages. While some follow 
Romero’s angle of using particularly black comedy to criticise conservative standpoints, 
others instead promote those beliefs. It seems likely then that a further examination of 
these films will suggest that this also goes for the way in which they represent gender. 
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Chapter 4: Quantitative analysis 
This chapter is a content analysis of the nine zombie films, based on questions and 
statements formulated in the codebook, which is included in the appendix. The goal of this 
analysis is to systematically decipher information related to the representation of gender 
that is transmitted in these films. The first sections deal with demographic information about 
the characters, as well as their appearance and characteristics, which are based on 
stereotypical (prescriptive) gender traits as formulated in the Bem Sex-Role Inventory.196 
While these sections – in particular the demographic representation – may not be 
considered to be directly relevant in the context of this thesis; they do facilitate a 
contextualisation of this genre in terms of how what is shown compares to the actual society 
these films are created in, and how they measure up to other genres, possibly showing us at 
various points what can be considered to be unique about this selection of films (regarding 
the representation of gender). The later sections deal more explicitly with themes that are 
predominantly or only found in zombie films, such as what behaviour people show during an 
apocalypse, or how they threat zombies. As such this chapter as a whole, covers all general 
and genre-specific facets of gender representation.  
Character demographics  
Analysing the content of the nine aforementioned films on basis of gender representation, 
resulted in a database consisting of 175 characters and their behaviours, of which 47 are 
female and 128 are male. In discerning the sex of these characters it immediately became 
clear that females are heavily underrepresented in this selection, when compared to the 
actual human sex ratio. On average females make up a little less than a third of the cast in all 
films, except for Dawn of the Dead (1978), in which the large cast of minor male characters 
drives the percentage female characters down to 15 percent (FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 1B). 
Interestingly enough its remake from 2004 doubled the amount of female characters while 
keeping the male cast almost the same.  
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Other spikes seem to suggest there are increases of the amount of female characters, but 
actually these films just employed fewer male characters. The Night of the Living Dead 
(1990) and Night of the Comet (1984) have respectively four and five female characters, but 
these are also the two films with the lowest amount of men, respectively seven and ten. 
However, there is a slight perceivable increase. From 1968 until 1990 the absolute number 
of female characters shifted between 4 and 5, while from 2004 onwards all except for Dawn 
of the Dead (2004) had 6 female characters. However, the amount of male characters also 
follows this trend and seems to move parallel to the number of female characters from 1990 
onwards, while showing slightly stronger increases. 
 
One might think that this underrepresentation is inherent to the zombie film or horror in 
general, but it does not seem to be bound by genre or even time for that matter. In a report 
by the Center for the Study of Women in Television & Film it was found that over the past 
decade women always made up approximately 30 percent of the speaking characters in top 
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100 films of all genres.197 Furthermore, executive director of the centre Martha Lauzen 
claimed that the percentage of female speaking roles is even only slightly higher than it was 
in the 1940s when it hovered around 25 percent to 28 percent, suggesting that these 
percentages have been relatively stable over the years.198 Findings presented in a report by 
the Media, Diversity, & Social Change Initiative back this statement up, showing that the 
percentage of women in Best Picture nominated films shifted between 27.2 percent in 1977-
1986 to 25.4 percent in 1997-2006.199 
The fact that women are featured less implies that the role they play in the crumbling 
societies they are forced to survive in (in the case of zombie films), is thought of as less 
significant or – at the very least - less interesting to the targeted audience. However, in two-
thirds of the films the female characters are the first to appear on the screen and in another 
two-thirds of the selection, they have more screen time than their male counterparts as 
displayed in FIGURE 2.  
Figure 2.  First Appearance Sex Protagonist Sex 
Night of the Living Dead (1968) F M 
Dawn of the Dead (1978) F F 
Night of the Comet (1984) M F 
Return of the Living Dead (1985) M M 
Night of the Living Dead (1990) F F 
Dawn of the Dead (2004) M F 
Resident Evil (2004) F F 
Planet Terror (2007) F F 
World War Z (2013) F M 
Thus, despite that there is a limited number of female characters compared to male 
characters, this table suggests that female characters are relatively more important to the 
films and their narratives. Zooming in on the distribution of film roles according to size 
(major, medium and minor*) we can see that females are often found in medium and major 
roles, while men are relatively more represented in minor roles (FIGURE 3*). This is quite 
remarkable since a study of 2000 film scripts from the 1980s until a year ago found that only 
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22 percent of them had female leads.200 However, while women might be relatively more 
important in the better part of this selection of films, their lower rate of appearance is 
problematic because it reinforces androcentric views of men being the norm, in which males 
and male experiences are defined as a neutral standard and females and female experience 
as a sex-specific deviation from that norm, setting up the treatment of man as human and 
woman as “other”.201 These films depict imaginations of what might happen to a real society 
in a fictive setting. Moreover, the relative importance of the female characters does not say 
anything about the way in which gender is featured. For example in World War Z the large 
group of female characters in a medium role is almost entirely made up of family members 
of the male protagonist who travels around the world to curb a viral zombie outbreak while 
they cannot do anything but wait for him to return.  
 
Considering gendered roles brings us to the question of what age the portrayed characters 
are. A recent study in movie star earnings shed light on a age-related wage gap. The average 
earnings of actresses reaches a maximum when they are 34 and rapidly decreases after they 
pass that age, while for their male counterparts this maximum is reached at 51, after which 
their earnings remain stable. One possible explanation for this is that age has a different 
social meaning for women and men.202 As argued by Margaret Cruishank old women are 
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associated with reviled prototypes such as that of the ‘wicked witch, the bad mother […], 
and the comical, powerless little old lady’.203 Furthermore, the decline of attractiveness with 
age is considered to be greater for women than for men. While an older man might convey 
character and experience, a woman is valued for appearing young and – implicitly tied – 
beautiful. This imbalance is reflected by the fact that female Academy Award winners are 
much younger on average than male winners.204 The age of the characters in the selection of 
zombie films is presented in FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 4B. 
The results display striking similarities to what is discussed in the aforementioned article and 
found in other studies.205 In two-thirds of the films men between 40 and 64 (mature adults) 
are featured most prominently, while women in that age range are quite uncommon. Most 
films might have only one of them. It is also noteworthy that if children (aged between 0 and 
12) make an appearance, they are twice as likely to be female. On average women in these 
films are more often portrayed as belonging to the younger age groups. On one level this 
might have to do with societal laws of attraction, but implicitly – and more related to the 
genre discussed here – this might have to do with establishing relationships of protected and 
protector/attacker. By having younger actresses portray the female characters and older 
men play the male characters, a contrast arises which, injected with society’s ideas about 
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gender and its relation with age, symbolically renders female characters as naïve, vulnerable 
and frail, whereas male characters are experienced and are supposed to be tougher. 
 
Another subject in which this selection of films seems to differ from previous research, is the 
frequency of its portrayal of different ethnicities as shown in FIGURE 5. On average white 
characters made up 75.5 percent of the total amount of characters in 100 top-grossing films 
between 2007 and 2013.206 Only in Resident Evil: Apocalypse (2004) and Planet Terror (2007) 
this figure is echoed. The films created before that time rely heavily on white characters, a 
trend which only discontinued (slightly) from 1990 onwards, leading to an increase of ethnic 
diversity in the casts. However, this perceived increase has varying causes. According to 
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Stacy L. Smith the ethnicity of a director does influence the ethnicity of a cast, noting that 
black directors cast a notably higher percentage of black characters. The same goes for 
directors of other ethnicities but not as strongly.207 This might explain why Planet Terror 
(2007), directed by Robert Rodriguez features the most characters with a Hispanic 
background. The increase of diversity in World War Z (2013) could be attributed to the fact 
that the New York City based protagonist has to travel all over the world as a former UN 
representative. 
What is particularly troubling about this selection of films is that black women – who 
make up half of the second largest demographic in the United States – and Asian men, are 
practically non-existent. Since black characters and Asian characters have made up 
respectively around 13 and 5 percent of the total amount of characters over the past decade 
it is remarkable that in the material discussed here all of the black characters – except for 
one – are male, while the reverse goes for Asian characters, which are all female.208 The lack 
of black female characters however is no coincidence, as many current zombie films share 
this issue, as shown by Brooks.209 
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Figure 6.* 
Gender and SES 
        
Countable 
Characters 
 
F 
 
M 
Upper/Upper 
Middle F 
Upper/Upper 
Middle M 
Middle 
F 
Middle 
M 
Working/Lower 
F 
Working/Lower 
M 
15 4 11 0 3 3 7 1 1 
27 4 23 0 2 4 18 0 3 
12 4 8 1 3 3 2 0 3 
16 4 12 1 3 2 6 1 3 
11 4 7 2 1 1 3 1 3 
24 7 17 0 3 5 7 2 7 
17 5 12 3 5 2 6 0 1 
17 5 12 1 4 1 6 3 2 
21 6 15 4 10 1 3 1 2 
160 43 117 12 34 22 58 9 25 
In FIGURE 6 the socioeconomic status (SES) of the characters and the kind of occupation they 
practice is displayed. In both cases there were characters of whom these variables could not 
be determined. While a person’s SES is normally based on income, education and 
occupation, in this figure the socioeconomic status is based on a characters’ occupation (or 
their parents’ in case the character is a minor), their appearance and their material 
possessions (such as their houses). I have made this choice because income and education 
are not discussed in the material. Again there seems to be a discrepancy between what is 
portrayed in the films and the actual class structure of the society. According to sociologist 
Dennis Gilbert the class structure of American society has taken on the form of a raindrop, of 
which the upper classes only constitute around 15 percent, while the working class, working 
poor and the underclass make up a total of approximately 55 percent.210 In the zombie films, 
analysed on basis of three groupings of classes, the upper classes and the lower classes are 
represented almost evenly (both 25 percent), while the middle class constitutes half of the 
total.  
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This means that the upper classes are relatively overrepresented while the lower classes are 
underrepresented. 
 
Interestingly enough the presence of upper and lower class characters seem to mirror each 
other at various points, showing increase when the other decreases and vice versa (FIGURE 
6B). This suggests that their appearance in these films has little influence on the frequency in 
which middle class characters are portrayed, up until World War Z (2013), in which both the 
middle and lower class make room for higher class characters. Regarding the intersection 
between class and sex there is little to discuss because both sexes are equally as much 
portrayed as belonging to a certain class. 
Yet this difference is unperceivable based on occupation alone, since on average only 
49 percent of the female characters has an identifiable occupation, as opposed to 72 percent 
of male characters. Moreover, when studying the historical development, it becomes clear 
that this ratio of roughly 4:3, which is first found in Return of the Living Dead (1985), persists 
until Planet Terror (2007).  
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Compared with three studies on top 100 films produced in 2014, 2015 and 2016 in which 
Martha M. Lauzen found that the difference of employment per sex was only around 10 per 
cent, the zombie film seems to diverge.211 However, it must be noted that there is no 
information on earlier periods. A possible explanation for this divergence could be that the 
men in this genre are much more often found in roles of police officers and military 
personnel, whose employment can immediately be visually determined due to their uniform, 
and – perhaps more importantly, whose services are heavily required during a zombie 
apocalypse, so they are featured frequently in all of these films. That brings us to the 
conception of gendered work, as presented in FIGURE 6D. 
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Figure 6C. Employment Per Sex 
Employed women Employed men
Figure 6D. Gendered Work        
Blue Collar F Blue Collar M White Collar F White Collar M Pink Collar F Pink Collar M Student F Student M 
0% 14% 0% 86% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
0% 63% 100% 37% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
25% 33% 25% 50% 25% 17% 25% 0% 
0% 50% 0% 17% 0% 0% 100% 33% 
0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
0% 75% 0% 25% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
50% 54% 50% 46% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
0% 75% 0% 25% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
50% 14% 50% 86% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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 In this table the occurrence of different kinds of occupations is divided by the total of 
employed characters of that sex.* In short, blue collar jobs are associated with physical 
labour, while white collar occupations involve more office work. Pink collar jobs, a term 
popularized by Louise Kapp Howe in the late seventies, are considered to be typical women’s 
jobs such as working as a nurse, or teaching elementary school for example. Howe 
considered these to be dead end jobs with little room for advancement, closely resembling 
women’s household chores.212 Of course these clean-cut definitions are tough to hold up, 
especially in recent times, because many occupations have elements of different ‘colours’. In 
this analysis I have interpreted the categories quite traditionally for the sake of functionality, 
so a police officer, who also has desk work to deal with, is still considered blue collar here. 
 What stands out immediately is that because there are so few female characters 
portrayed as having a job, they are in almost half of the films found in only one of the 
categories, which evokes the idea that there are less imagined career possibilities for women 
(in film). Historically there are no discernible trends. However, it coincidentally seems to be 
the case that portraying women in pink collar jobs happens more in recent films, such as 
Planet Terror (2007), in which the female characters are go-go dancers, nurses and 
babysitters, or Dawn of the Dead (2004), which features a female nurse. When looking at the 
occupation of male characters the emphasis on blue or white collar jobs seems to shift per 
film. Moreover, it is remarkable that when white collar workers are featured more than blue 
collar workers the gap of frequency in presentation between them is larger than when blue 
collar workers are featured more. On average men are more likely to be portrayed as blue 
rather than white collar workers, but it is a small difference of only 2 percent (39 versus 37). 
Women are just slightly more likely to be represented in white rather than pink collar 
occupations, but the difference is only 1 percent (7 versus 6). This means that male 
characters are often shown to have an occupation which involves working with their hands 
(in a broad sense), while the reverse goes for female characters. 
Character domesticity 
In studies on recent highest grossing films in general and family films in particular it was 
found that female characters are most likely to be parents or caregivers, as well as to be 
involved in romantic relationships, stating that such portrayals make it more difficult to 
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imagine males in nurturing roles while also suggesting that matters of ‘heart and home’ are 
gender-based.213 In FIGURE 7* the portrayal of relationships in zombie films is presented. 
 
In contrast to the previously mentioned studies, these films do not show any significant 
differences in their portrayal of relationships between sexes. In virtually all films the number 
of every relationship type is the same for both men and women. This is due to the fact that 
in most cases both halves of the relationships were featured in the film. 
 
Regarding who are portrayed as parents does however differ per film. In about half of the 
films both parents of a child are present, while in the other films there is only one parent. 
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Who is seen spending the most time with their child is a different question. In all films in 
which both parents are present (both versions of Night of the Living Dead, Planet Terror and 
World War Z) the mother is responsible for nurturing the child and looking after it, while the 
father undertakes activities more crucial to the story the filmmakers want to show. 
 Another important component in representing the characters’ domesticity is the 
portrayal of pregnancy. However, the only films to feature a pregnant woman are both 
versions of Dawn of the Dead. In the original film the female protagonist is pregnant and 
challenges the concept of what a pregnant woman is capable of. In the remake the pregnant 
woman is a character of smaller importance, overly protected by her husband who does not 
let her actively participate in the group of survivors and who often speaks on her behalf. 
Both of these scenarios are discussed in more depth in the qualitative analysis of the 
material.  
Character appearance 
Another way in which gender representation can be assessed is through studying characters’ 
appearance. Here I mainly focus on the clothing women wear as male characters are in 
general are significantly less sexualised through these means in film (in this material there 
are no cases in fact)214, and because women’s clothing is what is often causes them to trip 
and ultimately die in horror.215 In FIGURE 10 the clothing style per sex is displayed. It is 
noteworthy that women are more likely to wear casual clothes, while men are somewhat 
more likely to wear more formal attire. This could be explained by what was shown earlier, 
namely that female characters are considerably younger on average than their male 
counterparts. It also implies that male characters are more often to be seen in positions of 
power. Besides that, there is a discrepancy between how frequently both sexes are seen in 
professional wear (related to the occupations they practice). As mentioned before, male 
characters are cast most prominently as law enforcers or military personnel; the most 
common occupations in these films which require specific clothing.  
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As often joked about and frequently cringed at, a bad wardrobe choice (by the director) is 
what stereotypically causes many women in horror films to fall over. In FIGURE 10B the 
clothing convenience, which is based on whether clothes allows for mobility, rather than 
comfort, and the extent to which characters wear revealing clothing is presented. While a 
woman who falls because of her clothing might be interpreted as quite a misogynist feature 
of horror, I would argue that especially in the zombie genre this view might not be entirely 
warranted. Since this genre revolves around a world in which the requirements of survival 
have drastically altered, this film trope can be interpreted as a punishment for adherence to 
traditional gender roles rather than the transgression of them. In Resident Evil (2004) this 
means that ‘gender markers such as high-heeled shoes can literally result in the loss of one’s 
humanity’, as Andrea Harris puts it.216 
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In FIGURE 10B we see that the lines representing the percentage of female characters wearing 
convenient and/or revealing clothing seem to mirror each other. It must be noted that 
revealing clothing does not equal inconvenient clothing in terms of mobility. In fact, in all 
films in which female characters wore revealing clothing, it did not impair their ability to 
move freely. This also means that the few characters who did appear in revealing clothing 
were counted twice. Even with these characters added to the “convenient” category the 
movement of the two lines seems to suggest that there is a relation between them; that in 
some way the prevalence of female characters in revealing clothing affects how many 
women are portrayed in inconvenient clothing. This might be due to attempts to create 
contrasting femininities in film. The reason this seems likely is because in this selection of 
films revealing clothing is linked with strong female action heroes. As argued by Rikke 
Schubart the concept of the female action hero is open to feminist as well as postfeminist 
interpretations, representing a ‘figure of oppression as well as liberation’, a term which 
addresses both her almost mandatory pleasing appearance and her breaking of gender 
norms by being exceptionally skilled in combat.217 In that sense the female action hero’s 
performance of femininity is supposed to disarm the threat of her performance of 
masculinity.218 In a few cases this performance of stereotypical femininity is represented in 
ways in which characters tend to their appearance. However only four female characters in 
total are shown engaging in this behaviour. Two of them are featured in Night of the Comet 
(1984), while the other two are found in both versions of Dawn of the Dead. In all of these 
films the female characters concerned use downtime to take care of their appearance, 
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cosmetically or in terms of trying on clothes for an extended period of time (interestingly 
enough we never see men shaving or washing themselves in this selection of films). 
Thematically these scenes are similar, they find themselves in a mall in which everything is 
freely available, a true consumerist paradise full of clothing and cosmetics stores the female 
characters amuse themselves with. However, in Dawn of the Dead the female characters 
quickly become disillusioned and realise that their indulgence is ultimately pointless. 
Comparable cynical criticism is not found in Night of the Comet. 
 Previous research on films from the past decade has shown that on average 30 
percent of female characters are portrayed in sexualising clothing, in both family films as 
well as films of all genres combined.219 Of course that does not tell us anything about 
historical developments, but it seems reasonable that this figure would be lower for 
mainstream films from the sixties and seventies and that it has increased over time, as 
shown in FIGURE 10B. The sudden decrease of female characters in revealing clothing in World 
War Z (2013) could be attributed to the fact that this film emphasizes traditional family roles 
and values, and that it does not feature a female action hero like Resident Evil (2004) and 
Planet Terror (2007) do. This seems a likely assumption since the absolute amount of female 
characters in revealing clothing (occurred for the first time in Night of the Comet (1984), 
which was also the first film to feature combat trained female action heroes) increased from 
Dawn of the Dead (2004) onwards. This trend was disrupted by World War Z (2013).* The 
fact that a female character in revealing clothing and the presence of a female action hero 
are encountered together from the Night of the Comet (1984) could arguably hint at the 
interplay between masculinity and compensating femininity on the canvas of the female 
action hero. 
 Moreover, the remake of Night of the Living Dead is the only film in which the 
development of the female protagonist to an action hero is shown in terms of appearance. 
In the beginning of the film Barbara wears a long plaid skirt, a blouse and glasses with a large 
frame, which renders her a stereotypical librarian. During the course of the film she trades 
her impractical shirt for khaki trousers and gradually loses most clothes that cover the upper 
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half of her body. Her transformation is complete when she ditches her glasses, which 
signifies a loss of her geeky and prim identity. 
 Aside from the characters’ clothing it is important to study their bodies in order to 
understand what images, and ultimately – what standards the films convey, especially since 
body dissatisfaction has reached great levels, particularly among girls and young women. 
That the thin ideal has dominated different media in recent times is undisputable. Thinness 
is promoted more strongly than in previous decades.220 The correlation between body 
dissatisfaction and media portrayals has often been studied.221 In FIGURE 11 and FIGURE 11B the 
body shapes of the male and female characters in the material are displayed.* 
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It becomes clear that female characters are more likely to be thin than male characters. 
Moreover, men are frequently represented in a greater variety of body shapes – at least 
three kinds per film. A possible explanation for this observation could be that thinness is 
associated with beauty, which is more often desired – and maybe required – of female 
characters than male characters.222 Most remarkable is that the films which feature the 
thinnest characters also feature the youngest characters. Both Night of the Comet (1984) 
and Return of the Living Dead (1985) revolve around groups of teenagers, suggesting that 
youth, beauty and thinness intersect in the material. Besides that, it must be noted that 
screen time and role importance are not incorporated in these graphs, so while a film might 
include women of a variety of body shapes, the thinner protagonist stays on the screen the 
longest.  
 A perhaps less impacting but nevertheless important component of characters’ 
appearance is their hair style and hair colour. In a Scandinavian study on the attractiveness 
of different hair styles and colours it was found that men – contrary to popular belief – on 
average, rate brown hair to be more attractive. Regarding hair length men preferred women 
with longer hair.223 
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However, the idea that women with blond hair are considered to be more attractive does 
seem to be conveyed in the material (FIGURE 12). While it is true that on average blond and 
brown hair are both featured 9 percent of the time, female characters are far more likely to 
be blond than male characters. Moreover, even though there are no useful statistics to my 
knowledge regarding hair colour in the United States, it seems logical that women with 
blond hair do not even make up just below half of the female population, suggesting that 
both of these observations hint at a cinematic preference for blonde women. 
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Regarding hair length, it is interesting to see that male characters are treated more 
normatively; they are typically portrayed as having short hair. Female characters, on the 
other hand, are most likely to have medium length hair styles (at or just above the 
shoulders). In films such as the remake of Night of the Living Dead and Resident Evil (2004) 
shorter hair styles are associated with female action heroes. While Planet Terror (2007) also 
features a tough female protagonist who does not shy away from using violence, she is 
sexualised and feminised more, breaking this trend. In World War Z (2013) the development 
is continued with the buzz cut female Israeli soldier who accompanies the protagonist during 
the second half of the film. 
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Masculine traits and stereotypes 
Now we will take a look at the distribution of personality traits and stereotypes associated 
with gender. Some of these are based on the material (action heroes display incredible 
strength and perform acrobatic stunts) while others are combinations of traits used in the 
Bem Sex-Role Inventory.224 First we will discuss typical masculine traits. In FIGURE 13 character 
strength is displayed. To not make any strictly personal judgments characters were coded 
fairly strong when they could easily fend off assailants by using bodily force. Characters were 
considered very strong in instances where they could for example move extremely heavy 
objects or send enemies through the air without using firearms. Given this context it is 
remarkable that the absolute amount of characters coded as strong is almost equal for both 
sexes (9 versus 11). When this number is divided by the total amount of characters per sex, 
women are twice as likely as men to be portrayed as physically strong (18 percent versus 9 
percent). Moreover, besides matching the male characters in terms of physical strength in 
multiple instances, both graphs suggest that it has become more common and more 
acceptable to portray women as being capable of (intense) bodily exertion; being physically 
powerful. One noteworthy case here is Night of the Comet (1984), a film about two sisters 
surviving together. Despite being created in a similar cultural landscape this film differs very 
much in its portrayal of femininity from the more essentialist Return of the Living Dead 
(1985), which predominantly features stereotypes such as the erotic spectacle, isolated 
housewife and the screaming girl. 
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In FIGURE 14 and FIGURE 14B the distribution of typical male character traits per sex is 
presented. When it comes to bravery the female characters are better off than their male 
counterparts. In general 55 percent of all female characters can be considered brave, while 
this can only be said of 34 percent of all male characters. A possible explanation could be 
that all of these films feature women who are trapped in a certain situation and have to 
 
 
overcome obstacles to earn their keep amongst the other survivors. In such cases the 
narrative challenges them more than it challenges the male characters, insofar that they 
frequently have more immediate problems than zombies. Helen in Night of the Living Dead 
is an example of this concept. While she has almost no agency – she and her daughter are 
kept in the cellar of a farmhouse by her aggressively stubborn husband who claims that it is 
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the safest place – she builds up the courage to gainsay him, ignoring potential 
consequences.  
 This neatly ties in with the category of aggression; defined as behaving in an angry or 
rude way that shows a will to fight, attack or argue. Aggression is typically associated with 
masculinity225 and this is reflected in the material. Only Planet Terror (2007) features two 
female characters who could be coded as aggressive. While one might argue that aggression 
is not necessarily a poor trait to have in a time when you have to fight for survival, in these 
films it frequently is the reason one finds an untimely death or disrupts the social cohesion in 
a group of survivors. The latter outcome is most prominently evidenced in both versions of 
Night of the Living Dead. When it comes to self-reliance, male characters are more likely to 
be portrayed as knowledgeable about survival, or less prone to make easily recognisable 
mistakes. Characters were coded negatively for this behaviour if it is apparent that they died 
(or would have been dead if it was not for other characters) because of foolish 
misjudgements. An example of this is a scene in Dawn of the Dead (2004) in which a young 
woman runs after her dog which got caught up in a zombie infested building without 
bringing a weapon or wearing any form of protection. 
 In FIGURE 14B we see the distribution of “masculine” character traits per sex. In films 
with female action heroes* (except for the remake of Night of the Living Dead) the female 
cast are attributed more than half of the behaviour coded as masculine, echoing the idea of 
Andrea Harris mentioned earlier that female action heroism is partially found on masculine 
traits.226 Why this distribution is not found in Night of the Living Dead (1990) even though 
Barbara serves a similar purpose as, for example, Alice of Resident Evil, might be because 
Night of the Living Dead features three more women (of which one is an ill girl) who are 
found in more traditional roles, and are predominantly defined by their relation to other 
characters; Helen is the wife of the bad-tempered patriarch and Judy is a girlfriend who 
appears as someone who frequently needs to be consoled by her boyfriend. 
Feminine traits and stereotypes 
One of the most prominent traits of femininity in film is emotionality, in this context – which 
requires visible behaviour that can be coded – defined as crying. In five out of the nine films 
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a quarter of all female characters can be seen crying on screen. In both Resident Evil (2004) 
and World War Z (2013) the percentage of the female cast which is shown crying is the 
lowest with 17 percent, while in Night of the Living Dead (1990) half of the female cast 
weeps. On average women are almost nine times as likely to be seen crying (26 percent 
versus 3 percent). Interestingly enough – except for the one male character in Resident Evil –
all male tear shedders are found in Return of the Living Dead (1985). This film features three 
crying males (which make up almost a fifth of all male characters), while all other films show 
two crying women at most. This might come as a surprise, but it can be quite simply 
explained. Return of the Living Dead is one of the many comedic (or parodic, as Kyle Bishop 
calls them) zombie films which rose to prominence in the 1980s, the era in which ‘budgets 
plummeted and camp took the place of serious scripting’, as cynically pointed out by 
Bishop.227 In this same era, masculinity, in terms of physicality as well as mentality, revolved 
around toughness, as written about by Susan Jeffords in Hard Bodies. Audiences wanted to 
see ‘characters who stand for individualism, liberty, militarism, and a mythic heroism’.228 
Combined, these factors suggest that the emotional behaviour of the men in Return of the 
Living Dead has to be interpreted as ironic; their emotional expression is something an 
audience member, should laugh at. In terms of frequency the difference in crying between 
the sexes is quite small, but this mainly caused by the emotional men in Return of the Living 
Dead (1985). 
 While it is established that adult women really do cry more often than adult men, 
there are many hypothesises as to why this is the case. In the context of this thesis the most 
interesting explanation, aside from biological factors involving hormones and gender-related 
coping mechanisms, is that of the social learning process, as both frequency and views on 
crying are largely culturally determined. While women are more likely to be supportive of 
another crying woman, men are more likely to be confused and irritated, and even inclined 
to neglect another crying male. Moreover, men in more traditional gender roles are more 
prone to have negative ideas about crying. Marleen Becht and Ad Vingerhoets also found 
that men significantly more than women do, associate crying with feelings of shame.229 
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What is even more troubling is that long-term emotional inhibition can lead to mental 
diseases (such a depression) as well as physical diseases, most prominently cardiovascular 
disease.230 Thus, portraying male characters as if they are not affected easily, contributes to 
a larger problem. In relation to the genre of zombie films it could be the case that male 
characters are portrayed to be tougher since they are expected to put their shoulders under 
a crumbling world and protect their groups.  
 
 
In FIGURE 15 and FIGURE 15B the distribution of feminine character traits is presented. Again 
this division seems quite gender normative. In both graphs the traits, or stereotypes, 
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associated with femininity, are predominantly attributed to female characters.* Firstly, it 
suggests that female characters are more likely to talk extensively, possibly evoking the 
image that women might be chatting as the world collapses. Yet, at the same time, and more 
importantly, the increase of this theme suggests that female characters have found more 
room to express themselves, while there was little in the older films. This is reflected in both 
Night of the Living Dead (1968) and Dawn of the Dead (1978). In the former, Barbara, the 
initially assumed protagonist, is for the first part of the film seen in a hysteric state, 
incoherently screaming. In the other half of the film she remains catatonically still. In the 
latter film Fran, the only woman in this film’s group of survivors, is frequently the one left 
behind at their makeshift home. She rarely talks and is often left out of the process of 
decision-making. In both cases their silence then disables their agency.231 By having female 
characters engage more in conversation, they acquire a “voice”, which is ‘integral to leading 
a life rather than being led through it’, which is the case with Fran and – to a greater extent – 
Barbara, who had to be guided through and spoken for almost the entire film.232 Another 
component which partially represents compliancy, or “voicelessness”, is the 
impressionability of characters. Even though male characters are just slightly more often 
found to be impressionable, female characters who could be coded with this trait are in 
most cases featured, at least, twice as much. This means that they are reassured more 
easily, while also coming across as being more naïve and gullible.  
 Other typically feminine traits such as kindness evoke tough dilemmas in regard to 
survival probability. Kindness can be a double-edged sword, just like aggression, as explained 
earlier. While it may be true that a little kindness can go a long way, in this context a little 
cruelty might go further. Being inherently kind, even towards strangers, can have potentially 
disastrous consequences. A typical trope in the zombie genre that exemplifies this, is the 
character who takes on one, or multiple, bitten survivors against the insistence of the group 
– and the viewer – to not do so. Interestingly female characters who score higher on the 
antitheses (or unwomanly behaviour) such as bluntness, are more likely to be killed 
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(depending slightly on the period in which the film was made). In Return of the Living Dead 
(1985) the girl who exhibits most masculine behaviour, thus transgressing prescriptive 
gender-roles, is the only woman to die. In other films that feature female action heroes, 
however, bluntness is an essential aspect of the performance of masculinity. They are able 
to speak freely without being afraid of hurting someone’s feelings.  
General traits 
Implicitly the above mentioned traits also influence characters’ (seemingly) willingness to 
cooperate, a more genre-related trait rather than a gender-related trait. Remarkably 
enough, of all female characters who are on screen long enough, or who speak enough lines, 
to be able to code their behaviour, none were found to be uncooperative; consciously 
working against or purposefully separating themselves from the main group of survivors in 
the film. Male characters on the other hand were more likely to be uncooperative. In seven 
out of nine films at least a quarter of the male cast behaved as such. While this might 
suggest that female characters are more willing to cooperate and conform, this might not 
necessarily be the case, as in all films that feature human villains, the villains are male. As 
such, their behaviour was coded as uncooperative in relation to the protagonist’s group of 
survivors. Even in cases where a female character is one the villains, such as Night of the 
Comet (1984), in which a number of scientists hunt survivors for clean blood to sustain 
themselves, as they themselves have been infected, the female character is the only one 
that becomes disillusioned and chooses to help the protagonist. Even when there are no 
clear villains, uncooperativeness can easily causes deaths. One could argue that the intense 
hatred Harry Cooper feels for the African-American Ben in both Night of the Living Dead 
films is crucial to his unwillingness to cooperate, which is ultimately crucial to the demise of 
the group of survivors in both films. In both versions he is shown compromising the group’s 
survival probability by locking people out of the house or taking away guns and pointing 
them at other survivors, distracting them from other, more imminent dangers. 
 In discussing survival and the traits that influence it, the principle of activity and 
passivity should also be discussed. While this concept has been discussed in terms of the 
relation between gender and the forwarding of the narrative, suggesting that female 
characters are often found to be passive in the sense that they are introduced as visual 
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spectacles which momentarily halt the narrative233, in this case I mean to use it in a more 
practical way; determining which characters actively contribute to solutions and helping the 
group, which arguably can also be considered ‘forwarding the narrative’. On average the 
difference between female and male characters is only ten percent (62 percent of women 
versus 72 percent of men). In four out of nine films the amount of actively female characters 
is slightly higher than the number of active male characters. Conversely, in three other films 
male characters are more likely to be active. It is noteworthy that in films in which male 
characters are found to be more active the difference between sexes is greater. Moreover, 
these films are also the only films to not feature a female protagonist. Thus, these findings 
suggest that the general treatment of female characters depends on whether the film has a 
female lead.  
 As mentioned earlier some characters go through changes of traits, such as Barbara 
in the remake of Night of the Living Dead. In fact, the best part of these films revolves 
around characters coming to terms with and accustoming to a new environment. As there 
are more female protagonists, through whom we experience the films and this changing 
context, it makes sense that we see more female characters who change, as it can be 
assumed that the lead character is the least flat, to keep the film interesting. Moreover the 
change of characteristics holds a different connotation for both sexes. In the case of female 
characters, they most likely develop traits that help them cope and tackle new challenges, 
whereas male characters who change perceivably (of which there are two, both found in the 
two versions of Dawn of the Dead), change for the worst; they end up losing their minds and 
getting killed. Moreover, most female characters’ changes become apparent in a home or 
homely context. This might hint at a symbolic undercurrent regarding their break from 
domesticity, yet at the same time this only is the case in films which almost entirely take 
place in a homely setting, such as Night of the Living Dead (farmhouse) and Dawn of the 
Dead (mall of which parts have been transformed into makeshift homes). 
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Character sexuality and sexual violence 
While in other genres roughly 30 percent of female characters is shown with partial or full 
nudity234, in this selection of films that number is slightly lower, shifting between 15 and 25 
percent. Night of the Living Dead (1968) and Dawn of the Dead (1978), as well as World War 
Z (2013) are the only films to feature no nudity at all. Return of the Living Dead (1985), on 
the other hand, contains relatively the most nudity, again reinforcing the notion that this 
film is the most male centred. Moreover, nudity is again typically associated with the 
performance of femininity, showing the female body to create balance between the 
feminine and masculine traits in female action heroes, as happens in Resident Evil (2004) and 
Planet Terror (2007). Note that this does not happen in World War Z (2013), which features a 
tough female Israeli soldier who is not sexualised, wearing her unrevealing military outfit 
throughout the entire film. Furthermore, in most films in which nudity occurs it is integrated 
into scenes that include sexual activities. As these scenes only include couples, female and 
male characters are represented equally as many times. 
Characters of both sexes are also shown roughly the same number of times 
displaying flirtatious behaviour. Remarkable is that in Resident Evil (2004) flirting is what 
puts two of the male characters in dangerous situations. A male Special Forces member gets 
mauled by zombified dogs that he did not see coming as he was flirting with one of the 
female leading characters. In another scene the character named L. J. crashes his cars as he 
pays attention to half naked zombie prostitutes. Again such instances evoke the idea that 
adherence to traditional gender roles can also lead to fatalities in a post-apocalyptic world 
overrun by zombies.  
 In this world however women are still (and maybe more frequently) doubted and 
challenged, and victims of varying degrees of sexual violence. As there are no legal and 
fewer social structures that might inhibit people committing atrocious crimes, they might 
occur more easily. Interestingly enough the only characters who are sexually violent and 
rape or in other cases try to, are figures of authority, such as military personnel and a 
policeman, in respectively Planet Terror (2007) and Night of the Comet (1984). Even more 
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remarkable is that neither of these characters are entirely human anymore. This symbolically 
condemns these characters and their acts as inhumane.  
More common forms of sexual violence such as harassment include sexist and 
perverse remarks, as in Dawn of the Dead (2004) in which Ana finds herself in a heated 
argument with the mall security about letting other survivors in, when the head of security 
tells her she has ‘quite a mouth on [her]’, to which his colleague replies that ‘somebody 
should show her how to use it’. In Night of the Living Dead (1990) the rednecks who find 
Barbara, who has managed to be the only character surviving the invasion of the farmhouse, 
ask her rhetorically ‘what in the name of Jupiter’s balls are you doing out here alone, little 
lady?’. Their dumbfoundedness and the use of the pejorative “little lady” suggest that they 
do not consider the post-apocalyptic world one for women to wander alone in. Moreover, 
the doubting of female characters only occurs in the films which have been made or based 
on work by George A. Romero. In all of these films except the first Night of the Living Dead, 
remarks of such a nature invite the female protagonist to prove them wrong, or in cases 
such as Night of the Living Dead (1990), the viewer knows these men are wrong. These 
characters show that they can defy the norms on which their place and ultimately their 
expected potential are based.  
Survival and death 
Lastly, we will discuss the use and nature of violence, as well as the general behaviour of the 
characters during the zombie apocalypse and whether they survive. Based on all previously 
discussed aspects of the content of these films one might expect that female characters are 
underrepresented as users of violence. However, having coded all violent behaviour it 
became apparent that they are just slightly less likely to be violent than the male characters 
(40 percent of women versus 48 percent of men). Then again, it must be noted that the 
gravity of the acts of violence is not taken into account. For instance, Barbara hitting Ben in 
the face with her flat hand in Night of the Living Dead (1990) is considered physical violence.  
 In FIGURE 16 the distribution of violent behaviour in total amounts is displayed. It is 
immediately noticeable that the films have become a bit more violent – in terms of 
characters who display such behaviour – in the past decades. Planet Terror (2007) by Robert 
Rodriguez features the most violence as his style predominantly entails paying homage to 
exploitation B-flicks of the 1960s and 1970s which rely heavily on the (sometimes comedic) 
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portrayal of over-the-top gore and graphic violence. Because of this peak however it is 
difficult to determine whether there is a historical trend in the representation of violence. At 
the same time, if this data would be viewed relatively, there is a perceivable increase in the 
female characters’ share of the use of violence. This trend starts at 13 percent of the female 
characters in Return of the Living Dead (1985) and ends at World War Z (2013) in which 
women display 33 percent of the violent behaviour. Every film in between adds a few 
percent. The outliers in this case are Night of the Living Dead (1968) and Night of the Comet 
(1984), in which the female characters display respectively 40 and 67 percent of the violent 
behaviour. However, this is mainly due to the fact that both of these films have low numbers 
of violent male characters. 
 
So who of these characters can actually be considered to be skilled at fighting? As 
mentioned earlier, male characters in this genre are mostly featured as police officers or 
military personnel, so it can be assumed that they are more often experienced in combat for 
they have received special training. This claim is reflected in the analysis of the combat 
experience of characters. The films who feature characters of such occupations have a 
significant higher number of combat experienced men. This goes for both versions of Dawn 
of the Dead as well as Resident Evil (2004), Planet Terror (2004) and World War Z (2013), 
which all feature at least 6 combat trained male characters. Female characters who have 
noticeable fighting skills are more rare, and as expected can be found in the roles of female 
action heroes. In this case, however, there is one difference; a duality in the concept of the 
female action hero. In a film like Resident Evil (2004) it is clear from the start that the female 
action hero is a female action hero. Alice had a job as the head of a secret security 
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department. The same goes, to a certain extent, for the Israeli soldier in World War Z (2013). 
However, the female protagonists Night of the Living Dead (1990) and Planet Terror (2007) 
seem to suddenly be able to fight from a certain point in the film onwards, as if they had a 
hidden natural talent. This duality will be further examined in the qualitative analysis.  
 Regarding the use of different types of weapons there have been some interesting 
developments. When the films got more violent, female characters used relatively more 
weapons, both in terms of absolute amount as well as types of weapons. Regarding the 
normality of the use of guns, female characters started to emancipate from Night of the 
Living Dead (1990) onwards, with each film featuring slightly more female gun users than the 
previous one. Again female action heroes use the greatest variety of weapons (guns, blunt 
objects, sharp objects, explosives and hand-to-hand combat). This variety is only matched by 
the male protagonist of World War Z (2013). Still, on average in 76 percent of the cases 
weapon users are male. Moreover, we might wonder whether there is any preference for 
type of weaponry for both sexes. In most cases there is not; both female and male 
characters make about equally as much use of guns (42 percent versus 53 percent)*, blunt 
objects (both 11 percent), and hand-to-hand combat (15 percent versus 14 percent). 
Gendered differences seem to occur when analysing the use of sharp object weapons and 
explosives. Almost every film has a man blowing up something or someone, while the use of 
explosives by female characters only occurs in both Resident Evil (2004) and Planet Terror 
(2007), the two films which feature arguably the most violent women. On the other hand 
women are twice as likely to use knives, which could be because they could be associated 
with femininity in the sense that knives are light and easy to handle, as well as stealthy. In 
Planet Terror (2007) one of the female characters who plays a nurse even uses lethal 
injections to kill, in some cases shooting them from a syringe launcher. What needs to be 
considered however is that knives and other small sharp object weapons are mainly used as 
last resort defence weapons in this context. Given that someone would have to get in very 
close proximity to use a knife effectively renders it not quite as useful and might even prove 
to lead to dangerous situations in the case of a zombie apocalypse in which every bite – or 
scratch in some instances – could get you infected.  
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 While there is a lot of fighting going on, some of the characters have shown an 
aversion towards (aimlessly) killing the living dead. In Dawn of the Dead (1978) Fran has a 
moment in which she looks at a zombie from behind a glass door. This look has previously 
been interpreted as containing empathy.235 The reasoning here is that the female character 
identifies with the zombie as she recognises his otherness. The zombie is per definition an 
“other” in relation to the human survivors, while the woman is manifested as “other” in 
relation to man, as discussed earlier.236 In Night of the Living Dead (1990) these feelings are 
emphasized by Barbara who survives the narrative. As she walks around in a survivor camp, 
which in this film is constructed as a masculine space; we mostly see male characters 
drinking beer and grilling pigs while some participate in what appears to be zombie wrestling 
and others shoot zombies as a pastime activity – Barbara implicitly condemns the sadistic 
behaviour while speaking to herself, stating that ‘they [the zombies] are us. We’re them and 
they’re us’. The man who hears her does not understand what she means and just irritatedly 
shouts, ‘say what?!’.237  
Moreover, in this material only male characters treat zombies sadistically. It could 
even be argued that treating zombies sadistically is a masculine trait, insofar as all characters 
who display this kind of behaviour are coded (in terms of appearance) as typical male 
stereotypes such as rednecks (both versions of Night of the Living Dead), bikers (original 
version Dawn of the Dead and remake of Night of the Living Dead) and police personnel 
(remake of Dawn of the Dead and Resident Evil). Conversely, female characters are 
significantly more likely to be portrayed as being afraid of the zombies. This reinforces the 
idea that women find it difficult to be tough and mostly need to be consoled as well as 
protected. Again, in Return of the Living Dead (1985) we – not coincidentally – find the most 
male characters who are extremely scared (for the purpose of a comedic effect). 
Besides the characters’ views of zombies also their general behaviour, or mentality, 
during the apocalypse was coded. In five out of the nine films we see male characters who 
actively profit or try to profit from the zombie apocalypse. In Night of the Comet (1984) a 
group of young men glorify this behaviour: ‘just a few days ago we were only stock boys. 
Now we own the store. The American way!’. This also goes to a certain extent for the 
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security team that works at the mall in Dawn of the Dead (2004) who have claimed the 
entire mall as their living space. In Resident Evil (2004) the notion of profiting from the 
apocalypse plays a crucial role in the narrative, since the apocalypse has created an 
environment in which the evil commercial empire Umbrella can secretly test new 
bioweapons. Another kind of behaviour slightly less displayed by male characters (but again 
not at all by female characters) is conservatively holding on to the past. This behaviour can 
manifest itself in extreme ways, such as in Resident Evil (2004) in which we see an old man 
who tries to keep his zombified sister alive by feeding her people, meanwhile denying the 
fact that his sister is not his sister anymore. In other cases it is found in characters who do 
not adept themselves such as Harry in both Night of the Living Dead films, who really does 
not want to help the other survivors because he thinks it would be better to wait until things 
fix themselves and they will be saved, which of course they will not. 
Moreover, the zombie apocalypse can also be the onset of a mental breakdown. 
There are characters of both sexes – men being featured more frequently– losing their mind 
during the narrative. In Planet Terror (2007) a female character breaks, understandably, as 
her little son accidentally shoots himself, while in Dawn of the Dead (2004) a man wants a 
child so badly that he pushes his, at this stage already infected, wife to give birth to a zombie 
baby while seeming manically happy and proud about it. One kind of behaviour that is only 
displayed by one female character and by no male characters is being depressed by the 
recent turn of events. In Night of the Living Dead (1968) Barbara just stops functioning and is 
no longer able to communicate, let alone act in a self-preserving manner. Later on her 
unstable and confused state lead her to believe that when she sees her zombified brother it 
really is him, allowing him to kill her.  
This brings us to the analysis of which characters die and by whose hands or what 
(codeable) reasons. One thing that immediately stands out is that in all films more female 
characters of the main cast survive. On average 43 percent of the female cast in these films 
survives, while only 16 percent of the male characters survives the narratives. Moreover, of 
the 88 on-screen deaths only 21 were women. When characters die, they are most likely to 
have been killed by zombies, as one would expect. However, women are more likely to be 
killed by zombies than men are (48 percent of women versus 37 percent of men). Male 
characters on the other hand are twice as likely to be killed by other human males. Overall, 
characters were least likely to die by the hands of women. That is not to say that female 
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characters (especially the female action heroes) were not as violent and deadly however. It 
means that they killed relatively less speaking characters. Moreover, characters of both 
sexes were just as likely to die from misjudgements leading to accidents, or reasons 
categorised as ‘other’, encompassing anything from suicide (Dawn of the Dead remake) to 
narrative closures such as nuclear bombs (Return of the Living Dead).  
Conclusion 
In terms of demographical representation of their characters, these zombie films do neither 
reflect the reality of the society they are created in, nor do they regularly correspond with 
films of other genres. First of all, just like in most films, white male characters constitute the 
largest group in the discussed material. In correspondence to other film genres over time, 
(white) female make up only roughly 30 percent of the total characters in each film. Yet, in 
this selection they are often featured as protagonists and overall more likely to be featured 
in relatively larger roles. Also, there is strangely enough only one black female character in 
the whole selection and Asian men are not found at all. However, the ethnic diversity in 
these films does seem to increase over time. Furthermore, while there is no discernible 
difference between the socioeconomic status of male and female characters, male 
characters are, almost continuously, presented more likely than women to hold a job, even 
though women constitute about half of the working population in the United States since 
the second half of the 1990s, because they are shown to practice occupations that 
considered to only become more relevant and useful during the apocalypse.238 
Simultaneously, the male characters are just as likely as female characters to be portrayed as 
parents and/or being in a relationship, whereas other genre films on average present female 
characters more often in such positions. Moreover, this selection of films does correspond 
with other genres (and not with reality), in its portrayal of age, as in almost all films men are 
more likely to be older, while the opposite is true for female characters, evoking quite literal 
images of patriarchies.  
 In terms of appearance men are, probably because they are often shown to be 
employed, often seen wearing work-related or formal clothing, whereas female characters 
are increasingly shown wearing revealing clothing from the 1980s onwards. In this timespan 
women also increasingly appear (partially) nude. Moreover, female characters 
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simultaneously have become thinner over the years. This goes for male characters as well, 
but they are rarely presented as thinner than “average”. Also, as suggested by the large 
number of blond female characters and the very low number of blond male characters, 
there is a preference for blond women in the material. Interestingly enough the films started 
to feature (relatively) short-haired women increasingly since the 1980s. The factors above 
combined can be argued to hint at an increased sexualisation of female characters. 
 In the 1980s the physically (incredibly) strong and agile female action hero also 
appeared for the first time in this material. From that moment on, female characters are 
more likely to possess (almost) superhuman strength than male characters on average. 
Regarding the gender-related personality traits the characters have, there are no discernible 
historical developments. What is interesting though is that female characters – besides still 
mostly possessing feminine characteristics – are also likely to possess traits that are 
stereotypically associated with masculinity, such as aggressiveness. Male characters on the 
other hand rarely possess traits traditionally linked with femininity. This corresponds with 
the idea that predominantly the behaviour of female (action) heroes – who are featured in 
seven out of the nine films – is based on a performance of masculinity, as argued by 
Schubart.239 An example of how female characters are still portrayed stereotypically is that 
every film features crying women, who are in most cases shown to be terribly frightened, 
while only two films feature crying men, of which one case is notably meant ironic.  
However, female characters are not just shown to be emotional and scared; there has in fact 
been an increase of physical violence dished out by women, who are increasingly shown to 
actually be skilled in combat and to use a greater variety of weapons as well. Yet, overall, 
female violence is the least likely cause of death for speaking characters. Women specifically 
are least likely to be victims of human violence, whereas men are regularly. Female 
characters are however by far the most likely to be victims of sexual intimidation and assault 
by men. Male characters on the other hand are twice more likely than women to die at the 
hands of other men. This might indicate that male characters, who score high on aggression 
and uncooperativeness (which is shown to typically be associated with masculinity in this 
analysis), are most often the cause of disturbances in the group of survivors, which can 
potentially lead to fatalities. Their aggression is also reflected in their sadistic treatment of 
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zombies, whereas female characters are slightly more often shown to feel empathy for 
zombies, but such representations are mostly featured in Romero’s work. Ultimately, almost 
half of the female characters is shown to survive the narrative on average – following an 
notable increase since Dawn of the Dead (2004) – whereas only slightly more than an eighth 
of the male cast survives, possibly as a result of their antagonising or macho behaviour. 
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Chapter 5: Qualitative analysis 
The goal of this second analysis chapter is to provide more depth to what was found and 
touched upon in the content analysis, which had some restrictions, as working with codeable 
images and characters’ behaviours only allows for a superficial understanding of how gender 
roles are exactly portrayed in these films. That is why this chapter delves into the analysis of 
gender representation based on three themes. In the first section the representation of 
gender before the apocalypse is discussed. All films show this period to a certain extent. This 
allows for an understanding of the “control” situation, which can ultimately be compared to 
what happens during the apocalypse. That way it is possible to analyse whether gendered 
traits are, for example, amplified. Secondly, as zombie apocalypse films can be understood 
to be imagined ‘expectations’ of what will happen to society, and thus contain forms of 
ideology, as argued by Barbara Gurr,240 the treatment of gender during the apocalypse is 
analysed. This will mainly be based on what consequences characters’ adherence to and 
deviation from (traditional) gender roles bring. As pointed out by Andrea Harris, the relation 
between characters’ gender and their survival is also often treated ironically in these films, 
such as when a heroic male, blinded by his bravery, makes an estimation error and gets 
killed.241 Moreover, Harris’ observation is related to the concept of (masculine) 
professionalism; the knowledgeable and no-nonsense approach taken by film heroes which 
allows them to survive and thrive in the narrative, as defined by Barry Keith Grant.242 Grant 
suggests that professionalism in the context of the zombie genre manifests itself in 
characters’ ability to distinguish between living friends and relatives, and the uncanny 
zombies who look just like them, but are in fact zombies. The disability to do so frequently 
results in death.243  
In this section also the female (action) hero, as found in these films, is discussed, 
based on, but not limited to, analytical categories of female heroes formulated by Rikke 
Schubart.244 Schubart discerns five types of female (action) heroes of which this analysis 
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presented here uses three.* The first type is the Mother, who as a female hero in male 
genres is often portrayed to be a bad mother; not in the sense that she, for example, 
mistreats her children, but because she wants to be in a man’s place. In her case it is 
suggested that this goal proves to be incompatible with being a (traditionally) good mother. 
Secondly, there is the Amazon, based on the old Greek myths of tribes of fearless female 
warriors, who equal or even surpass men in terms of combat skills, defined by Schubart as a 
‘wom[e]n warrior[s] [wandering] in a male world, sometimes serving the system, sometimes 
just serving [themselves].’ The final type that will be discussed is the Daughter. In this type 
the effort films make to justify a female action hero within a male genre is optimally 
perceivable, as the Daughter has learned her skills from a father figure who has trained her 
to ‘fight like a man’ and be tough. Interestingly enough, the Daughter is almost never 
portrayed to have a (biological) mother. Moreover, Schubart suggests that female (action) 
heroes in general often rely on male advice and support before finally turning into the 
female heroes they will be.245 
The third section of the analysis deals with the restoration of order, discussing the 
establishment of a (new) status quo, and what it entails, if relevant, in relation to what is 
displayed in terms of gender representation before and during the zombie apocalypse. This 
will then be reflected upon in the conclusion of this thesis presented in chapter 6, in which 
the findings of the analyses will be discussed against the historical backdrop of generic 
changes in the zombie film, as well as feminism in popular culture. 
Gender before the apocalypse 
The majority of the films begins its narrative with an ironic representation of male characters 
as being inconsiderate, and shows discussions and struggles between female and male 
characters, wherein the latter are always presented taking the moral low ground and/or as 
being wrong.* Night of the Living Dead (1968) begins with Barbara and her brother Johnny 
visiting their father’s grave, to put a new ornament on it. All the while there, Johnny is 
complaining about how much of his day he will lose, ‘mother wants to remember, so we 
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drive 200 miles into the country and she stays at home’.246 As Barbara is praying at the 
grave, Johnny starts to talk about how she used to be so afraid of this graveyard, and still is, 
teasing her by saying that ‘they are coming for you, Barbara.’247 Unbeknownst to them there 
is actually a zombie trudging across the graveyard who grabs Barbara. She screams and cries, 
and Johnny comes to her aid only to finally lose his balance and break his neck on a 
tombstone. In the remake, Johnny’s inconsiderateness is further emphasized and more 
attached to stereotypes of masculinity. Moreover, his negative remarks and jokes are now in 
worse taste. He complains – as it is now their mother’s grave they are visiting – that ‘she 
knew I had to drive you up here. That’s why she had herself buried 200 miles from the 
nearest glass of beer’.248 He also suggests that Barbara’s mousiness and lack of ‘dates’, which 
he both frowns upon, are the result of their mother, because ‘she damn near drove you into 
a convent!’.249 As soon as they step out of the car, Johnny begins to tease the actually scared 
Barbara. However, this time he adds the threat of rape to his jokes, ‘they’re horny, Barbara. 
They’ve been dead a long time’.250 Barbara then also gets attacked but she effectively kicks 
the zombie in the face while lying on the ground. Interesting is that while she kicks the 
zombie’s head, it forcibly bumps into Johnny’s nose, who was attacking the zombie from 
behind, implicitly punishing him for being so inconsiderate, while simultaneously suggesting 
that this Barbara is different and does not solely rely on male help, as we will see further on. 
 Also in Romero’s Dawn of the Dead (1978) a similar relation between female and 
male characters is shown, which focusses on male characters being inconsiderate. The film 
opens with scenes of a news station that is responsible for providing lists of rescue stations. 
However, as it turns out, the boss of the station wants to keep outdated information on the 
air, as he still cares more about viewer and listener ratings than leading people to safety, 
stating that ‘without those rescue stations on-screen every minute, people won’t watch 
us’.251 To the annoyance of the chief, Fran steps in and makes sure that this information is 
not shared anymore, accusing him of being ‘willing to murder people by sending them to 
rescue stations that have closed down’.252 The remake of Dawn (2004) however, features a 
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female nurse as the protagonist, as opposed to a news reporter, which is a less “female” 
profession. Still, she is also shown being in a struggle with a male of higher hierarchal 
standing, namely a doctor, in her place of work. While Ana is in a hurry the doctor keeps on 
discussing golf plans over the phone, ignoring her. As she is ready to go home, the doctor 
immediately gives her a new task, locating a patient, and cuts off her protesting by simply 
saying, ‘page me when you find him’.253 Ana is later in the film shown to challenge the sexist 
bias people can have against nurses. When she is talking about stitching a wound, the male 
head of security at the mall doubts her capabilities and asks her if she is a ‘fucking doctor’, to 
which Ana sarcastically replies that she is ‘a fucking nurse’.254 
 In more recent films not written by Romero or directly based on his texts, female 
leading characters are introduced in a sexualised manner, of which Planet Terror (2007) is 
the most noteworthy as it starts with an elaborate (pole)dance scene, performed by the go-
go dancer Cherry Darling, the film’s protagonist, again reinforcing the link between such 
professions and the female sex. Cherry, however, is rather displeased with her job – as she 
would have rather become a doctor, as it turns out later – which makes her prone to cry on 
stage, angering her boss who cynically comments on her behaviour, ‘it’s go-go, not cry-
cry’.255 Later on in the film she gets even with him as he turns out to be too scared to help 
the team of survivors out in a dangerous situation, to which Cherry responds by copying his 
cynical remark, and performing the task at hand, instead of him, emasculating him further. 
The narrative opening with a representation of a woman as a sexualised spectacle is also 
found in Resident Evil (2004), in which a female lead character called Jill Valentine is 
introduced from her lower body parts upwards, while keeping her head out of frame until 
the narrative is progressed again. Because of this frame, the camera lingers on her breasts 
and behind, depending on the direction from where she is being filmed. Yet, she is also 
posited as the one who had predicted the impending apocalypse, for which she was at the 
time discredited by the media and her colleagues. When she at the end of the 
aforementioned scene then bursts into the police station where she works, she immediately 
takes control of the emergency situation and assertively tells her male colleagues what 
needs to happen. 
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 While this sexualisation of female characters has really taken off in frequency and 
intensity in the last decades,256 as is also shown to be the case in the content analysis of the 
zombie films discussed in this thesis, it was not unheard of in the older zombie films. The 
teenage protagonist of Night of the Comet (1984), Regina, is sexualised in the opening scene 
which shows her playing an arcade game. She is, just like Jill, filmed in an upwards motion, 
first showing her feet twitching with excitement, then her bending knees and behind, before 
finally moving up to her face which is shown to express intensity as well as anticipation, as 
she moves her tongue around in her mouth and bites on her lip, while gasping in between. 
However, just like the other female heroes discussed above – except for the first Barbara – 
Regina is also a tough woman who has (age-related) masculine characteristics, besides 
fighting skills, as she is shown to actually be very good at the video game, and she surpasses 
her “boyfriend’s” knowledge of comic hero trivia. Such characteristics are defined as 
masculine here because women only made up 20 percent of arcade game players during the 
early 1980s257 and comics have historically been aimed at boys and young men.258  
Moreover, her boyfriend tries to convince her to watch the approaching comet alone with 
him on TV in a secluded room, by offering her money. When Regina angrily asks him what 
that will make her look like in case they end up having sex, he replies that that was not his 
intention, while telling her, ‘you’d be worth a lot more than fifteen bucks’.259 Regina then 
evokes the postfeminist idea of individual choice and freedom as the next morning, when 
her boyfriend tells her to do him a favour; she replies, under her breath, ‘I did you a favour 
last night’. This suggests that Regina controls this situation and makes such decisions. She 
personally and actively choose to allow him to have sex with her, which testifies to her 
agency. 
 As opposed to Regina, Trash, a teenage punk character in Return of the Living Dead 
(1985), is more openly sexualised in the first scenes and only portrayed as tough and 
rebellious through her outfit. In one of the first scenes where the group of teens “parties” at 
a graveyard, she speaks about some particularly morbid sexual desires, while caressing 
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herself. Then she begins to act out her imagination and tears off her clothes after which she 
goes to dance on a stone sarcophagus, for absolutely no narrative value. Since it is dark 
outside, the young men dance around her with flares to enable them to enjoy the spectacle. 
The other girls present find Trash’s behaviour embarrassing and condemn her by asking her, 
‘are you high on anything?’.260 It must be noted that Trash is one of the very few sexualised 
characters, of all movies, who die, reinforcing the link between the transgression of desired 
gendered behaviour and narrative punishments. Furthermore, as Return features the least 
speaking female characters, the film opens with the comedic duo of Freddy and his uncle 
Frank, who works at a man named Burt’s medical supply warehouse, where Freddy is 
receiving training for a job. As Burt leaves Frank to show Freddy the ropes, he comes back to 
jokingly tell them that ‘no matter what happens, don’t name it after me’. While this remark 
is pretty disturbing in itself; in the context of this comedy film it asks the audience to laugh at 
the idea of homosexuality. This joke, especially since it is coming from Burt, the father figure 
with a John Wayne accent, simultaneously questions the masculinity of these two 
characters. Moreover, in the following scenes Frank and Freddy are further shown to not be 
compatible with traditional masculinity,261 as they are portrayed to be very naive and clumsy 
by accidently releasing a military poison gas, which is the start of the apocalypse.  
 Another film that just like Return of the Dead predominantly centres on masculinity 
in its introduction, albeit a different form altogether, is World War Z (2013). The film opens 
with a portrait of a happy family’s morning ritual. What is striking, is that we see Gerry, 
played by Brad Pitt, preparing breakfast, while the rest of the family (his wife and their two 
daughters) are sitting around. As becomes apparent he has even quit his old job (as an UN 
investigator) to take on the new job being the homemaker, which he likes better. When his 
family leaves the room he asks them to leave the plates in the sink, in vain. However, he is 
also still the knowledgeable man, as is suggested in this introduction when one of his 
daughters asks him, instead of her mom, what martial law is. The character of Gerry is 
remarkable in this selection of films as he combines different (generic) masculinities into a 
single all-round “super” masculinity as we will see in the next section; he is a modern 
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sensitive man and is at times presented as the better parent, yet he is also a survival and 
combat expert. 
Male heroism in World War Z and Return of the Dead 
Out of all nine films, World War Z and Return of the Living Dead are the only films that 
indisputably revolve around male heroism. While Night of the Living Dead (1968) does so 
too, it treats masculinity more in a pessimistic tongue-in-cheek manner. World War Z is a 
story about a indestructible and talented family man with great parenting skills. Early in the 
film when the family is stalled in a traffic jam on their way out of New York City, Gerry is the 
one to get out of the car to see what is wrong. As they finally continue on, an ambulances 
crashes into their car with great speed, at the door behind which he sits. Gerry is the only 
one with a malfunctioning airbag and is seen smashing his head into the dashboard. 
However, he is completely fine, while the rest of the family is seen holding their heads in 
pain. He immediately checks if everyone is okay. Later on in the film Gerry survives the crash 
of a commercial airplane after which he has been impaled by a sizable scrap of metal. Gerry 
intentionally falls a few feet from the seat he had still been strapped in and then takes the 
scrap out of his abdomen and goes on to find the WHO research facility, where he finally 
sleeps for a while, only to go on a new quest immediately after waking up. His invincibility is 
emphasized by the fact that he wears a hip circle scarf and a tight long t-shirt – of course, 
offering no protection whatsoever – for the majority of the film, while other characters, who 
spend time in the same areas as him dress in full military attire. This simultaneously suggest 
that Gerry does not need any protection, as he never suffers any “real” damage, like his 
friend and former UN colleague says, ‘he’s a resourceful man. There’s every chance he could 
have survived’.262  
Gerry resourcefulness, or ‘masculine professionalism’263, is further emphasised by his 
talents and quick decisions throughout the film. Early on, in the zombie infested streets, 
Gerry takes his time to figure out how long it takes for a bitten person to turn into a zombie. 
This knowledge is particularly helpful when he chops off the hand of the female Israeli 
soldier who accompanies him, when she is bitten – without warning. Without answering for 
his deed, he counts to twelve and he turns out to have quickly made a just decision. 
Moreover, Gerry’s professionalism is pretty broad, as he is shown to be knowledgeable 
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about treating wounds as he helps the female soldier, a variety of weapons and fighting 
manoeuvres, flying a sizeable airplane, and virology, as he casually discovers the cure, which 
a group of expertly trained researchers had been pondering on for months. 
Sometimes he does make decisions that are seemingly irrational, but Gerry is never wrong. 
While aboard the commercial airplane Gerry straps the female soldier, and then himself, in 
and throws one of her grenades across the aisle, because the plane is suddenly full of 
zombies. The cabin tears open from the blast and all zombies are sucked into the 
troposphere. As if Gerry knew what would happen the plane crashes and both he and the 
soldier are the only ones to survive. In another scene Gerry, as he had discovered that the 
virus will not infect a diseased body, injects a random sample of a potentially terminal 
disease into his bloodstream in the WHO laboratory, in order to prove his theory, after 
asking those who are watching him from a control room to ‘tell [his] family [he] loves 
them’.264 Of course he survives this and is credited with finding the cure.  
As such, Gerry is portrayed to be the incarnation and epitome of invincible and 
knowledgeable male heroism. Yet, he is also a proud family man. While Gerry does take on 
the task of saving the world, it becomes clear several times that he predominantly does so 
because he has to look after his family, who are allowed to stay on a military ship off the 
coast if he complies – and succeeds, as every time he is assumed to have failed, his family is 
one step closer to getting evacuated from the ship. In that sense World War Z follows the 
notion that the nuclear family has to be protected by an aggressive state apparatus, just as 
in 28 Days Later (2002), as mentioned in the introduction.265 While Gerry initially tells the 
navy captain, who wants to send him on his first mission, that he ‘can’t leave [his] family’,266 
the captain – next to implicitly blackmailing him with his family’s safety – tries to play on his 
ego and masculinity, by recounting all the dangerous places Gerry has been, working for the 
UN, and what he was accomplished, stating that the young and geeky virologist Gerry would 
have to accompany to the potential origin of the epidemic, would get killed immediately 
without his help. Later on, at the WHO research facility, Gerry tells a researcher who tries to 
empathise with his experiences, that he could not possibly understand what he has gone 
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through, as he has no family. These scenes further establish how family oriented Gerry is; 
almost so much that he would rather stay with them than save the world. 
Moreover, as discussed, Gerry is the homemaker in the family, yet he is also their 
(primordial) protector. While scavenging in a supermarket, his wife’s belongings get stolen 
and she gets groped while Gerry is away for a short time. He immediately takes out the two 
assailants with a sniper rifle and recollects his daughters. When they finally find refuge in an 
apartment building, staying with a South-American family, Gerry creates a spear by duct 
taping a knife to his empty rifle. In the next scenes Gerry is shown leading his family through 
the building (they get evacuated from the roof), with his makeshift spear at the ready, 
evoking primeval images of masculinity. Yet, Gerry is also a modern man who is shown to be 
a good parent and to be concerned about his children, as he switches driving responsibilities 
with his wife so he can calm down his asthmatic daughter – whom he later finds medicine 
for – and he locates his other daughter’s lost stuffed animal in the middle of a zombie 
infested street and quickly retrieves it.  
In Return of the Living Dead the masculinity of the adult male hero, Burt, and his 
friend, Ernie, is considerably more one-dimensional and traditional. As Burt has to deal with 
the first problem, a reanimated corpse in the cold storage room of his medical supply 
warehouse (a result of Freddy and Frank’s mistake), he professionally tells Freddy and Frank 
to get into position as the zombie will break out of there. Frank, however, cries at the 
thought of having to attack the zombie, to which Burt responds by commanding him to be 
more masculine, ‘be brave Frank, goddammit! […] Be a man!’.267 The zombie comes running 
out and Freddy and Frank cry as they pin it to the ground, looking away while Burt saws its 
head off with a hacksaw. The cowardly, naïve and clumsy Freddy and Frank who fail to 
adhere to traditional masculinity as displayed by Burt are then narratively punished with loss 
of humanity, as they are the first to get infected. In another instance Ernie, the owner of the 
cemetery’s morgue (located near the warehouse), is seen slapping one of the male teens in 
the face because he is crying, telling him that the zombies he saw are not his friends 
anymore. This act can also be interpreted as an effort to “correct” his lack of masculine 
toughness. Simultaneously it establishes the link between masculine professionalism and the 
ability to distinguish between friends or allies and zombies, as discussed by Grant.268  
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As opposed to Return, World War Z shows no masculinity correcting punishments by 
the male hero. Gerry treats most people with respect. However, the narrative does punish 
the inexperienced and scared virologist, who Gerry has to accompany on his first mission. As 
they climb out of a plane, Gerry professionally tells him to keep his finger off the trigger 
because it is dangerous. However, when they are all out, they immediately encounter a large 
group of zombies, leading the doctor to run back to the plane in a panic, with his finger again 
on the trigger. He falls and the gun goes off and shoots him through the head. Moreover, 
Gerry himself will – apart from the female Israeli soldier – only speak with the highest 
ranking men. When at the WHO research facility one of the male employees talks to him, 
Gerry ignores him and stares at the other man in the room. When asked why he does so, he 
replies, ‘[be]cause he’s the one in charge’, suggesting that he instinctively recognises 
another of his kind.  
Another interesting difference in both films’ portrayal of masculinity is that World 
War Z features a male hero who saves the world, while in Return it is Burt who makes 
everything considerably worse, because of his stubbornness and his dedication to upholding 
his reputation. It is his idea to burn the first encountered zombie at Ernie’s morgue, to 
destroy the evidence of a disaster that happened at his place of business. The smoke 
produced by the cremation of this infected body, however, spreads a poison gas over the 
nearby graveyard, where it reanimates all buried corpses. 
Critiques of masculinity in Romero’s Nights and Dawn 
The notion of films critiquing masculinity, as Return does subtly, brings us to Romero’s films 
(including the remake of Night, of which he had revised the script), of which the narratives – 
if analysed while paying attention to the representation of gender – can be argued to all 
primarily revolve around critiquing and mocking traditional masculinity. That does not mean 
however that these films do not feature male heroism. Both versions of Night (1968, 1990) 
feature the African-American Ben who, as soon as he enters the farmhouse, starts 
deconstructing its contents in order to reinforce it, after which he resourcefully constructs a 
torch that he uses to fend off the zombies trudging around the perimeter, in a primordial 
masculine way, and – in the first film – all the while trying to console the hysteric Barbara. 
Dawn (1978) mostly follows the two SWAT team members, Peter and Roger, as they bravely 
clear out the zombie infested mall they and the other survivors are living in. The critiquing 
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does for the most part not apply to these main characters (of whom, interestingly enough, 
two are Afro American), but for the (soon to be) patriarchs of the films. Both versions of 
Night are essentially about how the behaviour of an inconsiderate patriarch – Harry Cooper 
– leads to the death of almost all survivors. He is first introduced in both films when he 
leaves the basement to come out into the living room where Barbara and Ben are. Ben 
immediately asks him angrily why he did not come out to help earlier on, as it had been 
evident there were troubles, because Barbara could be heard screaming, and ‘surely [he] 
know[s] what a girl screaming sounds like’269, accusing Harry of a lack of bravery. What 
follows in both films is an ongoing struggle between Ben and Harry, based primarily on their 
beliefs about what the safest place is: the living room, or the cellar, which Ben calls a “death 
trap”. Ben concludes this discussion by resolutely stating to Harry, ‘you can be boss down 
there. I am boss up here’.270 Harry is then prompted by his wife to go upstairs and help the 
others, a command he finally succumbs to. When upstairs in the first film, he immediately 
starts to insult Ben by telling him he did a bad job reinforcing the house, and tells Barbara to 
pay close attention to the news, as he does not want anyone’s life on his hands. Moreover, 
Harry criticises Ben’s plan of getting out of the farmhouse, suggesting it is impossible 
primarily because they have – besides a sick child – ‘two women [and] one woman, out of 
her head’.271  
However, Harry does eventually even participate in Ben’s plan of refuelling the truck 
outside with Tom’s help, covering them by throwing Molotov cocktails out of a window, 
which is again an idea of Ben. This ironically renders him homebound; he stays at home with 
the remaining female characters while the men go out to confront the actual challenge. 
Then, by accident, the truck catches fire and explodes, killing Tom and Judy (who had rushed 
suddenly rushed outside to help); the nuclear family that was in the making. This shocks 
Harry – who was already shown to be really afraid – so much that he refuses to let Ben, the 
designer of this plan, back in the house. As Ben finally manages to enter, he beats the visibly 
scared Harry into submission and yells at him, ‘I ought to feed you to those things!’.272 In the 
final scenes of the film, Harry refuses to help the remaining survivors holding up the 
barricades and sees his chance to steal Ben’s rifle. Once having acquired the rifle he slowly 
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backs down towards the cellar, even leaving his wife. However, Ben leaves his post and 
fights Harry for the rifle, and ends up shooting him, after which Harry retreats into the cellar, 
while there is no one effectively protecting the house, letting the zombies in. Harry’s 
cowardice and egoism are immediately punished by his ill daughter who has by now turned 
into a zombie and kills him. As Helen goes into the cellar in one of the final scenes to check 
on their daughter, the latter hacks her to death with a garden shovel. Ironically the 
behaviour of the patriarch killed his family in the place that was previously used for playing 
house, while simultaneously setting up the scenario that would get everyone (except for 
Ben) killed.  
In the remake, which follows the original’s plot very closely, Harry is, just like Johnny, 
portrayed to be even more inconsiderate. He is seen being violent with his wife, Helen, 
makes racist comments towards Ben when he tells him, ‘you also don’t exactly look like 
neighbours yourself’,273 in the opening exchanges between the two, and is explicitly revealed 
by Tom to have been too scared to come upstairs. This time around, staying in the cellar was 
not even Harry’s idea, but Tom’s. The struggle between the male hero and the male 
antagonist is still there, but is now judged firmly upon by all female characters. Judy accuses 
the men of ‘playing rooster’ with the house that belongs to Tom’s uncle and Barbara angrily 
commands the two to ‘stop screaming at each other like a bunch of two-year-olds!’.274 The 
relation between these two males is now also shown to result in the destruction of the 
television, which could have provided valuable information, as Ben thought Harry tried to 
take it down to the cellar, however, ‘you can’t get any reception in a basement, dickhead!’, 
as Harry yells.275 This suggests that their fight, which is based on clashing masculinities, has 
taken on such an extreme form that both are unable to judge situations clearly anymore, 
leaving room for the new Barbara to lead the narrative. Moreover, the remake ends with a 
gunfight between Ben and Harry, as the latter would not kill his zombified daughter who had 
come upstairs, like Ben told him too. Finally Barbara, shoots her and leaves the farmhouse. 
When she returns the following day with some paramilitary men, Harry comes down – 
ironically – from the attic (instead of the cellar which he had claimed to be safest place). 
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Upon the first sight of him Barbara avenges Ben and the other dead survivors by shooting 
him in the head immediately.  
In Dawn (1978), Romero has also created a clear dichotomy between masculinities, 
with on the one hand Stephen, the partner of Fran, who displays much reckless and naïve 
behaviour, while he tries, failingly, to live up to the image of an able and manly man, and on 
the other hand Roger and Peter, of whom particularly the latter is featured as a calm and 
rational individual who knows how to protect the group effectively. While these men clash 
less frequently and less intensively than those in Night (1968, 1990), Stephen’s inability, or 
unprofessionalism, is often shown to nearly kill other survivors, or is simply mocked. Before 
the group comes across the mall they stay in during the film, they land their helicopter at a 
small airfield to refuel it, which Roger immediately tends to, leading Stephen to question 
whether he knows what he is doing, to which Roger replies that he does. Stephen who had 
this specific professional knowledge (on how to refuel a helicopter) then appears to have 
nothing to do. While Roger refuels the helicopter, Stephen thus attempts to shoot some 
zombies, but misses every time. The film mockingly shows Roger casually stepping in and 
killing them effortlessly instead of him, twice. Finally, Stephen sees his chance to prove 
himself, as Peter, who was exploring the area, is unexpectedly attacked by a zombie. 
However, instead of rescuing him, Stephen almost shoots him and Roger has to correct his 
mistake, and thus, kills the zombie. Meanwhile, Stephen has moved on to console Fran. 
Peter interrupts him and firmly addresses his behaviour by telling him ‘you never aim a gun 
at anyone, mister’, while illustrating his point by aiming his gun at Stephen’s face: ‘scary, 
isn’t it?’.276 Hereby Peter suggests that the incapable Stephen should not interfere with their 
business, as they are in fact masculine professionals; ex-members of a SWAT team. 
Nonetheless, Stephen does not stop trying. In one of the early mall scenes Stephen 
also wants to go out exploring like Peter and Roger do. As he leaves Fran behind on her own 
– without a gun, or any other weapon even – he moves through some maintenance rooms 
where he foolishly wastes all his bullets on a zombie he continuously misses, only to finally 
be rescued by Peter and Roger. Moreover, Stephen is visibly agitated when Fran later on 
makes her demands, including that she wants to be treated as equal, never be left without a 
gun and learn how to fly the helicopter. Peter is the only one who explicitly agrees with her 
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(for the most part). While this scenario makes Stephen come across even worse, it 
simultaneously establishes a connection between the two characters who are “others” in 
relation to the white male.277 This connection persists until the end of the narrative, when 
they escape the mall together. However, this “happy” ending (as Fran and Peter’s survival is 
not guaranteed, because their helicopter is again low on fuel), is not meant for Stephen. In a 
last effort to prove his masculinity Stephen recklessly attacks the invading biker gang that 
destroys the “home” they have built, murmuring in himself ‘this is ours. We took it!’.278 In 
doing so he deviates from Peter’s “professional” plan and ends up getting shot by the bikers, 
after which the tries to climb into an elevator shaft to hide, only to be pulled down by a 
group of zombies. His death is not solely justified because of his inadequate masculinity, but 
also because of his underestimations and patronising of Fran, which Romero narratively 
punishes him for, as Stephen is the only main character to die such a horrible death. It must 
be noted that Roger also loses his humanity, as he got bitten while trying to impress Peter 
with some (reckless) macho action manoeuvres, but, be that as it may, he was only bitten 
once, and his death was executed in a calm and controlled environment by Peter. 
Critiques of masculinity in recent zombie films 
As shown above, Romero is particularly critical of some forms of masculinity – cynical even – 
and can be argued to consider them to actively contribute to the worsening of group 
cohesion, as well as the survivors’ ultimate failure. In Zack Snyder’s Dawn (2004), which 
screenwriter James Gunn had adapted for the new millennium, Romero’s views are echoed. 
While this film only shares the setting of the original film, it does borrow from Romero’s 
conceptualisations (obviously besides the use of zombies). Specifically the personality of 
Harry Cooper from Night seems to have made a comeback in the form of Steve, a bourgeois 
man who is mostly featured making sarcastic and cynical remarks without ever actually 
being helpful to the group. Just like Harry in Night (1968), Steve is left alone at home (now 
represented by a transformed mall), as most of the other able men explore the garage floor. 
When the group gets attacked by zombies, Steve, who had been on the lookout, just like 
Harry, immediately closes the door to the garage trapping the other survivors who are left to 
quickly force it. Steve differs from Harry in the sense that he is also portrayed as a “sexual 
deviant” – a common technique used by different institutes such as media and governments 
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throughout history to (further) stigmatise undesirables279 – as he is shown to participate in 
voyeuristic behaviour by filming how he has sex with a woman.  
 Moreover, Steve and the other male characters – except for the wholesome hero, 
Michael – all participate in a game of listing celebrities of which the owner of the gun shop 
across the street then has to spot and shoot the “zombie versions”. Ana criticises their 
behaviour by rhetorically asking them, ‘you guys had really rough childhoods, didn’t you?’.280 
Steve – at who Ana’s accusation was clearly primarily addressed, as he led the game – 
protests and poses that it should be considered doing the zombies a favour, telling her that if 
he should ever turn into one, ‘blow my fucking head off’.281 In his case “ever” turns out to be 
pretty soon, after which Ana gets to shoot him in the head. Thus, this male character who 
displays disrespectful and cowardly behaviour is first zombified and then immediately shot in 
this film. However, Steve is not the only one who is violently killed. Bart, a young member of 
the mall security team, who speaks disrespectfully about and to women (‘I would have 
tapped that shit for sure’282), and insults people by calling them ‘faggot’,283 is the only one to 
die in the aforementioned garage scene, where he is left for dead. The character of Bart is 
also used in the film to make his boss, C.J., who is also really inconsiderate, come across as 
slightly more sympathetic, as this is necessary for his changes throughout the narrative; he 
starts out by opposing the group of survivors, claiming his territory (being one of the 
guards), while finally helping them, and eventually sacrifices himself for them (being one of 
the group). 
Other characters who have their own agenda and do not care (so much) for the plans 
of the group are the African-American Kenneth and Andre whose interactions and 
differences show a dichotomy in African-American masculinity. Kenneth is a tough and 
muscled police officer, who follows no one, not the ‘guy who sells TVs’ (Michael), nor the 
‘guy who steals them’ (hinting at Andre).284 His lone wolf attitude is immediately established 
when he and the other survivors arrive at the mall and Michael asks him to help with 
exploring, and securing all doors – presented as a task only men participate in – but Kenneth 
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resolutely refuses without saying a word and stays put with the women. However, Kenneth 
is not portrayed to be emasculated by this, like Harry Cooper in Night is, as he, being the 
largest man equipped with the biggest gun, controls the situation, rendering the other men 
his delegates, instead of his equals with whom he could have shared the masculine 
responsibility of securing the safe zone. Michael even apologetically admits that, ‘maybe it’s 
better if you stay here with the gun’.285 Kenneth slightly adjusts his position halfway through 
the narrative however, as he learns from the newly arrived survivors that his only goal – 
reuniting with his brother – cannot be achieved anymore. As opposed to Kenneth, Andre 
does not change his stance within the group. His goal is to give the child his Russian wife, 
Luda, is pregnant with, a better life than he ever had; a value shared by many African-
American men who have been shown to stress the importance of the masculine provider 
role more on average than European American men do. However, in cases of 
disenfranchised members of this societal group, this role is often found to be unavailable.286 
Andre, who keeps up a façade of toughness, as he is shown to be scared at various times, 
does everything he can to protect his pregnant wife. This noble effort, nonetheless, 
disconnects her from the social life of the group at the same time. Andre is her only source 
of (overtly optimistic) news and she frequently relies on his consolation.  
Moreover, by his extremely protective behaviour it is suggested that he actually cares 
more about the coming child than his wife’s wellbeing. This is finally evidenced by the birth 
scene. While Andre knew his wife was bitten, he still wants her to give birth, strapping her to 
a bed in a secluded room. As Luda goes into labour she dies and turns into a zombie. Her 
changing into an actual monster, along with the cinematographic emphasis on her heavy 
bleeding and the power outage which causes Andre to illuminate the room using a 
construction light, that, because of the reflection of the yellow walls, colours the room a 
dark green, evoke the “monstrous feminine”287 in quite a literal way. As Norma, one of the 
newly arrived survivors, comes to check on the couple she notices Luda’s state and aims her 
gun at her whilst crying, to which Andre replies, ‘you wanna kill my family?’.288 Norma then 
shoots Luda and Andre shoots her in return, while taking multiple fatal shots himself. This 
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turn of events, combined with the baby being revealed to have been born a zombie, who is 
then killed by the remaining survivors who had been alarmed by the gunfight, adds a 
disturbing subtext about (the potential fate of) interracial couples to the film. 
 Having discussed the not at all or less heroic male characters we now turn our 
attention towards Michael, the indisputable professional hero – besides Ana, the protagonist 
- who was once a simple TV salesman, but who now does his best to bring and hold the 
group of survivors together, leading them to safety. His heroism is further emphasized as he 
is shown to be bitten in the final scene, while still having achieved his goal. Thus, satisfied he 
watches the remaining survivors sail off into the sunset on Steve’s luxurious boat. Yet, 
Michael’s masculine professionality is at times presented as morally undesirable. For 
example, he opposes to Ana’s idea of quarantining Frank, who had been bitten, allowing him 
to still spend some time with his daughter. Instead, Michael suggests that he should be killed 
right away, as he beliefs it to be too dangerous to keep him around. Ana, who was a nurse, 
however, understands the importance of such last moments and immediately rushes to 
Frank to warn him that Michael will come to shoot him. After Michael hears Frank’s plea and 
sees his daughter crying, he realises that he judged too fast and backs out.  
 The remake of Dawn thus offers a plethora of masculinities, of which some many are 
posed to be undesirable. In contrast to Dawn, the most male (main) characters in Resident 
Evil (2004) die because they adhere to their gender roles, as pointed out by Andrea Harris.289 
Early examples of this are the two men in the church, of whom one tries to claim it has his 
territory, while the other is seen in a secluded room looking after his zombified sister, 
providing for her by feeding her. The former gets killed by a mutant being while the latter 
finally gets eaten by his sister. The same goes for one of the members of the Special Forces 
team who gets attacked by zombie dogs because he is distracted while flirting with Jill. 
Moreover, Jill loses one of her best friends and colleagues, the African-American Peyton 
Wells, due to his aggressive stubbornness. When he discredits one of Alice’s warnings as 
‘bullshit’ he gets ‘sick of’, he is mowed down by a minigun wielding mutant.290 Interestingly 
enough, L.J., another African-American character, presented as some sort of gangster with 
‘custom gold guns’ he never uses, survives the narrative, even though he is arguably the 
least capable survivor. L.J. continuously exhibits and delivers stereotypical behaviour and 
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lines, such as in the scene in which he gets scared by a classroom skeleton model, or when 
he hits a zombie with his car, yelling ‘GTA motherfucker!’.291 Thus, the film strings him along 
and keeps him alive to provide comic relief, evoking an updated, but nevertheless troubling 
memory of the way in which black characters were featured in some (pre-)World War II 
zombie films*, while Peyton fulfils the often featured generic role of the token black man 
who is one of the first to die.292 On the other hand, Resident Evil is perhaps, after Planet 
Terror (2007), the most violent film of this selection, and thus understandably features a 
great amount of deaths. Many of those cannot strictly be interpreted as being connected to 
gendered behaviour. An example of this is the death of Dr. Ashford, which is portrayed as an 
incredibly sad event. He went to great lengths to get his daughter back and gets 
indiscriminately shot by the bad guy, leaving all the characters in shock. Also, in Resident Evil 
even the male hero, who is seen going out of his way to save damsels in distress, gets bitten 
and would have died, if Alice had not given him the antidote, further troubling the 
established connection between gendered behaviour and narrative punishments in this film. 
 Planet Terror (2007) also does not harshly critique the male hero, as it tells the story 
of a reunited couple, Cherry and El Wray, who both are arguably equally heroic and 
supportive of each other. Yet, El Wray also does offer humorous and blunderous displays of 
masculinity as he, for example, brags to Cherry about his knowledge of not crashing a car if 
an animal should unexpectedly cross the road, suggesting that one should speed up and 
definitely not swerve. When something does cross the road Ray crashes his vehicle, to which 
Cherry replies, ‘I thought you said […] you shouldn’t fucking swerve’, questioning his 
abilities.293 However, El Wray is a real gun slinging action hero, as evidenced by when he 
bravely saves Cherry from the hospital, and by a scene wherein the sheriff urges his deputies 
to ‘give him all your guns!’, which El Wray is then seen doing all kinds of finger flipping tricks 
with, a spectacle the other survivors stand in awe of.294 However, just as in Dawn (2004), this 
heroic male dies, leaving Cherry to avenge him and kill all the remaining zombified military 
men, who are the film’s villains, as they are presented using chemical weapons, being power 
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hungry, and raping. Especially the rapist played by Quentin Tarantino gets violently killed by 
the leading female characters; Cherry forces her wooden leg through his eye socket which 
gets stuck partly and Dakota shoots a syringe into his other eye. The husband of Dakota, who 
treats her badly from the start of the film, and sadistically tortures her with her own 
anaesthetic syringe needles as he has found out she was going to leave him for another 
woman, is, like the rapist, gruesomely punished for his deeds. However, in contrast to the 
rapist’s punishment, William’s is enacted by a zombie, who smears the puss he produces by 
popping one of his abscesses across William’s face, after which he turns into a zombie. Thus, 
Rodriguez also punishes his cruel male characters with loss of humanity and, ultimately, 
death. 
 Night of the Comet (1984), however, is notably less critical of its male characters than 
all the other films, excluding Return and World War Z. It celebrates its male hero, Hector, 
who accuses Regina of attitude problems – as she is understandably distressed by the whole 
situation – and feels entitled to a sexual reward from her (presented in this horror-comedy 
hybrid as a funny remark), if he comes back from looking for his family. Yet, the enemies the 
sisters encounter in this film all are men. First, they have to deal with a group of half-zombie 
stock boys who promise them ‘you wouldn’t believe what we want from you. In your worst 
nightmare you wouldn’t believe!’.295 The sisters turn out to be unable to defeat them and 
are later saved by a group of scientists who are researching the epidemic, as well as who 
seek live humans to sustain themselves as they have also been infected. Interestingly 
enough the only female scientist is the one who actively resists the group’s behaviour; she 
would rather die than hurt others. As such, this egoistic behaviour, justified by the scientists 
on basis of their “inherent value” to the world, is presented as a man’s trait. Moreover, the 
head scientist is particularly mean and patronising towards Regina, whom they have 
captured. As Regina angrily destroys equipment in the lab before he comes in, he comments, 
‘striking out at an inanimate object is quite childish. Even you should be able to realise 
that’.296 However, luckily for Regina she does not stay there very long, as Hector saves the 
day by blowing up all the scientists, except for the female scientist who had committed 
suicide before. 
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Female heroisms and oppositions 
While Romero’s first film definitely portrays its female (initial) protagonist as helpless and 
completely useless in a zombie apocalypse, Night (1968) also offers some examples of 
female toughness and rebellion (as much as possible within its historical context). It is after 
all Helen who accomplishes the eventual cooperation between Harry and Ben, accuses Harry 
of not wanting to take risks to help others, and despises his need to ‘always be right’, before 
finally demanding him to ‘take the boards of the [cellar] door!’.297 Once upstairs Helen helps 
the other survivors out, performing all manner of tasks. Harry’s patriarchal authority is also 
challenged by Judy. As Ben and Tom go out to refuel the truck, she stands near the door, 
watching them. Suddenly she bolts out of the house to help them, while Harry tries to hold 
her in the domestic environment of the farmhouse, ordering her to ‘get back in the 
cellar!’,298 as to prevent her from committing this transgression of her gender role (as seen 
from his perspective). However, Harry is left alone with his wife and child, and Barbara; 
emasculated even further, as “even” an – initially terrified – woman works up the courage to 
help. 
 Yet it does at various times become clear that Romero’s Night (1968) was made in a 
time when female independence and heroism was not so extensively explored in film. Firstly, 
because the men mostly talk to each other and the women they are directly “responsible 
for” (in Ben’s case that is Barbara). Hence, the men are the primary source of information for 
the women. Secondly, because the women who do eventually participate are still portrayed 
in stereotypical and domestic roles. Helen and Judy are required to take turns looking after 
Karen, as concerning oneself with a child is a woman’s task in this film. If one comes up, the 
other has to go down into the cellar. Moreover, Judy frequently relies on Tom’s consolation, 
such as when he tells her it is going to be okay by sweetly recounting a situation in which she 
was also – implied by him – naively scared, but everything ended fine, after which he 
patronisingly asks her, ‘now where is that big smile for me?’.299 Still, Romero simultaneously 
critiques traditional feminine roles by suggesting that Helen’s domestic role is what ends up 
killing her. In one of the final scenes she heads down into the cellar to check on Karen and 
does not recognise her daughter’s transformation, which results in her getting slaughtered. 
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Barbara meets a similar fate because she is not able to see that her brother has turned into a 
zombie (even though he stands in the middle of a zombie mob). In that regard both of these 
women are portrayed to be lacking in professionality, as they are unable to distinguish 
zombies from humans.300 
 As mentioned before, in the remake of Night (1990), it is Barbara who is the 
indisputable hero, and in who all traits of what Schubart labels the Amazon are manifested. 
She is fierce and turns out to be the most skilled in combat and is almost androgynous in 
appearance.301 She now comes up with the plan of escaping the farmhouse (and is the only 
one to do so successfully), instead of Ben, who is predominantly entangled in a masculinity 
showdown with Harry. From her introduction onwards she is (increasingly) portrayed to be 
extremely more capable than the earlier Barbara. Whereas in the first film Barbara is shown 
to crash her car into a tree after having released the brakes; in the remake it is shown that 
Barbara crashing the car is not so much her fault, as it was standing on a hill and it now rolls 
backwards. Having arrived at the farmhouse Barbara is still, just like her first incarnation, 
screaming and sobbing. However, she does already manage to take out some zombies with a 
fire iron. Eventually Barbara primarily handles the rifle found in the farmhouse, accurately 
shooting headshots as if she had been doing so all her life, while protecting the survivors. 
Also, this time around Barbara spots the zombie the killed her brother and kills him 
effortlessly. 
Moreover, Barbara’s heroism also reflects an interesting interplay between the 
female hero and other female characters that is seen in all films that feature female heroes 
(and more than one speaking female character). In Night (1990) it could be argued that 
Barbara’s heroism paves the way for Judy and Helen to challenge their gender roles even 
more than they did in the first film. Helen now directly responds to Ben from the cellar 
telling him they are coming up, making the final decision, rather than Harry. When Harry 
wants to flee back into the cellar later on and grabs Helen by the arm she actively resists and 
angrily tells him, ‘take your hands off me!’302, after which she throws a box of jewellery at 
him. Judy even accompanies Tom, Ben and Barbara (who covers them) to the gas pump 
outside, driving the truck, as she has the most experience between them. Nonetheless, she 
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does manage to lose Ben, who was supposed to hop on, along the way. Furthermore, she is 
also strangely enough shown to continuously cry while helping to board up the house. In 
that regard she is posited to be the opposite of Barbara, wearing a distinctive pink shirt, as 
opposed to Barbara’s khaki outfit and eventually takes Barbara’s place screaming and crying. 
This notion is further emphasised when Judy naively accuses Barbara of shooting an 
zombified acquaintance of her. Judy cannot (professionally) distinguish between humans 
and zombies like Barbara can.  
In the end, Barbara’s transformation and professionalism are the reason she survives 
the narrative, she is thus rewarded for transgressing her gender role, which she is in the 
introduction suggested to still adhere to. Still, it seems to be implied that she does slightly 
regret to no longer be able to live adhering to this role, as later in the film, when she has 
escaped the farmhouse, Barbara encounters a female zombie with a baby doll. This sight 
saddens her immensely and she can barely kill her. This might suggest that Barbara realises 
that because of who she has become (or perhaps because of the zombie apocalypse in 
general), the “traditional” future of becoming a mother is not meant for her anymore, 
causing her to break down. However, the next morning she seems to have forgotten about 
this and continues wandering through the apocalypse as a warrior woman. 
Besides Barbara, the only other Amazonian hero that can be identified in this 
selection of films is Segen, the female Israeli soldier in World War Z, who fights alongside 
men and is completely covered up by her military outfit, which, along with her buzz cut 
hairstyle, also render her appearance androgynous. However, it could be argued that she is 
not actually a female action hero, as the majority of the film Gerry has to look after her and 
has to save her multiple times. Only in one of the final scenes she is seen physically 
supporting Gerry, and that is only because he has a hard time walking as he had just been 
impaled by a scrap of metal. Still, Segen does kill some zombies and is portrayed to be 
notably tougher and more professional than Gerry’s wife, Karin, who is bound to the 
domestic space of the ship cabin and has to look after the children, suggesting that when it 
comes down to it, that should be a woman’s task, as the man has to save the world. Karin is 
also shown to really not be understanding of Gerry’s assigned mission, begging him not to 
go.  
What is particularly striking in World War Z, is that all women are shown at various 
times to gravely jeopardize Gerry’s mission. First Karin calls him on his satellite phone while 
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he is trying to sneak across a group of zombies, alerting them all, resulting in the death of 
multiple soldiers. Then, in Israel, a group of women, of Israeli and Palestinian origin are seen 
singing together, amplified by a PA system (somehow they must have bonded over the 
apocalypse). This alerts the zombies outside of Jerusalem’s gigantic walls, causing them to 
climb over and stack on each other allowing them to reach the top, which ultimately results 
in the fall of the city and, again, gives Gerry a new problem to deal with. Finally, Segen 
naively shoots her gun in the halls of the WHO research facility while Gerry is looking for a 
virus to inject himself with, attracting the numerous zombies that were still in that section of 
the building. However, the main two female characters are not punished for their behaviour, 
probably because each time, Gerry is capable enough to fix the problems they cause and 
there is a strong implied sense that they cannot help it. 
On the other hand, in Return (1984) female characters are in fact punished, or 
rewarded, according to whether their behaviour is considered desirable. As mentioned 
earlier, Trash performs a strip show on a stone sarcophagus. As the guys cheer her on, the 
other female characters are offended by her behaviour. Later on, as poisonous rain starts to 
fall from the sky and zombies rise from their graves, the teens disperse. Tina trips and falls in 
the mud, but is quickly rescued by the male teens. However, as Trash falls a few moments 
later, no one is there to lift her up and she gets killed by a group of zombies. Moreover, Tina 
is shown throughout the film to display stereotypical feminine behaviour, clinging to men for 
protection at every sign of trouble, and getting emotional, a lot. She is also unable to 
distinguish humans from zombies and recognise dangerous situations, as she still wants to 
stay in a room with her turning boyfriend, even when the male characters insist on locking 
the door as a safety measure, because that is how badly she wants to be with him. Yet, even 
that scenario does remarkably enough not result in her death. In fact, she survives the 
narrative. In that regard, Tina’s performance of stereotypical femininity can be considered to 
be desirable within the context of this film, as she survives despite making very dangerous 
choices. Yet Trash, who displays unladylike behaviour, exposing herself, and being very open 
about (morbid) sexual desires in general, is the first character to die. 
Whereas Return treats femininity in a quite traditional and reactionary way, as World 
War Z does too, to a certain extent (as it does feature a female action hero, albeit a rather 
ineffective one); in Resident Evil only the female character that specifically adheres to 
traditional femininity gets killed. When Alice and her group explore an abandoned school 
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building to find Dr. Ashford’s daughter, Terri, a female news reporter, thinks she sees the 
child, and comes up to her while speaking consoling words. However, it is revealed that she 
approached too quick, as it is in fact not the girl she was looking for, but a zombie. As such 
her inability to distinguish zombies from humans, manifested in her motherly instinct, sets 
her on the wrong foot, and is ultimately responsible for her death. Moreover, the difference 
in gendered professionality between Alice the action hero and Terri is also manifested in 
their appearance. The latter wears a lot of makeup and a tubular skirt which both emphasize 
her femininity, while Alice has grabbed her clothing from a random camping supply store 
and, as a result of having just escaped out of a facility where she was experimented on, does 
not look made up. While this might seem coincidental the portrayal of Alice hereby 
challenges the notion that the female action hero has to be feminised as much as is needed 
to compensate for her performance of masculinity,303 just like Barbara in Night (1990) does, 
who increasingly appears more masculine throughout the film. The fact remains however 
that Milla Jovovich, an international supermodel, was cast for the role of Alice. 
Contrary to Resident Evil, Planet Terror suggests that primarily the female hero’s 
feminine talents – or ‘useless talents’ as she calls them self-doubtingly – are the foundation 
of her fighting skills. As Cherry, who lost her leg, first stumbles throughout the film, she 
eventually learns how find her balance. El Wray later attaches a machinegun to her stump, 
which she uses very effectively. By performing moves associated with the go-go dance from 
the introduction of the film while simultaneously firing the gun attached to her leg , she kills 
numerous zombies. She even dodges a RPG aimed at her by performing the gymnastic 
bridge move. Thus Cherry’s skills, which she has mainly acquired as a professional dancer, 
literally empower her, even though prior to these events Cherry repeatedly doubted herself, 
as she was unsatisfied with her life and career. In such moments it was up to El Wray to 
support her. However, she never had to rely on his advice to become a female action hero. 
When El Wray tells her that he needs her to stay strong, Cherry replies in a utterly surprised 
manner: ‘Stay?!’,304 implying that she had been – and will continue to be – strong, all the 
time. Hereby she challenges Schubart’s notion that female heroes are frequently born out of 
male advice.305 Barbara in Night (1990) does so too. While it is Ben who tells her that he 
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doesn’t need her to ‘fall apart on [him]’306, he also acknowledges that she already has the 
necessary fighting skills, as he tells her, ‘I know you can fight when you have to’.307 Later on, 
when Barbara is shown repeatedly shooting a zombie in the stomach – of which it cannot die 
– to prove to the other survivors that the monsters are no ordinary people (emphasizing her 
professionalism),308 Ben accuses Barbara of ‘losing it’, trying to keep her somewhat in check. 
However, Barbara (who arguably does prove a good point) dismisses his accusation, telling 
him that he cannot rightfully say she is losing it, as he participates in a childish fight with 
Harry. Thus, Barbara is suggested to have moved beyond what Ben possibly could have 
taught her.  
In contrast to the aforementioned films, Night of the Comet (1984), does clearly 
explain the leading female characters’ fighting abilities. The film suggests that the sisters had 
been expertly trained by their father, who had left them as soon as he had taught them 
everything he could. As such, the sisters correspond with Schubart’s archetype of the 
Daughter, who is trained in masculine ways by a (symbolic) father (figure).309 Particularly 
Regina has profited from his teachings, as she is indisputably the most capable of the two 
sisters. Because of this, the film often posits Regina to be the opposite of Sam. Regina is 
tough and great at shooting, while Sam is a stereotypical female teenager; naïve and 
primarily concerned with looking good. Their difference is exemplified in a fighting scene 
wherein Regina uses a submachine gun while Sam throws shoes at the assailants. At the 
same time, Regina is still frequently shown to participate in pastimes most associated with 
female teenagers, such as shopping and talking about boys (well boy, as there is only one left 
in the film). If following Schubart’s ideas on the female action hero this might be interpreted 
as Regina performing to be more feminine, in order to compensate for the viewer 
threatening masculinity.310 The film actually does subtly reflect this idea of performance as a 
few shots of a scene wherein the sisters try on clothes in a mall, show Regina imitating 
mannequins with a new outfit on, copying a “prescriptive” model femininity, like Fran does 
in Dawn (1978), as we will see.  
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This stereotypical female (teenager) behaviour leads one scientist who had 
monitored them to cynically ask himself, ‘of all the great minds in the world, all the great 
intellects – who should survive?’311. However, these girls who do as they please and, in a 
postfeminist manner, adhere to whatever gender roles they see fit at different times, and 
survive, while he does not ultimately. Yet, the film also posits Regina’s heroism as a 
temporality; as soon as the situation is stabilised her guns literally go in the trash, implying 
that there should be room for women to transgress gender roles if necessary, as long as they 
return to their desired behaviour as soon as possible.  
Besides Night of the Comet, Resident Evil can also be argued to feature a Daughter 
hero, namely Alice. Yet, her father is not a human being but a commercial empire named 
Umbrella, represented in the film by a military leader, Timothy Cain, and a scientist, 
Alexander Isaacs. As shown in the introduction Alice was captured at the end of the first 
Resident Evil film to be experimented on, in order to make a biological “weapon” out of her. 
As such Alice has acquired superhuman powers. However, to Cain’s disappointment, her 
body has integrated the virus she had been injected with and she cannot be controlled by 
the corporation, which she now actively fights. Moreover, this categorisation of Alice also 
has its shortcomings as she was already expertly trained in combat, as she was the head of 
security of this corporation. It thus only explains her newfound superhuman abilities. 
This brings us to the discussion of femininity within the remaining two films, namely 
Dawn of the Dead (1978) and its remake, which both present a more “realistic” portrayal of 
female heroism than the other films do. Both versions of Dawn tell the story of a woman 
who wants (and has) to prove herself in a male dominated group of survivors, the primary 
difference is that this goal is notably harder to achieve for Fran from the original film, as she 
is pregnant. Ana and Fran are both shown to be resourceful and adaptive, allowing them to 
survive situations that could have easily proved to be fatal. In the introduction of Dawn 
(2004), Ana’s has to evade her zombified husband. Quickly, she runs into the bathroom and 
locks the door, borrowing herself some time, before crawling through a small window, 
leaving the house. She avoids finding herself becoming the victim of a horror film trope, as 
she is revealed to had already grabbed her car keys, allowing her to escape the suburban 
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hell. Similarly, when Fran finds herself unarmed and alone with a zombie she cleverly locates 
a couple of flares which she then uses to fend off her assailant.  
As Ana and the other survivors arrive at the mall, Kenneth ends up wrestling a 
zombie, upon which Ana grabs his shotgun from the floor and kills the zombie. As they 
progress through the mall, Ana keeps Kenneth’s shotgun. She subsequently leads the 
negotiation with the mall security guards who initially deny the group access, and ultimately 
makes the decision of handing over their guns, despite the protests voiced by members of 
her group. Thus, Ana is shown to be the group’s leader, predominantly in moral terms, as 
touched upon before. She frequently is posed to do the right things, such as buying Frank 
some time he can spend with his daughter and addressing Steve and other men’s sadistic 
behaviour. 
However, as opposed to Fran, Ana’s acts are not explicitly based on feminist 
convictions. The character of Fran corresponds with and simultaneously challenges 
Schubart’s category of the Mother, as we wants to take a man’s place in the sense that she 
wants to be perceived and treated as an equal. This is shown halfway through the film when 
Fran is fed up with being treated differently, stating: ‘I am sorry that you found out I am 
pregnant, because I don’t wanna be treated any differently than you treat each other. And 
I’m not gonna be den mother for you guys. And I wanna have something to say about the 
plans.’312 Fran learns how to shoot and, just like Barbara in Night (1990), seems to have an 
incredible talent for it as she covers Peter and Roger – who go out to barricade the mall 
doors – from the roof. Fran also eventually learns how to fly the helicopter, which proves to 
be particularly useful when Stephen, the only one who knew how to do so, dies.  
 A theme that is emphasized in the first Dawn, but almost completely left out of the 
remake, is that the zombie apocalypse makes almost everything devoid of meaning, 
especially pastimes associated with mall visits. Fran is the first character to realise this. As 
she is seen copying the makeup style of a display model in a cosmetics shop – performing a 
“model” femininity – she realises that it is completely pointless. The men on the other hand 
are still enjoying themselves. This difference is then emphasized after a romantic dinner 
Peter had prepared for Stephen and Fran, when Stephen asks her to marry him, to which 
Fran replies that it would not be real. 
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The restoration of order (?) 
So how do the narratives of these films close and to what degree is the order restored? 
Return (1985) lazily concludes with the explosion of a tactical nuclear weapon, ordered by a 
Colonel who had been observing the spreading zombie epidemic, containing it and 
destroying all evidence of the military’s biochemical weapon that had caused it. The same 
goes for Resident Evil, in which Umbrella blows up the city and creates a cover-up, however 
the main characters are shown leaving the city per helicopter, which eventually crashes as a 
result of the blast wave. Alice is then again captured and performed tests upon. Yet, she 
quickly regains her strengths and says to remembers all of her captors’ wrongdoings, after 
which she suddenly and singlehandedly takes out most of those working in the lab, and 
escapes the facility.  
This notion of the lead female character witnessing and remembering the horrors 
inflicted and perpetrated by the dominant order is also found in the remake of Night (1990), 
in which Barbara is shown walking around the masculine space of the paramilitary camp, 
where the male survivors (there are rarely any women to be seen) engage in sadistic games 
and drink beer. Shots of how they joyfully burn massive piles of bodies and use meat hooks 
to transport others are alternated with shots of Barbara’s piercing eyes. The original Night 
(1968) ends with a paramilitary group killing the remaining zombies. During their sweep of 
the county one of them accidently (?) shoots Ben, the sole survivor at the farm house, 
reinforcing the already present pessimistic subtext about America’s race problems during 
the era of the civil rights movement. How this posse subsequently abuses Ben’s body with 
meat hooks before throwing him on a fire emphasizes this, evoking images of a lynching. As 
such the order that is “restored” in both versions of Night is a monstrous vision of a white 
male patriarchy. This also goes to a certain extent for Romero’s Dawn, in which a biker gang 
invades the mall and destroys everything the survivors had built up, although they, of 
course, can hardly be considered to restore anything; they arguably merely constitute a 
pessimistic view of mankind in general. As to what happens to the survivors, only Fran and 
Peter, the films’ “others”, survive. However, as the helicopter they escape in is low on fuel, 
their future is uncertain. This is also echoed in Snyder’s remake of Dawn: the zombie 
epidemic cannot be curbed and the survivors’ (among who there is also a woman and an 
African-American man) boat trip brings them to an island that is shown – in the closing 
credits – to be overrun by zombies.  
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The three remaining films each show a positive or optimistic ending of the zombie 
apocalypse, in their own way. World War Z unsurprisingly ends with Gerry reuniting with his 
family, while he tells the viewer in a voice-over how the cure he discovered is being 
effectively used throughout the world. Of course his family was never actually threatened, or 
abandoned by the military, and had already been relocated to one of the best guarded safe 
zones, again suggesting the need for state apparatuses to protect the nuclear family. In that 
regard World War Z is the only film of which the narrative comes (almost) full circle. It may 
even be safe to say that the patriarchal structures of the pre-apocalypse were never really 
challenged or threatened and thus persisted throughout the narrative.  
In Planet Terror the complete opposite is shown. Cherry, the female action hero, 
transforms into a powerful matriarch who leads a great group of survivors to an idyllic 
coastal place in Mexico where they are safe from the zombie epidemic that rages on 
throughout the world. Moreover, only in Night of the Comet do the characters explicitly 
discuss their roles in the post-apocalypse. Regina marries the Hector, the only man left, and 
takes pictures of him and the two little children they had saved. Together they form a 
nuclear family. Subsequently Regina engages in a discussion with her sister about crossing a 
red light, an act which Regina, who played the free spirited and independent female action 
hero a day ago, suddenly strongly condemns, even though they expect to be the only 
survivors. This suggests that there is now no more room for any form of transgression, or as 
Regina formulates it: ‘the whole burden of civilisation has fallen upon us’.313 Sam, who 
stands on the other side of the street and protests her sister’s sudden change of behaviour 
and crosses anyway, only to nearly be hit by a car, which on the one hand directly punishes 
her for her behaviour, while on the other hand proves that Regina is right. As the driver is 
revealed to be a young man, Sam suddenly seems to have forgotten what she was arguing 
about and hops in with him. Thus, everyone lives happily ever after with their new partners, 
and it is no longer warranted for women to behave any differently than they should. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
As discussed in chapter 3, the second wave of feminism was taking the United States by 
storm during the 1960s. However, feminism or feminist principles were rarely featured in 
the cinema of that decade. Yet, interestingly enough, Romero does explore issues such as 
female domesticity and independence in Night (1968) and introduces countercultural 
subtexts by literally showing the end of the reign of the white nuclear family. During the 
production of Romero’s follow-up Dawn (1978), most Americans had become familiar with 
feminism and its goals and Romero confidently presented his first female hero who actively 
demands to be treated equally by the male characters. That Romero treats his female 
characters favourably overall is evidenced by the remake of Night (1990) he had written the 
screenplay for. Because of how the female characters – especially Barbara – have changed in 
Night (1990), the film can arguably be interpreted as an attempt of Romero to set right what 
he considered to be off in the first film, especially since he brings the female characters to 
the foreground of the narrative, as the male characters bicker on.  
 In the 1980s the zombie entered a cycle of parodic/comedy films, as discussed in 
chapter 2, which brought films such as Night of the Comet (1984) and Return of the Living 
Dead (1985). These specific films deviate from Romero’s format in the sense that they 
feature talking zombies, but more importantly: they neither thoroughly interrogate 
masculinity, nor advocate female heroism and independence like Romero’s films do. Instead, 
Return features a patriarchal male hero and punishes female characters who transgress their 
gender roles. Night of the Comet on the other hand, includes neither of those and does 
feature a female hero, however as soon the threats subside, she is safely folded back into 
the dominant structure of a reinstated patriarchy, marrying the only male survivor. The fact 
that he is expected to be the last man on earth suggests that the act of marrying him is 
regarded as necessary for continuing human civilisation. In that light both films seem to 
resonate well with the backlash against feminism that captured the United States politically, 
as well as culturally, in the 1980s. 
 The recent zombie films discussed in this thesis cannot be categorised as easily as 
they draw from a multitude of sources. Snyder’s remake of Dawn (2004) is obviously 
influenced by Romero’s work a lot, yet it also features running zombies, as introduced by 28 
Days Later in 2002. Dawn, however, does echo Romero’s work through its representations of 
gender, as it features an independent woman who proves herself in a male world. In 
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contrast to Romero’s Dawn, she does not make a point out of this. She is just presented this 
way without any further ado, hinting at a general acceptance of such independent female 
heroes in popular culture. Resident Evil (2004) is an interesting case because it is a film based 
on a Japanese video game series, which was in turn based on Romero’s zombie films. The 
fact that Resident Evil is based on a video game series can arguably partly explain its 
portrayal of the main female characters as more heavily sexualised and more violent action 
heroes, as video games have been shown to contribute actively to this image in popular 
culture in the recent decades.314 Planet Terror (2007) follows this trend of increased violence 
and sexualisation, but on basis of different reasons. This film particularly evokes the 
exploitation films of the 1970s discussed in chapter 2 and chapter 3, as evidenced by its over 
the top violence, sexualisation, huge amounts of gore and bizarre plot elements (such as 
Cherry’s gun leg); even the “double feature” package it was included in bears the name 
Grindhouse, referring to the old film theatres that primarily screened exploitation B movies. 
As opposed to the other recent zombie films, World War Z (2013) seems to be a 
compound of different zombie film streams, as it treats gender in quite a reactionary way 
like Return (1985) does, while also featuring a female action hero. The film differs from the 
rest predominantly because it treats the zombie epidemic as a natural virus; even the 
zombies themselves are not presented as individual monsters but rather as large organic 
entities that move as a whole. Moreover, since World War Z focusses on a hero who travels 
the world to find a way to stop the epidemic, rather than a group of people trying to survive, 
it comes across more as a environmental apocalypse film, rather than a zombie apocalypse 
film. Still, in terms of gender representation, the fact remains that even the biggest 
blockbuster in this selection of films, which promotes the most nostalgic (family) values, 
includes a tough female action hero. This arguably suggests that this once underground 
figure has become a mainstay in this genre, which touched upon female independence in the 
late 1960s and featured many different incarnations of the female hero since the 1970s, who 
only became tougher without ever being punished for their transgressions of traditional 
gender roles; most of them are encouraged and applauded even.  
Based on the qualitative analysis of this selection of films it is thus safe to say that the 
representation of gender has changed significantly between 1968 and 2013. As the female 
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(action) hero was introduced into independent films in the 1970s, only to become even 
more prominent in decades to come, being featured in a variety of ways in mainstream films 
and blockbusters, the zombie genre did not lag far behind. Whereas Night (1968) carefully 
presented some early imaginings of female strength and independence; from Dawn (1978) 
onwards the female hero became a mainstay in both this selection of zombie films and film 
in general. The interplay between sexualisation and an increase of violence (or, the 
compensation of the female hero’s performance of masculinity), however, which was 
already a crucial ingredient of the 1970s exploitation films, was only introduced to the 
zombie film (in the context of this thesis) during the 1980s. Since then female characters 
have been sexualised increasingly (with the exception of Night, 1990, and World War Z, 
2013), while simultaneously being presented to be tougher and more powerful. 
In the content analysis, presented in chapter 4, it was shown that in the demographic 
representation of its characters, the zombie films never reflect the society they are created 
in, as films rarely ever do. Female (as well as ethnic) characters are heavily 
underrepresented throughout the whole period. However, they are featured three times 
more than male characters as protagonists. Still, their underrepresentation contributes to a 
male-centric view of the world. Also, in this analysis it was found that the female characters 
have on average been sexualised more as well, but in this case in terms of being increasingly 
presented as thin, wearing revealing or suggestive clothing and appearing (partially) nude on 
occasion. Simultaneously they were increasingly portrayed as knowledgeable about fighting, 
while still being presented as adhering to some stereotypical feminine traits. Moreover, the 
female characters on average displayed significantly more masculine characteristics than the 
other way around. What is the most interesting is that the analysis showed that the female 
characters are almost three times as likely to survive the narrative than male characters.  
Both analyses combined reflect a significant change in the representation of gender 
in the zombie films made in the period between 1968 and 2013, and thus challenge both 
Garland’s conclusion that gender role transgressing female characters are often punished,315 
as this only happens explicitly in Return of the Living Dead (1985), and Gurr’s claim that post-
apocalyptic (zombie) narratives almost never feature imaginings of alternative gender 
relations,316 which is only particularly true in World War Z (2013) and to a certain extent in 
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Night of the Comet (1984). Overall, all films except for Return of the Living Dead (1985), 
reward the female characters who transgress gender roles. In fact, most of these films only 
narratively punish characters (of both sexes) who adhere to traditional roles, except of 
course World War Z (2013), which celebrates an incredible male hero. The most prominent 
historical change in this material is that female characters have become more sexualised, 
more independent, and of course, more violent, which in this context can best be 
interpreted as capable of survival. In general, this selection of zombie films, with the 
exception of Return of the Living Dead (1985) and World War Z (2013), seems to treat its 
female characters favourably, and its male characters mostly underminingly ironic, to 
varying degrees and with varying intentions. However, this is of course a small sample of a 
period during which a plethora of both independent and blockbuster zombie films have been 
made. In that regard broader research would be needed to accurately answer whether the 
zombie genre in general treats gender this way, and of course, how this might differ 
internationally. Yet, I believe, based on the analyses of the material in this thesis, which does 
constitute a broad selection in terms of sorts of zombie films, that it is safe to say that the 
modern zombie genre – that is essentially based on Romero’s subversive ideas – differs from 
other (horror) genres in this regard. 
  Moreover, the finding that there is a perceivable change in gender representation in 
this period brings us to the final question, which has been answered to some extent already: 
why did the representation of gender change as it did over time? It is understandable one 
could be tempted to argue that the emergence of feminism and independent cinema, with 
its subversive elements, such as the tough female action hero, determined the course of 
gender representation in (zombie) cinema. However, that would be a quite limited and 
simplistic explanation that does not reflect on the intricacies of the process of filmmaking. 
Still, of course, it can definitely be argued that the female (action) hero herself is a child of 
feminism, as Schubart does convincingly.317 Yet, as to why the aforementioned explanation 
is limited, is because the films discussed in this thesis are created in very different ways and 
with different (artistic) intentions. Romero’s films (Night of the Living Dead, 1968, and Dawn 
of the Dead, 1978) are both independent films, and personal projects, as both films 
(especially Night) are auteurist visions. Hereby I mean that Romero controlled all aspects of 
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the creative process. Night of the Living Dead was written, directed, shot and edited by 
Romero. The same goes for Dawn of the Dead, of which Romero had only delegated its 
cinematography (what camera angles, movements, lights, etc. to use). This can also be said 
of the remake of Night (1990), to a certain extent, as it was not directed by Romero but by 
Tom Savini, who was, however, apparently trusted enough by Romero that he even 
persuaded him to do so.318 This is probably because Savini had already been a long-time 
collaborator, taking care of special (makeup) effects and acting duties in the majority of 
Romero’s films, among which also Dawn (1978). Planet Terror (2007) by Robert Rodriguez 
constitutes a similar scenario, as he was in total control of the picture and arguably choose 
to share his love for exploitation film through it. 
World War Z (2013) on the other hand is the most “mainstream” film with the largest 
budget (even compared to many other contemporary blockbusters) and with the most 
people who have worked on it, of all films discussed in this thesis. It could thus be argued 
that this is why this film displays the most traditional values when compared to the other 
recent zombie films. Perhaps that is because independent films pre-eminently have the 
ability to challenge societal norms whereas mainstream films – which are created with great 
financial investments that bring along greater risks – are more likely to only reflect these 
norms without critiquing them, as to please the greatest proportion of those who buy the 
tickets to go see it, but I cannot say that with certainty. Overall, more research on the 
influence of auteurism, generic styles (including sub-genres), and the influence of budget 
size on gender representation will be needed in order to make such claims.  
However, what can be said with certainty is that the gender representation in the 
zombie films discussed in this thesis does in fact change in the studied period, and that 
research like this, which combines both quantitative and qualitative research methods can 
yield more overseeing insights into such audio-visual material, and, finally, that we know 
better now how to behave if ever the burden of civilisation should fall upon us.  
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Appendix 1: Codebook 
Demographic Character Information 
Character name or description if unknown: _______  
 
Q1. Character ID Give the character a number that corresponds with the order of 
appearance in the film. 
 
Q2. Role 
Minor: Specified character has less than 10 lines.  
Medium:  The character speaks more than 10 lines but is featured in less than 50 
percent of the content. 
Major:  The character is featured in 50 percent or more of the content. 
 
Q3. Biological Sex 
Male  
Female 
 
Q4. Age 
Child:  The character is 12 years of age or younger. 
Adolescent: The character is 13 to 19 years of age. 
Young adult: The character is 20 to 39 years of age. 
Mature adult: The character is 40 to 64 years of age. 
Elderly: The character is 65 years of age or older. 
 
Q5. Ethnicity 
Caucasian 
African-American, African 
Latin-American 
Asian 
Arabian, Middle Eastern 
Native-American 
 
Q6. Socioeconomic Status 
Upper or upper middle class: The character appears to be independently wealthy or has a 
high-level job. 
Middle class:    The character works for a living and can easily afford 
necessities, as well as some luxuries. 
Working class or lower class: The character can just barely acquire the necessities of life and 
has no luxuries. He or she may be unemployed. 
Unable to determine 
 
Q7. Profession 
Blue Collar: The character’s profession revolves around manual labour. Ranges from 
construction worker to soldier. 
White Collar: The character’s profession requires high skill and formal training. The 
profession is for an important part performed in an office setting. Includes, for example, 
attorneys and bankers. 
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Pink Collar: The character’s performs in the service industry. Positions include waiters and 
nurses for example. The term originally described jobs that were mainly held by women. 
Student: The character is in school and may work odd jobs.  
Unemployed  
 
Q8. Relationship or Marital Status (stated or implied) 
Single 
In a relationship 
Married 
Divorced 
Remarried 
Separated 
Engaged 
 
Q9.  Family Life 
The character appears in the film as part of a family. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q10. Children 
The character has a small child (between 1 and 9 years of age) or baby in the film. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q11. Children 
The character has a teenage child (between 10-19) in the film. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q12. Pregnant 
The character is pregnant during the film. 
No 
Yes 
N/A 
Character Appearance 
Q13. Clothing 
Casual: The character wears something casual like a t-shirt and jeans. 
Formal: The character wears formal clothing like a suit. 
Professional: The character wears clothing related to the profession they perform. Also 
includes military uniforms. 
 
Q14. Clothing Convenience 
The character wears clothing that allows them to move freely and easily. Inconvenient 
clothing includes, for example, very tight skirts and heels. 
No 
Yes 
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Q15. Revealing Clothing 
The character wears revealing or suggestive clothing which shows skin or hints at nudity. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q16. Glasses 
The character wears glasses. 
The character does not wear glasses. 
The character wears glasses during a part of the film. 
The character wears glasses during the whole film. 
 
Q17. Body Shape319 
Determine the character’s body shape. 
 
Q18. Hair Colour (in terms of appearance) 
Blond 
Brown 
Black 
Red 
Grey 
White 
N/A 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
319
 Figure retrieved from Majorie A. Thompson and James J. Gray, ‘Development and Validation of a New Body-
Image Assessment Scale’, Journal of Personality Assessment, 62:2, (1995), 258-269: 263. 
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Q19. Hair Length 
Bald:  The character has no hair. 
Balding: The character has a noticeable receding hairline or a horseshoe-shaped ring of 
hair around their head. 
Short:   The hair lies above or just past the characters’ ears. 
Medium: The hair lies at or just above the characters’ shoulders. 
Long:  The hair lies anywhere between the characters’ shoulders and lower back. 
 
Q20. Hair Style 
Straight 
Wavy   
Curly 
Afro 
N/A 
Characteristics and Gender Stereotypes320 
Q21. Strength 
The character is psychically strong. They can easily move heavy objects for instance. 
Not strong 
Fairly strong 
Very strong  
 
Q22. Bravery 
The character shows mental or moral strength to face danger and difficulty. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q23. Athleticism 
The character performs acrobatic stunts in the film.  
No 
Yes 
 
Q24. Emotional  
The character cries on screen (count the amount). 
No  
Yes 
 
Q25. Aggression 
The character is aggressive, which means he or she behaves in an angry or rude way that 
shows a will to fight, attack or argue. 
No 
Yes 
                                                     
320
 All stereotypical traits and characteristics are based on the Bem Sex-Role Inventory of prescriptive gender 
role traits as found in: Deborah A. Prentice and Erica Carranza, ‘What Women and Men Should Be, Shouldn’t 
Be, Are Allowed to Be, and Don’t Have to Be: The Contents of Prescriptive Gender Stereotypes’, Psychology of 
Women Quarterly, 26, (2002), 269-281: 273-274. 
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Q26. Self-reliance 
The character can easily fend for him or herself (and manage to stay alive in a zombie 
apocalypse for a considerate period of time). 
No 
Yes 
 
Q27. Impressionability  
The character is easily influenced by others. This is based on whether they quickly seem to 
agree with, and be convinced by, others. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q28. Active/Passive 
Determine whether the character is decisive and does not, for example, wait for a solution 
instead of contributing to the creation of one. 
Passive 
Active 
 
Q29. Talkativeness  
 The concerning character is regularly chats with others and/or discusses topics not 
necessarily related to the survival situation they find themselves in. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q30. Kind/Cruel 
Cruel: The character does not care for others and may even hurt them. 
Kind: The character cares for others and looks after their wellbeing. 
The character is not specifically cruel or kind. 
 
Q31. Tactful/Blunt 
Blunt:  The character is perceivably not sensitive to other’s feelings which is, for 
example, evidenced by how they choose their words. 
Tactful: The character is sensitive to other’s feelings. 
 
Q32. Tending to appearance 
Does the character (still) prioritise their appearance during the apocalypse? 
No 
Yes 
 
Q33. Cooperativeness 
The character works together with others, showing a willingness to establish a peaceful 
situation. 
No  
Yes 
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Q34. Change of characteristics 
The character develops during the film in terms of changing characteristics, becoming for 
instance brave when they were initially squeamish. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q35. Setting of change 
In what setting does this change become perceivable? 
Outside 
Public area   
Home/homely area 
Work-related area 
Other 
N/A 
 
Q36. Cause of change 
What is the cause of the perceived change? 
Death of a loved one 
Survival necessity:  The character feels the immediate need to look after the well-
being of a group for instance. 
Too much exposure to violence and stress 
N/A 
Sexuality and Attraction 
Q37. Nudity 
No nudity 
Partial nudity:  The character appears partially nude (this also includes such things as 
cinematographically emphasised cleavage). 
Complete nudity: The character appears fully nude. 
 
Q38. Sexual Acts 
The character engages in a sexual act. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q39. Flirting 
The character displays flirtatious behaviour. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q40. Love Interest 
The character mainly functions as a love interest for another character in the film. 
No 
Yes 
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Violence and Apocalypse 
Q41. Combat Experience 
 The character has notable combat experience. 
No  
Yes 
 
Q42. The character’s abilities are doubted by others. 
No 
Yes 
 
Q43. Physical Violence 
The character uses physical violence (anything from punching to blowing something up). 
No 
Yes 
 
Q44. Gender-based Violence 
The character has not experienced gender-based violence 
The character has been intimidated and/or called names based on their gender or sex. 
The character has been sexually harassed  
The character has been sexually assaulted 
 
Q45. Weapons possessed and used 
Gun 
The character does not have a gun 
The character has a gun, but does not use it 
The character has a gun and uses it  
 
Q46. Blunt object weapon 
The character does not have a blunt object weapon 
The character has a blunt object weapon, but does not use it 
The character has a blunt object weapon and uses it 
 
Q47. Sharp object weapon 
The character does not have a sharp object weapon 
The character has a sharp object weapon, but does not use it 
The character has a sharp object weapon and uses it 
 
Q48. Explosives 
The character does not have explosives 
The character has explosives, but does not use them 
The character has explosives and uses them 
 
Q49. Hand-to-hand combat 
The character does not display ability to engage in hand-to-hand combat 
The character does display ability to engage in hand-to-hand combat, but does not use it 
The character uses hand-to-hand combat 
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Q50. Stance on zombies 
The character feels notable pity and empathy for zombies 
The character has no specific stance on zombies and might kill them when necessary 
The character treats zombies sub-humanly/sadistically  
The character is extremely afraid of zombies 
Unable to determine 
 
Q51. Behaviour during apocalypse 
Profiting: The character profits from the zombie apocalypse by looting stores or being 
able to exert more power now that social relations have changed. 
Conservative: The character desperately tries to hold on to their idea of living life as if 
nothing had happened. 
Insane: The recent events have caused the character to lose their mind.  
Pragmatic: The character tries to do what they can and make the best out of it. 
Depressed 
 
Q52. Survival 
The character survives the narrative 
No 
Yes 
Uncertain 
 
Q53. Cause of death 
Zombie violence 
Human male violence 
Human female violence 
Natural circumstances 
Accident 
Other 
N/A 
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Appendix 2: Score sheets  
Night of the Living Dead (1968)  Barbara Johnny Ben Tom Harry Judy Helen Karen News Anchor Journalist General Professor Doctor Keller Sherrif 
McClellan
d 
Journalist 2 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 8 9 9 9 9 10 11 
Role Q2 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Biological Sex Q3 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Age Q4 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 
Profession Q7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 9 9 2 3 2 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 0 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 
Clothing Convenience Q14 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 4 5 5 6 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 5 
Hair Colour Q18 1 1 3 2 5 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Hair Length Q19 4 3 3 3 2 5 4 5 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 
Hair Style Q20 2 1 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Strength Q21 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 1 (3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Self-reliance Q26 0 9 1 1 1 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Impressionable Q27 9 9 0 1 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Active/Passive Q28 0 9 1 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Talkative Q29 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 0 1 1 0 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 0 1 1 0 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Coorperative Q33 1 9 1 1 0 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Doubted Q42 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 4 9 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 5 9 4 4 2 4 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Survival Q52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Death Q53 1 1 2 5 1 5 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
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Dawn of the Dead (1978)  Fran News Channel Employee 1 News Employee 2 News Employee 3 Director Person Next To Director Dr. Foster Sidney Berman Charlie Dick Station Executive Stephen Camera Operator 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Role Q2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 
Biological Sex Q3 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Age Q4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 
Profession Q7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 9 1 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 9 
Family Life Q9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 1 9 0 0 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 5 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 7 6 5 5 5 
Hair Colour Q18 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 
Hair Length Q19 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 
Strength Q21 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 9 
Bravery Q22 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Self-reliant Q26 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 
Impressionable Q27 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 0 9 
Active/Passive Q28 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 
Talkative Q29 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 
Kind/Cruel Q30 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 
Coorperative Q33 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 
Change of Characteristics Q34 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 
Doubted Q42 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 2 9 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 4 4 4 4 9 
Survival Q52 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 
Cause of Death Q53 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 
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Dawn of the Dead (1978)  Police Commander Roger Rod Wooley Young SWAT Cop 1 Young SWAT cop 2 Peter Priest Soldier Cop Asking Cigarette Talkshow Host Scientist Man with Binoculars Blade 
Character ID Q1 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Role Q2 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Biological Sex Q3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Age Q4 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 5 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 
Profession Q7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 2 9 9 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 5 5 5 8 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 7 7 6 
Hair Colour Q18 2 1 1 2 1 3 3 5 3 2 3 3 2 3 
Hair Length Q19 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 1 2 1 4 4 4 4 1 3 3 1 2 
Strength Q21 2 9 9 9 9 9 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 9 1 1 0 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Self-reliant Q26 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 9 9 9 9 1 1 
Impressionable Q27 9 0 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 
Active/Passive Q28 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 
Talkative Q29 0 1 0 0 9 9 1 9 0 9 9 9 9 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 1 9 0 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Coorperative Q33 9 1 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 9 9 9 9 9 1 1 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
Stance on Zombies Q50 9 2 9 9 2 2 2 9 9 9 9 2 3 3 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 9 3 9 9 9 9 4 9 9 9 9 9 1 1 
Survival Q52 9 0 0 0 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 
Cause of Death Q53 9 1 2 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 
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Night of the Comet (1984)  Mel Regina Larry Samantha Doris Chuck Hector Dr. Carter Dr. Wilson Dr. White Oscar Willy Brian Sarah Danny Mason Keener 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Role Q2 1 3 2 3 1 1 3 3 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 
Biological Sex Q3 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 
Age Q4 4 2 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 3 1 1 2 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 3 9 9 9 
Profession Q7 3 3 1 4 1 9 1 2 2 2 2 9 9 9 9 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 1 1 1 3 2 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 
Family Life Q9 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 0 9 0 0 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 0 9 
Clothing Q13 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 7 4 6 3 5 8 5 7 6 5 8 4 5 3 5 
Hair Colour Q18 5 2 2 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 
Hair Length Q19 2 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 5 2 3 3 4 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 3 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 3 
Strength Q21 9 2 9 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 9 
Bravery Q22 9 1 0 1 9 9 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 9 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 0 0 1 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Self-reliant Q26 9 1 0 1 9 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
Impressionable Q27 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 9 
Active/Passive Q28 9 1 1 1 9 9 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 9 
Talkative Q29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 9 9 1 0 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 9 1 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 1 0 1 0 9 0 0 0 9 0 0 9 9 1 
Tending to Appearance Q32 9 1 0 1 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Coorperative Q33 9 1 9 1 9 9 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 9 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 1 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Combat Experience Q41 9 1 0 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 1 0 0 0 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 9 2 9 2 9 9 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 9 9 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 9 4 9 4 9 9 4 4 4 4 4 1 9 9 4 
Survival Q52 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Cause of Death Q53 6 9 1 9 6 6 9 2 2 6 3 2 9 9 9 
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Return of the Living Dead (1985)  Burt Frank Freddy Casey Chuck Tina Spider Trash Scuz Colonel Glover Colonel's Wife Suicide Ernie Paramedic 1 Paramedic 2 Jeff 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Role Q2 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 
Biological Sex Q3 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Age Q4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 
Profession Q7 2 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 9 4 1 1 1 1 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 9 9 0 9 0 9 0 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 7 7 4 6 6 5 5 3 5 6 5 6 7 6 7 5 
Hair Colour Q18 5 5 2 9 2 2 3 4 9 2 1 2 6 2 2 3 
Hair Length Q19 3 3 3 4 3 5 4 3 3 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 4 
Strength Q21 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 9 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 1 (2) 1 (2) 0 0 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (1) 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 9 9 0 
Self-reliant Q26 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 9 9 9 
Impressionable Q27 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 0 9 9 9 
Active/Passive Q28 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9 
Talkative Q29 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 1 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 0 9 9 1 9 9 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 0 9 0 9 0 9 1 1 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Coorperative Q33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 9 1 1 1 9 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 9 2 9 9 9 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 9 9 9 4 9 9 9 
Survival Q52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Cause of Death Q53 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 9 9 1 6 1 1 9 
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Night of the Living Dead (1990)  Barbara Johnny Ben Harry Tom Judy Helen Karen News Anchor Redneck 1 Redneck 2 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 8 9 9 
Role Q2 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Biological Sex Q3 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 
Age Q4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 1 4 3 3 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 2 2 2 1 3 3 1 1 2 3 3 
Profession Q7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 9 9 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 9 9 3 2 2 3 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 0 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 2\1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 5 6 6 7 6 5 6 4 7 5 5 
Hair Colour Q18 4 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 5 
Hair Length Q19 3 3 3 2 3 5 4 5 2 4 4 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 4 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 
Strength Q21 2 9 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 1 (4) 0 0 0 0 1 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 9 9 1 1 
Self-reliant Q26 1 9 1 1 1 0 0 0 9 1 1 
Impressionable Q27 0 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 9 9 
Active/Passive Q28 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 
Talkative Q29 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 
Kind/Cruel Q30 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 9 9 0 0 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 9 9 0 0 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 
Coorperative Q33 1 9 1 0 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 
Change of Characteristics Q34 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Doubted Q42 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 1 9 2 2 2 4 4 9 9 3 3 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 9 4 2 4 4 4 9 9 1 1 
Survival Q52 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 1 
Cause of Death Q53 9 1 2 3 5 5 1 1 9 9 9 
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Dawn of the Dead (2004)  Dr. Dandewar Ana Cora Vivian Luis Neighbour Kenneth Andre Luda Michael C.J. Bart Terry Sheriff Cahill General Andy 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 10 11 12 
Role Q2 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 
Biological Sex Q3 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Age Q4 4 3 3 1 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 
Profession Q7 2 3 3 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 3 9 9 3 9 9 3 3 1 9 9 2 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 5 5 7 3 6 8 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 5 5 
Hair Colour Q18 3 1 3 1 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Hair Length Q19 3 4 4 5 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 4 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
Strength Q21 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 9 1 9 9 9 9 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 9 9 1 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 9 0 
Self-reliant Q26 9 1 9 0 9 9 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Impressionable Q27 9 0 9 9 9 9 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 9 9 9 
Active/Passive Q28 9 1 9 9 9 9 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Talkative Q29 9 9 1 9 9 0 0 0 0 9 1 1 9 9 9 9 
Kind/Cruel Q30 0 1 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 1 0 0 1 9 9 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 0 1 9 9 9 9 0 0 9 1 0 0 1 9 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 9 0 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 
Coorperative Q33 9 1 9 9 9 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 9 9 9 
Change of Characteristics Q34 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Doubted Q42 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 9 2 9 9 9 9 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 9 2 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 9 4 9 9 9 9 4 3 4 4 2 2 4 9 9 4 
Survival Q52 9 1 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 9 0 
Cause of Death Q53 9 9 9 1 1 6 9 3 3 5 6 1 9 9 9 1 
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Dawn of the Dead (2004)  TV Evangelist Norma Tucke
r 
Glen Monica Steve Bloated Woman Frank Nicole 
Character ID Q1 13 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 
Role Q2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 
Biological Sex Q3 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Age Q4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 2 
Ethnicity Q5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 2 3 3 3 2 1 9 2 2 
Profession Q7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 3 3 9 1 1 9 6 2 
Family Life Q9 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 9 9 9 0 9 0 9 0 
Clothing Q13 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 6 6 6 7 4 5 9 5 4 
Hair Colour Q18 3 5 2 5 1 3 5 2 4 
Hair Length Q19 3 4 4 2 5 3 4 2 3 
Hair Style Q20 4 3 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 
Strength Q21 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 9 1 1 9 0 0 9 1 1 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (3) 
Aggression Q25 1 0 0 0 0 1 9 0 0 
Self-reliant Q26 9 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
Impressionable Q27 9 0 9 9 9 0 9 0 1 
Active/Passive Q28 9 1 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 
Talkative Q29 9 9 0 1 1 1 9 9 9 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 1 1 9 9 0 9 1 1 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 0 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 9 0 0 1 1 0 9 0 0 
Coorperative Q33 1 1 1 1 1 0 9 1 1 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Physical Violence Q43 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 9 2 2 2 2 2 9 9 4 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 9 4 4 4 4 4 9 4 4 
Survival Q52 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Cause of Death Q53 9 2 2 5 5 3 3 2 9 
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Resident Evil Apocalypse (2004)  Alice Terri Umbrella Agent 1 Umbrella Agent 2 Dr. Ashford Angie Jill L.J. Wade Timothy Cain Umbrella Soldier Suicide Female Carlos Pilot Nicholai Yuri Peyton 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Role Q2 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 
Biological Sex Q3 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Age Q4 3 3 3 3 4 1 3 3 4 3 3 3 9 3 3 3 
Ethnicity Q5 1 4 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 1 2 9 9 1 1 2 3 1 2 9 2 2 2 2 2 
Profession Q7 1 2 1 1 2 9 1 9 2 1 9 1 2 1 1 1 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 0 0 9 9 9 0 0 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 3 4 5 5 6 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Hair Colour Q18 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 9 4 2 3 
Hair Length Q19 4 4 3 3 2 5 3 3 3 3 4 3 9 3 3 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 1 9 1 1 4 
Strength Q21 2 0 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 
Bravery Q22 1 1 9 9 1 1 1 0 9 9 1 1 9 1 1 1 
Athleticism Q23 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 0 0 0 1 (1) 0 1 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Self-reliant Q26 1 0 9 9 0 0 1 1 1 9 0 1 9 1 1 1 
Impressionable Q27 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 9 1 0 0 
Active/Passive Q28 1 1 9 9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 9 1 9 1 
Talkative Q29 0 1 9 9 0 9 1 1 0 0 9 0 9 1 0 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 1 1 9 9 9 1 9 9 0 9 9 1 9 1 9 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 0 9 0 9 0 
Coorperative Q33 1 1 9 9 1 1 1 1 0 1 9 1 9 1 1 1 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 1 0 9 9 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 2 2 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
Stance on Zombies Q50 2 4 9 9 9 2 2 4 9 9 4 2 9 2 9 9 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 4 9 9 4 4 4 4 1 9 9 4 9 4 9 4 
Survival Q52 1 0 9 9 0 1 1 1 0 9 0 1 9 0 0 0 
Cause of Death Q53 9 1 9 9 2 9 9 9 1 9 6 9 9 1 1 1 
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Resident Evil Apocalypse (2004)  Man in Church Old Man in Church S.T.A.R.S. Sniper S.T.A.R.S. Commander Dr. Alexander Isaacs Female Researcher 
Character ID Q1 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Role Q2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Biological Sex Q3 1 1 1 2 1 1 
Age Q4 3 4 4 4 4 4 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 9 9 1 1 1 1 
Profession Q7 9 9 2 2 2 2 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 9 9 0 9 9 
Clothing Q13 1 1 3 3 3 3 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 6 7 5 6 5 6 
Hair Colour Q18 1 6 2 2 2 5 
Hair Length Q19 3 2 2 3 3 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 9 1 1 2 1 
Strength Q21 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 0 9 9 9 1 1 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Self-reliant Q26 0 1 9 9 1 9 
Impressionable Q27 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Active/Passive Q28 0 9 1 0 1 9 
Talkative Q29 0 9 0 0 0 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 9 0 9 0 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Coorperative Q33 0 9 9 9 1 1 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 0 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 2 0 2 2 0 0 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 2 9 3 9 9 9 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 2 4 4 9 9 
Survival Q52 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Cause of Death Q53 1 1 1 1 9 2 
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Planet Terror (2007)  Cherry Romey Abby Lt. Muldoon Tammy J.T. Dr. William Dr. Dakota Tony El Wray Joe Doctor Felix Sheriff Hague 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Role Q2 3 1 2 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 1 1 2 
Biological Sex Q3 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Age Q4 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 3 4 4 4 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 3 9 1 2 9 3 1 1 1 3 9 1 2 
Profession Q7 3 1 2 1 9 1 2 3 9 1 9 2 1 
Relationship or Marital 
Status 
Q8 6 9 9 9 9 9 3 3 9 6 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 0 9 9 9 0 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 
Clothing Q13 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 3 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 4 7 6 6 4 7 6 4 7 6 6 8 6 
Hair Colour Q18 2 2 3 2 1 5 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 
Hair Length Q19 5 2 4 2 5 3 4 5 4 3 2 3 3 
Hair Style Q20 2 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 
Strength Q21 2 9 9 2 9 9 9 9 9 2 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 1 9 0 0 9 1 1 1 9 1 9 9 1 
Athleticism Q23 1 9 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 1 (4) 9 1 0 9 0 0 1 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 9 1 1 9 0 1 0 0 1 9 9 1 
Self-reliant Q26 0 9 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 9 9 1 
Impressionable Q27 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 0 9 0 9 9 0 
Active/Passive Q28 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 9 9 1 
Talkative Q29 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 9 0 0 9 1 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 9 9 0 9 9 1 9 9 0 9 9 0 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 
Coorperative Q33 1 9 1 0 9 1 0 1 1 1 9 9 1 
Change of Characteristics Q34 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 9 1 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 2 9 2 2 9 2 2 2 9 2 9 9 2 
Behaviour During 
Apocalypse 
Q51 4 9 1 1 9 4 3 3 9 4 9 9 4 
Survival Q52 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 9 0 
Cause of Death Q53 9 2 2 2 1 6 2 9 5 1 9 9 6 
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Planet Terror (2007)  Deputy Tolo Deputy Carlos Earl Ramona Babysitter Twin 1 Babysitter Twin 2 Skip Lewis 
Character ID Q1 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Role Q2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Biological Sex Q3 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 
Age Q4 4 4 5 5 3 3 4 4 
Ethnicity Q5 3 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 2 2 2 2 3 3 9 2 
Profession Q7 1 1 1 9 3 3 9 1 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 9 3 3 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 
Clothing Q13 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 7 6 7 7 4 4 6 7 
Hair Colour Q18 1 1 5 1 3 3 2 2 
Hair Length Q19 3 3 3 4 5 5 3 2 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
Strength Q21 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 1 0 0 9 1 1 0 0 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Self-reliant Q26 1 9 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Impressionable Q27 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
Active/Passive Q28 1 9 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Talkative Q29 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 9 9 9 0 0 9 0 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
Coorperative Q33 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 0 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Stance on Zombies Q50 2 2 2 9 2 2 2 2 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 4 4 9 4 4 4 1 
Survival Q52 0 0 9 9 1 1 1 0 
Cause of Death Q53 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 3 
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World War Z (2013)  Karin Gerry Rachel Connie Thierry Pharmacy Man Tomas Tomas' Wife Tommy Dr. Fassbach Navy Captain Pilot Captain Speke Ellis CIA Agent Segen 
Character ID Q1 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Role Q2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 
Biological Sex Q3 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Age Q4 4 4 1 1 4 3 3 3 1 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 
Ethnicity Q5 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 3 5 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 1 1 1 1 1 9 3 3 3 1 2 1 2 2 9 2 
Profession Q7 9 2 9 9 2 9 9 9 9 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 3 3 9 9 9 9 3 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 1 1 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 0 9 0 0 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 
Clothing Q13 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 9 3 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 
Hair Colour Q18 4 2 2 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 5 2 2 2 2 2 
Hair Length Q19 5 4 5 5 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 1 1 4 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 9 
Strength Q21 9 1 0 0 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 
Bravery Q22 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 9 0 1 1 9 1 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Self-reliant Q26 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
Impressionable Q27 0 0 1 1 0 9 0 1 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Active/Passive Q28 0 1 0 0 1 9 0 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 9 1 
Talkative Q29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 1 1 9 9 1 1 1 1 9 1 0 9 9 9 9 1 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 1 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 0 9 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Coorperative Q33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9 1 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Explosives Q48 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Stance on Zombies Q50 4 2 4 4 9 2 2 2 9 4 9 2 2 2 9 2 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 
Survival Q52 1 1 1 1 1 9 0 0 1 0 9 9 0 9 9 1 
Cause of Death Q53 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 1 9 5 9 9 1 9 9 9 
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World War Z (2013)  Jurgen Warmbrunn Commercial Pilot 1 Commercial Pilot 2 WHO doctor 1 WHO doctor 2 WHO doctor 3 WHO doctor 4 
Character ID Q1 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Role Q2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 
Biological Sex Q3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
Age Q4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 
Ethnicity Q5 5 1 1 1 5 5 1 
Socioeconomic Status Q6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Profession Q7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Relationship or Marital Status Q8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Family Life Q9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small Child Q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teenage Child Q11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pregnant Q12 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 
Clothing Q13 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 
Clothing Convenience Q14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Revealing Clothing Q15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glasses Q16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Body Shape Q17 7 5 5 5 6 4 5 
Hair Colour Q18 2 1 2 2 3 3 2 
Hair Length Q19 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 
Hair Style Q20 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 
Strength Q21 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bravery Q22 0 1 1 0 1 9 9 
Athleticism Q23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Emotional Q24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggression Q25 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Self-reliant Q26 9 9 9 1 1 1 1 
Impressionable Q27 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 
Active/Passive Q28 1 9 9 0 0 0 0 
Talkative Q29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kind/Cruel Q30 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Tactful/Blunt Q31 9 9 9 0 0 9 9 
Tending to Appearance Q32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Coorperative Q33 1 9 9 1 1 1 1 
Change of Characteristics Q34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Setting of Change Q35 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Cause of Change Q36 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Nudity Q37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Act Q38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flirting Q39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Love Interest Q40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Combat Experience Q41 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Doubted Q42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physical Violence Q43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gender-based Violence Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gun Q45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Blunt Object Weapon Q46 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Sharp Object Weapon Q47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Explosives Q48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hand-to-hand Combat Q49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stance on Zombies Q50 2 9 9 2 2 2 2 
Behaviour During Apocalypse Q51 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Survival Q52 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Cause of Death Q53 5 5 5 9 9 9 9 
 
